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ABSTRACT 

Field (2005) rightly stated that events in a movie are specifically designed to bring out the truth 

about the characters so that we, the audience, can transcend our ordinary lives and achieve a 

connection, or bond, between “them and us”; we see ourselves in them and enjoy a moment, 

perhaps, of recognition and understanding. The application of user ratings in making movie 

recommendations is implicitly detrimental to the user experience as they are deprived of the 

opportunity to experience movies with a storyline which they will find relatable to their present 

circumstances. This is because, such a movie was rated poorly by another user with similar 

taste to the user, or, such a movie had no ratings at all. Also, this research identified that the 

application of user ratings in making recommendations is also detrimental to movies with an 

unpopular cast list or/and movie production crew. This is because, for ratings to be predicted, 

initial ratings must exist, and predicted ratings are only based on existing ratings. Furthermore, 

the ability of a movie to have ratings is directly related to the level of popularity of the movie, 

because popularity enhances the visibility of the movie in the movie consumers market which 

in turn makes the movie available to receive a rating. If the consumers cannot see the movie, 

or know that the movie exists, they will not be able to provide any ratings. 

The application of user ratings in movie recommender systems research has created the 

problem of ratings-based overspecialization where movies with high ratings are seemingly 

handed the advantage over movies with low ratings without allowing the user to decide for 

themselves if they like the movie based on the movie plot. The proposed personality-based 

movie recommender system aims to utilize the personality of the users to identify movies 

suitable for the personality group using the words associated with the subject matters in movies. 

This involved the creation of a list of keywords based on the favourite movies provided by 207 

participants from the 16 MBTI personality types. The recommendation accuracy of the 

proposed model based on overall user satisfaction was 76.28% when the less popular movies 

were recommended to the users.  
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT 

Nunes (2008) describes recommendation as a deliberative social process that is done by people 

when they want to describe their degree of appreciation about a product. The perception of 

recommendation as a process on its own implies that it consists of a variety of interdependent 

stages leading up to the recommendation output. Furthermore, the perception of 

recommendation as a social process implies that human interaction is a vital part of the original 

recommendation process. Therefore, if the process is going to be automated, there has to be 

some form of human interaction involved in the automated recommendation process for it to 

be successful. The art of making recommendations is fast becoming a common practice in 

several industries globally. O’Donovan & Smyth (2005) pointed out that the most successful 

recommendations are those which are influenced by friends or family as opposed to expert 

sources of advice. It can be assumed that recommendations made by friends and family 

members are better received because of the potentially high level of trust and understanding 

between them. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that if one wishes to make a successful 

recommendation, one would need to understand the recipients of the recommendation. This 

would involve the exploration of human psychology and the impact it has on the decision-

making process.  

Recommendations which are made based on the understanding of human psychology is a 

relatively new area of research. However, most of the research done so far in the exploration 

of the use of human psychology in making recommendations has been on movies (Song et al, 

2009; Kompan & Bielkova, 2013; Cantador et al, 2013; Karumur et al, 2017). Karumur et al 

(2017) pointed out that the reason many researchers utilize movies in this kind of research is 

because of the data which is already made available online. Furthermore, O’Brien-Bours (2013) 

pointed out that movies have the power to inspire, to teach, to shape memories of events, and 

to create a shared narrative experience amongst a culture. This was supported by Field (2005) 

where it was indicated that movies that most consumers tend to rate highly are because of a 

connection which they were able to form with a character based on the subject matter of the 

movie. Also, Song et al (2009) and Hu & Pu (2011) also pointed out that movies tend to have 

a psychological impact on the consumer. Therefore, it only makes sense to explore that 

psychological connection with the intent of making future accurate recommendations. The 

psychological connection involved in making recommendations would be explored using the 

personality of the users and their favourite movie choices.  
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According to Tkalcic & Chen (2015), there has been an increase in research to find more 

oriented approaches in making recommendations where various psychological aspects such as 

personality have been investigated. John & Srivastava (1999) pointed out that personality 

accounts for the individual differences in our enduring emotional, interpersonal, experiential, 

attitudinal, and motivational styles. Therefore, the application of personality seems like the 

best-fit choice to personalize recommendations for users.  

The research in the application of personality in recommendation systems has progressed to 

the point of identifying the potential in making recommendations to groups of individuals 

sharing similar personality profiles (Song et al., 2009; Hu & Pu, 2011; Karumur et al., 2017; 

Orestis & Christos, 2017). The approach of utilizing personality as a categorisation mechanism 

in recommender systems is based on the premise that people with similar personality profiles 

tend to like the same movies (Hu & Pu, 2011; Karumur et al., 2017). According to Quijano-

Sanchez et al (2013), most of the work in the application of personality profiles in making 

movie recommendations provides recommendations for individual users based on their 

personality category. However, they further pointed out that many different activities can be 

performed by groups of people, like watching a movie, going to a restaurant, listening to a radio 

station, or traveling with friends. For these activities, they highlighted that recommender 

systems have to suggest items to groups based on the individual preferences of their members. 

Jameson & Smyth (2007), Recio-Garcia et al (2009), and Quijano-Sanchez et al (2013) further 

implied that a standard approach in the creation of group recommender systems involves the 

aggregation of the preferences of the members of the group where every individual is 

considered as equal to the others. They further pointed out that for group recommendations to 

be successful, it would involve merging the recommendations made for individuals, 

aggregating ratings for individuals, and constructing a group preference model. This simply 

means that to create a group preference model, one would need to understand what suits the 

individual members of the group and use the understanding of the similarities between the 

users' preferences and the potential recommendations to create the group preference model. 

However, even though the application of user ratings is at the heart of every major movie 

recommender system such as MovieLens, Netflix, etc, it creates the problem of 

overspecialization whereby only movies which the user or users with similar tastes have given 

high ratings would always be recommended. This is the most appealing approach which bears 

a high propensity to be successful and has high recommendation accuracy values. However, 

this approach tends to leave out low rated movies or movies with no ratings at all, which is 
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depriving the consumer of the chance to experience such movies and make a decision for 

themselves whether they like such movies or not. Therefore, the application of user ratings in 

making movie recommendations reduces the scope of movies available for making 

recommendations to a user to mainly those with high explicit and predicted ratings. 

This research proposes that recommendations should be made based on the plot of the movie 

and not the user ratings. This is because the plot of the movie consists of a subject matter, and 

how it is interpreted through the characters in the movie propels the journey of the consumer 

throughout the movie. The application of user ratings in making movie recommendations 

implies that if there were two users with similar tastes in movies, an unrated movie by one of 

the users which has been rated highly by the other user would be seen as a fitting 

recommendation; while a movie which has been rated poorly will be seen as an unfitting 

recommendation. Therefore, the problem of overspecialization as it relates to the focus of 

recommender systems on movies with high user ratings is created. To this end, based on the 

steps identified by Quijano-Sanchez et al (2013), to build a group recommendation model for 

movies based on personality profiles which would help overcome the problem of 

overspecialization caused by the application of user ratings in making movie recommendations, 

this research would take the following steps: 

1. Aggregation of the movie preferences for each personality group. 

2. Aggregation of the words from the plots of the movies associated with possible subject 

matters in movies and associate them with the personality of the users. 

3. Construction of the personality based group preference model. 

1.2 PERSONALITY AND MOVIE CHOICES 

Cantador et al (2013) describe personality as the psychological origins of the audience's needs 

which is a combination of characteristics or qualities that form an individual’s style of thinking, 

feeling, and behaving in different situations. Karumur et al (2017) further implied that the 

preferences of an individual with regards to movies can be explained by that individual’s 

personality. Existing literature has confirmed that personality plays a big role when selecting 

media content such as music and movies (Pennock et al., 2000; Hu & Pu, 2011; Karumur et 

al., 2017). Prior research by Jung (1971) pointed out that the decisions which individuals make 

are not random but are guided by their personalities. Jung (1971) and Smith (2007) further 

pointed out that our personalities consist of four dimensions which all play roles in how we act 

and react. They are: 
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• Where do you prefer to focus your attention? – Extroversion (E) vs. Introversion (I) 

• How do you take in information? – Sensing (S) vs. Intuition (N) 

• How do you make decisions? - Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F) 

• How do you orient toward the outer world? - Judging (J) vs. Perceiving (P) 

Therefore, based on the premise implied in Jung (1971) that our decisions are not random but 

controlled by our personalities, it is assumed that each of the dimensions of the MBTI 

personality model mentioned above has a role to play in the decisions we make concerning the 

movies we watch. This was also spotted in Kallias (2012) where it was pointed out that 

extremely sensitive and empathetic people with the Feeling personality trait tend to gravitate 

towards light-hearted movies that are void of violence.  

The two personality models which have been used consistently in recommender systems 

research are the Five-Factor Model of personality and the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) 

(Song et al., 2009; Yi et al, 2016; Karumur et al., 2017). The ability of the MBTI model to 

place people into personality groups is what makes it the preferred option in terms of the choice 

of personality model in this research. Because this research is exploring the potential of making 

group recommendations to utilize the words associated with movie subject matters and 

personality profiles to make movie recommendations, it is reasonable to utilize a personality 

model with an in-built structure for grouping individuals. 

1.3 AUTOMATING MOVIE RECOMMENDATIONS UTILIZING INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS 

A recommender system is a type of information filtering system which attempts to predict the 

preferences of a user and make recommendations based on these preferences (Sappadla et al., 

2017). For a recommender system to be effective, there must be enough data to make a 

prediction. Melville et al (2002) pointed out that recommender systems help overcome 

information overload by providing personalized suggestions from a vast amount of data based 

on the history of a user’s likes and dislikes. Bell et al (2007) made it a point to note that 

automated information systems that make recommendations, attempt to profile user 

preferences, and model the interaction between the users and the products. Some examples of 

how recommendations have attempted to be automated include the application of demographic 

information and user ratings to make recommendations (Pazzani, 1999), the application of a 

user’s lifestyle information for making recommendations (Lekakos & Giaglis, 2006), and the 

utilization of consumers’ personality information to make recommendations (Pennock et al., 
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2000; Hu & Pu, 2011; Karumur et al., 2017). Adomavicius & Tuzhilin (2011), Cantador et al 

(2013), and Schafer et al (1999) also pointed out that recommendations can be made by 

utilizing the user’s history and the user’s ratings of the movies in addition to the above-

mentioned attributes of location, demographic, and social companions (which includes other 

users with similar taste to the user in question). According to Ricci et al (2015), the application 

of recommender systems is still dominated by solutions recommending products like movies, 

music, news, and books. The application of personality profiles in recommender systems has 

so far been applied in the domains of books, music, and movies respectively (Pennock et al., 

2000; Hu & Pu, 2009; Cantador et al., 2013; Golbeck & Norris, 2013; Karumur et al., 2017).  

Because this research is utilizing movies and personality profiles in recommender systems, the 

following table will highlight some related literature on the area of movie recommendations 

and personality profiles in terms of their research contributions, the key findings of the 

research, and the personality model utilized in the research.  

Reference Research Contribution Key Findings Personality Model 

Personality, User 

Preferences, and Behaviour in 

Recommender systems. 

(Karumur et al, 2017) 

The application of personality in 

modelling newcomer retention, the 

intensity of engagement, activity 

preferences, user preferences toward 

categories, and nature of ratings 

provided by users in a recommender 

system. 

- Different personality types exhibit 

different rating styles and there’s also 

a difference in the magnitudes of 

ratings which could impact the 

performance of recommender 

algorithms. 

- Introverts and users with low 

agreeableness have higher customer 

retention potential than their 

personality traits counterparts in a 

recommender system environment. 

- Different personality types show a 

preference for different movie genres. 

- The knowledge of a user’s 

personality can be used as a substitute 

for a user-ratings profile. User 

similarity in neighbourhood-based 

approaches can be computed between 

the personality vectors instead of user 

rating vectors, and appropriate 

recommendations can be made. 

Five-Factor Model of 

Personality 

The 50/50 Recommender: A 

method incorporating 

personality into movie 

Examination of the role of 

personality in recommender systems 

utilizing a 50/50 recommendation 

- In the application of personality 

profiles in movie recommender 

systems, there is a trade-off between 

Five-Factor Model of 

Personality 
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recommender systems. 

(Nalmpantis & Tjortjis, 2018) 

technique and an 80/20 

recommendation technique versus 

the traditional k-NN 

recommendation method. For the 

50/50, they took the predicted rating 

of the movie and number which 

represents the genre preference of 

the user and divided each of them by 

two. The addition of these figures 

produces a new predicted rating for 

the movie, where the k-NN scoring 

of the movie and the genre 

preferences of the user account for 

50% each. For the 80/20, they took 

the predicted rating of the movie and 

multiplied it by 0.2 and the genre 

preference of the user and multiplied 

it by 0.8. That way, personality is 

now 80% and k-NN is 20%. 

investing time to take the test and 

improving subsequent 

recommendation experience. 

 

- Top preferred method was the 50/50 

recommendation technique with 

36.92% of the total points, second 

came k-NN with 34.36%, while the 

80/20 method received 28.72% of the 

points. 

 

 

Personalized Movie 

Recommendation System 

Combining Data Mining with 

the k-Clique Method. 

(Vilakone et al., 2019) 

Combining data mining with the k-

clique method to improve 

recommendation accuracy to the 

users in a movie recommender 

system environment. 

The method used the personal 

information of the users to classify 

users into several communities with 

the help of the k-clique process. 

After that, the system generates the 

recommended movies for the new 

users from the list of movies in the 

most suitable community for the 

new user by using the data mining 

method. 

The best accuracy was found when 

the cost of k = 11. 

Not Applicable 

Personality and Hybrid 

Recommendation System for 

Social Networks. (Kethineni 

et al., 2020) 

The combination of collaborative 

filtering techniques using 

personality tests to provide more 

personalised recommendations. 

The evaluation of a Friend 

Recommender System (FRS) is 

based on the big-five personality 

traits model and hybrid filtering, in 

which the friend recommended 

process is based on personality traits 

and users’ harmony rating. 

System accuracy was determined 

using user ratings. This was 

accomplished using a personality-

based social network site that uses the 

proposed FRS named PersoNet. 

According to the users’ rating results, 

PersoNet performs better than 

collaborative filtering (CF)-based 

FRS in terms of precision and recall 

Five-Factor Model of 

Personality 

Table 1. 1 Literature on the use of personality models in recommender systems 
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As indicated in Table 1.1, all contributions involving the application of personality in making 

recommendations discovered improvements in the performance of the movie recommender systems 

utilizing the Five-Factor Model of personality when they were measured against the results of the 

Traditional Collaborative Filtering recommendation technique. The following table shows the research 

works which utilize the application of personality in making group recommendations and their key 

findings. 

Reference Research Contribution Key Findings User Classification 

Model 

Social Factors in Group 

Recommender Systems 

(Quijano-Sanchez et al, 

2013) 

The application of personality, 

trust, and memory in improving 

the group recommendation 

process by making a more exact 

representation of how group 

argumentations take place in 

real life. 

- The strength of the 

recommendation technique is 

determined by the value of the 

two hit evaluation metrics. The 

higher the value, the stronger the 

recommendation technique.  

- The combination of trust and 

personality had the best 

recommendation results on both 

the one-hit evaluation metric and 

the two hit evaluation metric 

having a value of 30% using the 

two hits metric and therefore 

improved the base 

recommendations. 

- The use of personality alone in 

the recommendation process 

obtained a value of 20% using the 

two hit metrics and therefore 

improved the base 

recommendations. 

- The use of trust alone in the 

recommendation process did not 

improve the base 

recommendations. 

The Thomas-

Kilmann Conflict 

Mode Instrument. 

Personality Aware 

Recommendations to 

Groups. 

(Recio-Garcia et al., 2009) 

The introduction of a novel 

method of making 

recommendations to groups 

based on existing techniques of 

collaborative filtering and 

- Results indicate that the 

accuracy of the recommendation 

correlates with higher values of 

the conflict mode weight 

(CMW). 

The Thomas-

Kilmann Conflict 

Mode Instrument. 
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taking into account the group 

personality composition. 

- The recommender algorithm 

used obtains better results for 

groups with people having 

heterogeneous conflict resolution 

personalities.  

 

 

Table 1. 2 Literature on group recommender systems 

As indicated in Table 1.2, recommendations made to groups based on the personality of the 

users in the group improves the accuracy of the recommendations. However, new users to the 

group are still required to provide their user preferences which would be used in the generation 

of the group preference model. This simply implies that the personality group preference model 

has the propensity to change based on the preferences of the new users which are added to the 

personality group which in turn makes the recommendation model highly susceptible to the 

problem of scalability. Alharthi (2015) pointed out that there is a need for a common base when 

making recommendations. This raises the possibility of creating a personality group 

recommendation model that doesn’t need to change with the addition of new members to the 

group. 

To this end, this research will explore group movie recommendations based on personality 

profiles by identifying the words associated with movie subject matters which are in the plots 

of the movies and associating those words with the personality traits of the MBTI model to 

create a list of keywords which can be used in making movie recommendations. The list of 

keywords will serve as the common base for making recommendations. This implies that new 

users joining the personality group do not need to provide information about their movie 

preferences which would create a fixed structure for the personality group as it relates to 

recommendation preferences.  

1.4 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS AND CONSUMER PERSONALITY 

Research on recommender systems in the movie industry is very valuable considering that 

Netflix used to offer the prize of $1 million to anyone who could help improve the accuracy of 

their recommender system (Bennett & Lanning, 2007). The movie industry is one of the most 

successful entertainment domains in the world with multiple products for the users to choose 

from, it makes sense that a recommender system will be applied to help deal with the 

information overload. Park et al (2012) further pointed out that recommender systems have 
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more practical applications in movies and shopping than any other field. However, the 

recommender systems used to assist consumers in shopping are not as complicated as the ones 

used in a movie recommender system. The recommender systems used in shopping, such as 

Amazon and eBay, are the most popular examples, usually displaying related products/items 

which consumers who brought the same product/item also purchased. Such products are 

usually the same product from a different brand or an accessory to the product purchased. In a 

movie recommender system, Field (2005) indicated that movies can relate to people’s real-life 

circumstances in terms of how they relate with others and how they react to various thoughts 

and feelings in life. Therefore, to make recommendations to movie consumers, one would need 

to understand how the consumers generally think, feel, and act. 

1.5 RESEARCH GOALS 

Prior research has already been able to establish a connection between the user’s movie choices 

and their personality (Song et al., 2009; Cantador et al., 2013; Golbeck & Norris, 2013; 

Karumur et al., 2017) and therefore solidify its stance as a valuable component in a movie 

recommender system. However, the main driving force behind making recommendations in 

recommender systems research is user ratings. Existing recommendation models utilize 

predicted user ratings to make recommendations. However, this involves new users supplying 

the system with initial rating values which would be used to generate predicted rating values 

for unrated movies as evidenced via MovieLens (Chandrashekhar & Bhasker 2011). One thing 

common with all recommender systems is that they require new users to provide initial ratings 

of items such as in MovieLens or identification of favourite items such as in Netflix to enable 

the system to generate recommendations for the users. The initial ratings of the items provided 

by the users are used to calculate the predicted ratings for unrated items for individual users. 

The application of ratings in making recommendations functions on the premise that all the 

movies in the database have been rated at least once by a user. However, this creates the 

problem of overspecialization in terms of the continuous recommendation of only highly rated 

movies and the assumption that users with similar tastes in movies would give the same rating 

to the movie without knowing what the movie was about. According to Chandrashekhar & 

Bhasker (2011), this approach has shown to be successful in terms of having a 96.1% 

recommendation accuracy, however, it makes a certain section of movies un-recommendable 

because they are either completely unrated or are rated poorly by some users. This approach is 

detrimental to the movie industry and its investors as it relates to those associated with the 
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making of movies with unpopular cast members or moviemakers in terms of earning profit 

from the movie. 

According to Nunes (2008), due to the complexity of human behaviour, it cannot be adequately 

analyzed using scores such as ratings, therefore, the assumption of excluding certain movies 

for recommendation to a user on the premise that they were rated poorly by other users with 

similar tastes to the user deprives the user of the opportunity of watching a movie which they 

might like. Furthermore, such an approach significantly reduces the success of movies which 

can be categorised as unpopular due to their lack of ratings which in turn negatively impacts 

the jobs of those involved in making the movie because the success of the movie is highly 

dependent on the size of the consumer movie market which can access the movie. The research 

questions generated as a result of the identified problems above are: 

1. How can personality-based group recommendation models which make movie 

recommendations based on the words associated with the subject matter in movies help 

to overcome the problem of ratings-based overspecialization caused by the continuous 

recommendation of highly rated movies by existing recommendation models and also 

facilitate the expansion of the consumer movie market for unpopular movies? 

2. What is the impact on the recommendation accuracy of a personality-based group 

movie recommendation model when user ratings are not used in making movie 

recommendations? 

1.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY – DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH 

According to Osterwalder (2004), the choice of methodology is largely dependent on the 

problem which the research is trying to solve. The problem identified with the existing 

recommendation models is the problem of overspecialization as it relates to the continuous 

recommendation of movies with high consumer ratings, and the exclusion of unpopular movies 

which are not rated or have been rated very poorly by consumers thereby significantly reducing 

the size of consumers market who can access the movie. Recio-Garcia et al. (2009), Hu & Pu 

(2011), Quijano-Sanchez et al (2013), and Karumur et al (2017) indicated that making 

personality-based group recommendations improves recommendation accuracy through the 

application of predicted user ratings. The problem of overspecialization becomes apparent 

when users are just recommended movies which have been rated highly by them or other users 

with similar taste in movies. This approach of recommending movies with high user ratings or 

high predicted ratings would likely lead to a high recommendation accuracy because the 
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movies which are least popular among the users with low ratings or no ratings at all are not 

being recommended. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the art of making movie 

recommendations is the art of identifying the movies that will be satisfactory to the consumers 

based on their interpretation of the subject matter portrayed through the characters and events 

in the movie. This involves the development of an MBTI personality-based group 

recommendation model utilizing the design science research methodology. 

1.7 THESIS STRUCTURE 

THESIS CHAPTER DESCRIPTION 

Chapter One Introduces the research by presenting the relevance of this 

research, the research methodology, research goals, and 

research questions. 

Chapter Two Explores the literature concerning recommender systems 

and the various drawbacks of recommender systems today. 

It also discusses the various similarity measures which have 

been applied in making recommendations. The chapter 

further highlights the need for group recommendations 

utilizing personality profiles. 

Chapter Three Discusses the research methods, data collection methods, 

and data analysis methods used in this research. 

Chapter Four Discusses the research process model design. 

Chapter Five Discusses the creation of the group recommendation model. 

Chapter Six Discusses the testing of the group recommendation model 

and the analysis of the consumer feedback and results. 

Chapter Seven Discusses the summary, conclusions, and future work 

Table 1. 3 Thesis Structure 
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CHAPTER TWO - LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 OVERVIEW ON RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

Recommender systems are a subclass of information filtering system that seeks to predict 

‘rating’ or ‘preference’ that a user would give to an item (such as music, books, or movies) or 

social element (e.g. people or group) they had not yet considered, using a model built from the 

characteristics of an item (content-based approaches) or the user’s social environment 

(collaborative filtering approaches) (Madhukar, 2014). This is quite a comprehensive 

description of a recommender system; however, it is possible to break it down to a few 

keywords, these are, “information filtering”, “predict preference”, “model”, “characteristics of 

an item”, and “user’s social environment”. Resnick & Varian (1997) described the functionality 

of the recommender system as a means to augment the traditional social process of 

recommendation. According to Nunes (2008), the traditional social process of recommendation 

simply involves a friend meet friend situation where one friend suggests to the other friend an 

item which they found useful. Recommender systems are only necessary for situations where 

users have multiple potential preferences. Recommender systems that are used in online 

shopping for clothes, phones, jewellery, etc usually just focus on the items which a consumer 

buys and recommends items that other consumers who bought the same item also added to 

their purchase. However, recommender systems that are used in domains such as movies, 

music, and books require a more complex approach because these products tend to affect the 

personality of consumers in terms of how they feel, think, and act. 

According to Rajpukar et al (2015), recommender systems were described as intelligent 

algorithms that are meant to generate recommendations for the consumers. This description 

simply implies that recommender systems are intelligent systems built to help satisfy our 

desires by recommending products that we need. The emphasis on this description would be 

on the recommendation of items that are needed. Recommender systems are software tools and 

techniques for suggesting items to users by considering their preferences in an automated 

fashion (Nilashi et al, 2013). Matthiesen et al (2019) rightly identified the mandatory 

requirement of the use of models in product development, since the original product does not 

exist until the development is completed. This suggests the separation of the processes involved 

in making recommendations into models. One of the models identified by Ricci et al (2015) is 

the user model. According to Ricci et al (2015), a user model is the user’s profile which is made 

up of data that the recommender system could utilize in providing personalized 

recommendations to the user.  Another model that can be applied in the development of a 
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recommendation model is the product model. According to Hvam (1999), product models 

contain a formalized representation of product knowledge that is normally represented in the 

heads of skilled engineers. Furthermore, Krause et al (1993) pointed out that a central issue 

among these needed information technologies is product modeling, which generates an 

information reservoir of complete product data to support various activities at different product 

development phases. The product model is generated based on how the product is connected 

with the consumers. There is no recommendation model without a user model and a product 

model even though they may not be specifically identified in that manner. This is evident from 

the fact that the art of making recommendations relies solely on the ability of the recommender 

system to identify the right product for the right consumers. This is the core responsibility of 

any kind of recommender system and such a task is completely impossible to do without the 

use of a user model and a product model. The third model can be seen in Chandrashekhar & 

Bhasker (2011) as the recommendation model. This is the model within the overall 

recommendation model which contains the algorithm to predict recommendations based on the 

values associated with the user model and the product model. When we take a look at various 

recommendation models such as the collaborative filtering recommendation model and the 

content-based recommendation model, one would realise that they all function based on 

specific algorithms and if such an algorithm is taken out, it will not be able to make any 

recommendations. The recommendation model exists as a result of the data analysed in the 

collaborative filtering process or the content-based process. During the collaborative filtering 

process or the content-based process, the data about the user and the products are analysed to 

establish a relationship that can be used to make recommendations to the users. The relationship 

established between the product and the user is applied in an algorithm in the recommendation 

model phase of the recommendation process to make the most suitable recommendations to 

the users. Therefore, this research applies the services of the user model, product model, and 

the recommendation model in the development of the personality-based group 

recommendation model. 

The automated approach to making recommendations using recommender systems is simply 

the automation of the processing of information concerning the users and the products in 

question. The main difference between recommender systems is in the kind of information 

which they choose to process in the user and product models which are fed into the algorithm 

in the recommendation model. According to Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011), two of the 

tests required to assess the performance of a recommendation model are the tests for prediction 
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accuracy and the test for serendipitous recommendations which involves the recommendation 

of the movies which the user would not usually choose on their own. Kotkov et al (2016) rightly 

pointed out that recommender systems need to have the ability to suggest items to consumers 

which they probably would not have been able to suggest for themselves. According to Schafer 

et al (1999) and Rashid et al (2002), recommender systems are described in terms of e-

commerce systems that portray them as decision-making systems that are utilized in 

environments where the information available is too much and the probability of making an 

unsatisfactory decision is high. This implies that the process of recommendation involves the 

processing of user and product information and the filtration of recommendable products based 

on the information processed. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the process of 

recommendation is synonymous with the simple information processing model where input is 

received, the data is processed, and an output is generated and delivered. The input received 

represents the data that will be analysed from the user and product models to determine which 

items would be recommended; the decision-making stage is where the recommendation 

algorithm is applied, and the recommendations are generated as the output in the output stage. 

The users provide feedback on if they liked the recommendations or not and the feedback is 

fed back into the input stage to customise the recommendations according to the needs of the 

user.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. 1 A Basic Information Processing Model 

Now that a general overview of recommender systems has been provided, the next step is to 

understand the necessity of implementing personality in a movie recommendation model. The 

main difference between existing personality-based movie recommender systems research and 

the non-personality-based movie recommender systems research is in the presence or absence 

of the k-NN function in the creation of a personality based recommendation neighbourhood. 

The k-NN was selected to represent the traditional collaborative filtering technique due to it’s 

popularity and simplicity. In a personality-based movie recommendation model, the users are 
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MAKING 
OUTPUT 
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categorised based on their personalities which are determined through the use of a personality 

questionnaire. But with the non-personality-based movie recommendation model, the k-NN 

function is applied to determine the users with similar tastes in movies. According to 

Nalmpantis & Tjortjis (2018), in the application of personality profiles in movie recommender 

systems, there is a trade-off between investing time to take the test and improving subsequent 

recommendation experience.  

The following table shows various kinds of recommender systems including their 

functionalities, key findings of the research, the domains they were applied, and the personality 

model utilized.  

Research Paper Recommender System and 

functionalities 

Key Findings Domain and Personality 

model 

TWIN: Personality-based 

Recommender System 

(Roschina, 2012) 

The TWIN personality-

based recommender system 

produces recommendations 

by applying the results 

achieved in the personality 

from the text recognition 

research field to 

Personality-based 

Recommender System user 

profile modelling. 

The main components of the 

TWIN system are: 

- User Data Processor - this 

collects the data written by 

the user from the social 

media online resource, 

analyses it, calculates 

personality scores, and 

stores the results in the user 

profile following the 

constructed user ontology. 

- Similarity Estimator - this 

performs the general 

functionality of the RS by 

applying the k-NN 

algorithm to find the circle 

- The effectiveness and 

usefulness of the TWIN 

system depend on the 

accuracy of the personality 

match. 

- The k-NN algorithm 

performs better when 

considering the mean 

vectors of reviews’ scores 

that represent the overall 

personality of the author. 

- The combination of 

“Extraversion-Neuroticism-

Consciousness-Openness to 

Experience” performs better 

than the combination of all 

the Big 5 Traits together. 

- The hypothesis concerning 

the use of the TWIN 

personality-based 

recommender system to 

provide accurate 

recommendations utilizing 

the predicted personality 

profile was inconclusive. 

Domain – Travel 

Personality Model – Big 

Five Personality Model 
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of people with a similar 

personality. 

- Results Visualiser – this is 

the Flash user interface that 

visualises the calculated 

personality of the user and 

presents the list of found 

recommendations. 

The Use of Items 

Personality Profiles in 

Recommender Systems. 

(Alharthi, 2015) 

Proportion-based IPPs 

(Personality Profile for 

Items) CF recommendation 

system that develops a 

personality profile for each 

product and represents items 

by an aggregated vector of 

personality features of the 

people who have liked the 

items. It consists of 15 

attributes that aggregate the 

number of fans who have 

high, average, and low Big 

Five values. The system 

functions like an item-based 

collaborative filtering 

recommender; that is, it 

recommends items similar 

to those the user liked.  

- It focuses on users’ 

personalities, and thus finds 

deeper associations between 

users and items. 

-  The size of the matrix will 

not increase when new users 

join the community, and it 

will only grow vertically if 

the profiles of new items are 

added since each IPP vector 

consists of just 15 attributes. 

- The use of personality 

allows for serendipitous 

recommendations. 

- To have a personality 

profile developed, an item 

must receive enough 

positive ratings. Thus, 

similar to traditional CF, 

this system also encounters 

the cold start problem in the 

form of the new item 

problem. 

- Like regular content-based 

filtering and collaborative 

based filtering, the IPPs-

based CF system requires a 

user to have already rated 

some items, before they can 

receive recommendations. 

This brings to light another 

cold start problem in the 

Domain – Movies, Books. 

Personality Model – The 

Big Five Personality Model 
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form of the new user 

problem. 

Recommender Systems 

based on Personality Traits 

(Nunes, 2008) 

A recommender system 

which is used to give private 

recommendations 

considering the best choice 

of a presidential candidate 

for a person to vote for 

utilizing the individual 

reputation of each candidate 

in the form of their User 

Psychological Profile 

according to other users’ 

view. 

- The recommendation was 

very useful to provide 

evidence that the 

recommendation generated 

in this experiment was 

indeed very relevant, as 

people’s effective vote was 

100% compatible with the 

recommendation. 

- Users were resistant 

towards answering the 

NEO-IPIP questionnaire 

which would tell them about 

their personality for the 

research. 

Domain – Online voting 

Personality Model – The 

Big 5 Personality Model 

Social Matching 

Recommender System  - 

generation of 

recommendations about 

more compatible students 

considering their 

psychological aspects or, 

more precisely, their 

Personality Traits. Those 

recommendations might be 

used as an additional 

attribute to contribute to the 

students’ decision-making 

process towards the 

selection of the best partner 

to be part of their effective 

workgroup. 

- People prefer to interact 

with others who have a 

similar personality rather 

than with others who have 

personalities that are 

different from their own. 

- Inability to extract the 

pattern of behaviour 

considering only student’s 

scores. The main reason is 

that human behaviour 

cannot be analyzed and 

extracted only from 

students’ scores, it is much 

more complex than that. 

- Users were not motivated 

to fill out the NEO-IPIP 

questionnaire so that their 

personality trait values can 

be used in the research. 

Domain – Academia 

Personality Model – The 

Big 5 Personality Model 

Table 2. 1 Related Literature for Personality-based Recommender Systems 
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Considering Table 2.1 above, the following deductions can be made in facilitating the creation 

of the personality-based group movie recommender system for this research. 

1. Human behaviour in movie recommender systems cannot be adequately analysed using 

user ratings due to the complexity of human behaviour. This implies that if we are going 

to try to recommend movies based on the consumer’s personality which reflects on how 

they behave in the society, it’s only reasonable to use words associated with the subject 

matter of movies which are based on societal issues such as abortion, abandonment, etc 

or events/actions associated with people such as murder, graduation, etc. Such 

information can be found in the plots of the movies and can be extracted using the 

process of text mining. 

2. According to Nunes (2008), people prefer to interact with others with the same 

personality profiles. This implies that people can be grouped based on their personality 

profiles to virtually interact with others within the same personality group to make and 

receive recommendations.  

3. People don’t like filling out personality questionnaires. The Big 5 Personality model is 

a preferred model by psychologists as it has been confirmed as one which gives the best 

representation of a user’s personality; however, it takes a long time to fill (about 20 - 

30 minutes). On the other hand, the MBTI personality model takes just about 5-10 

minutes to fill. The MBTI personality model has a lesser accuracy of predicting a user’s 

personality than the Big 5 personality model. However, most people already know their 

MBTI personality types as evident in the various MBTI personality type Facebook 

groups with thousands of members relating and interacting with each other.  

4. Social matching based on personality profiles can be used in a personality-based 

recommender system to match people with the same personality profiles to create a 

personality-based neighbourhood. According to Nunes & Hu (2012), the successful 

applications of personality-based recommendation technologies include social 

matching systems (e.g., online dating systems), gift recommenders, music 

recommenders, and movie recommenders.  

The following sections discuss further types of recommendation techniques. This research will 

focus on the analysis of the content-based, collaborative filtering, and the application of deep 

learning and neural networks in developing recommender systems as these are the most used 

techniques in the development of recommendation models. 
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2.2 CONTENT-BASED FILTERING 

According to Aggarwal (2016) and Gemmis et al (2015), in content-based recommender 

systems, the descriptive attributes of items are used to make recommendations. This was 

supported by prior research by Bobadilla et al. (2013) who pointed out that the user content 

used in making recommendations refers to the content of the items in the consumer’s 

transaction history. This approach tends to limit the users within the scope of their transaction 

history thereby denying them the opportunity of exploring something new. According to Bell 

et al (2007) and Bobadilla et al (2013), the content-based approach uses the analysis of the 

content of the item in the user’s transaction history to create a user profile that allows the 

recommender system to associate users with items which suit their preferences. In the content-

based recommendation model, out of all the descriptive elements of the item, the main element 

which determines if the item would be recommended or not is the rating associated with the 

item. According to Gemmis et al (2015), the process adopted by the content-based 

recommender system is divided into three. This can also be described as the elements of the 

process model through which the content-based recommender system operates. These are 

analysed in the following subsections. 

2.2.1 CONTENT ANALYSER 

The first element of the content-based recommender system process model is the content 

analyser. The content analyser is used to determine the kind of information which would be 

processed to determine the most suitable item to be recommended to the consumer. The 

information collected at this stage is crucial to the efficiency of the recommender system and 

the accuracy of the recommendations provided. According to the descriptions of information 

retrieval and information filtering provided in Belkin & Croft (1992), one may postulate that 

the content analyser functions as information retrieval and filtration system. Retrieval simply 

refers to the selection of data from a fixed data set, whereas filtering typically refers to the 

selection of relevant information or rejection of irrelevant information from a data stream. In 

terms of the content analyser functioning in the capacity of information retrieval and filtration 

system, it retrieves the content of the items in the database and filters out the contents which 

are relevant in the determination of the items to recommend to the user. The deliverable or the 

output from the content analyser can be said to be the user model which according to Ricci et 

al (2015) is made up of data that the recommender system could utilize in providing 

personalized recommendations to the user.  
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2.2.2 PROFILE LEARNER 

The profile learner receives the information from the content analyser and attempts to 

understand how the information in the user model is related to the information in the product 

model which in turn was developed based on the needs of the consumers. According to 

Aggarwal (2016), the data collected is used to create a user-specific model which will be used 

to determine if the user will like the recommended item or not. The profile learner takes the 

information from the user model and the information about the product to create the product 

model. Therefore, in the content-based recommendation process, the ratings of the product 

based on the user’s rating history are the elements taken into consideration when 

recommendations are to be generated. The data analysed from the product model which is used 

in the creation of the user model will be based on the product information acquired from the 

user’s transaction history. The user model is constantly updated with information about the 

user’s preferences as it relates to the products in the database. 

2.2.3 FILTERING COMPONENT 

The filtering component takes the information provided in the product model which is now 

made up of data that relates the products to the user and filters out the items with the highest 

ratings for a recommendation. The recommendation model, the user model, and the product 

model are constantly changing due to the erratic nature of human behaviour. The 

recommendation model which is generated as a deliverable of the filtering component is 

generally a ranked list of potentially interesting items. This was supported by Gemmis et al 

(2015) and suggests that recommender systems can only generate items that are potentially 

interesting with no guarantees that they would be interesting to that specific user. 
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Fig. 2. 2 Architecture of a content-based recommender 

2.2.4 DRAWBACKS OF CONTENT BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

So far it has been shown how the product model, user model, and recommendation model, 

which make up a recommender system can be applied in a content-based recommender system. 

This section will discuss the challenges which are associated with using the content-based 

recommender system. The major drawbacks are: 

The Cold Start Problem - The cold start problem is typical in recommendation systems. Lika 

et al (2014) and Karumur et al (2017) rightly mentioned that the “cold start" problem happens 

in recommendation systems due to the lack of information, on users or items. In the case of a 

content-based recommender system, the cold start problem occurs because of a lack of 

information on the users and items. Content-based recommender systems typically rely on the 

ratings of an item to make recommendations to a user based on the ratings the user has provided 

for past items. The cold start problem refers to the situation when a new user or new item just 

enters the system. This exposes two kinds of cold start problems as applies to content-based 

recommender systems, they are new user problem and new item problem. In the case of a new 

user, there is no previous history for the recommender system to analyse to help in predicting 

the future choices for the user. In the case of a new item, there are no available ratings, therefore 

since ratings determine the items which will be recommended, the new items will not be 
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recommended. This leads nicely to the next drawback of content-based filtering, which is, data 

sparsity. 

Data Sparsity – Data sparsity occurs when there are not enough ratings on an item for it to be 

considered for recommendation. According to Al-Bakri & Hashim (2018), the data sparsity 

problem leads to generation of unreasonable recommendations for those users who provide no 

ratings. A typical content-based recommender system would usually request for explicit ratings 

to be provided by the new user on some of the movies of their choice for the recommendation 

model to understand the user’s movie preferences. The content-based recommender uses the 

movie attributes such as the actors, directors, screenwriters in conjunction with the user ratings 

of the movies to make recommendations to the user. The problem of data sparsity is largely 

associated with the problem of overspecialization in terms of recommending only the movies 

in which the user has given a high rating or making recommendations based on similar movies 

to those movies which the user has given high ratings. 

2.3 COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 

Collaborative filtering is the most widely used technique in movie recommendation systems. 

It is a method of making automatic recommendations of certain movies by creating profiles 

based on diverse kinds of information collected from multiple users, and subsequently making 

predictions based on these profiles, about the interests of a user who has preferences similar to 

other like-minded users. In a collaborative filtering system, users give preference ratings to 

items based on their taste. The system calculates preference similarities among users from such 

ratings and makes predictions about a user’s rating for a product which the user has not rated 

yet. For the collaborative filtering recommender system to function effectively, it requires the 

users to provide ratings on many items. However, users are normally unable to assess all the 

items in the system, which always presents a fundamental problem of data sparsity to the 

collaborative filtering recommender systems. Despite the obvious problems of data sparsity, 

the collaborative filtering recommender system is known to be the most successful 

recommender system (Herlocker et al, 2000, Herlocker et al, 2004, Ronen et al, 2013). The 

main difference between content-based and collaborative filtering is that the content-based 

approach makes recommendations based on an item – item and user-item collaborations while 

the collaborative filtering approach makes recommendations based on an item – item, user – 

item, and user-user collaborations. According to Koren et al (2009), collaborative filtering 

produces user-specific recommendations of items based on patterns of ratings or usage. Prior 

research by Debnath et al (2008) pointed out that collaborative filtering recommender systems 
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compute similarities between two users based on their rating profile and recommend movies 

that are highly rated by users with similar preferences. This means that as opposed to content-

based recommender systems that take into consideration the ratings of one user, collaborative 

filtering recommender systems take into consideration the user in question as well as other 

users with similar preferences. This increases the possibility of serendipitous 

recommendations. 

The general idea behind collaborative filtering recommender systems is to identify the user’s 

nearest neighbours. The nearest neighbours are defined by their levels of similarities in item 

preferences to the user in question. Similarities can be defined in terms of the ratings which the 

user gives an item and the characteristics of the item. This approach can also be referred to as 

the neighbourhood based approach. Interestingly, the neighbourhood-based approach has been 

described by Vig et al (2009) and Koren et al (2009) as both user-based, and item-based. In an 

item-based collaboration, Koren et al (2009) indicated that it signified the evaluation of a user’s 

preferences of an item based on ratings of neighbouring items rated by the same user then. An 

item-based collaboration creates a network of items with similar characteristics and similar 

ratings. Schafer et al (1999) referred to item-based collaboration as an ephemeral approach 

because the system does not recognise the user from one session to the next. This means that 

the system does not use information about the user’s history to make recommendations, rather, 

recommendations are made based on the user’s selections and ratings during an active session. 

In user-user collaboration, Rashid et al (2002) pointed out that the system recommends items 

to a user based on the ratings of that same item by other users with similar tastes. The user-

based collaboration approach is the most similar to the traditional recommendation process 

because it involves two or more users. Rashid et al (2002) and Chandrashekhar & Bhasker 

(2011) further highlighted that the user-based collaboration approach increases the possibility 

of serendipitous recommendations.  

The three main problems associated with collaborative filtering are:  

1. Data Sparsity: This occurs when the recommender system doesn’t have enough data to 

make valuable recommendations. The following problems fall under data sparsity. 

a) Cold Start: Lika et al (2014) pointed out that there are three types of cold start 

problems, they are: 

i. Recommendations for new users 
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ii. Recommendations for new items 

iii. Recommendations on new items for new users. A problem occurs because 

new users will not receive proper recommendations. After all, they don’t 

have any rating history and the items are also unrated. 

b) Reduced coverage: A problem that occurs because not all the items in the system 

are rated. 

2. The Grey Sheep: this occurs when a user does not have interests that follow those of a 

particular group and therefore is not able to receive valuable recommendations. 

Ghazanfar & Prugel-Bennett (2014) and Zheng et al (2017) pointed out that the grey 

sheep users have low correlation coefficients with other users, as they partially agree or 

disagree with other users. They further stated that the presence of these users in a small 

or medium community of users poses two problems:  

a. they may not receive an accurate recommendation, even after the initial start-up 

phase for users and the system. 

b. they may negatively affect the recommendations of the rest of the community. 

Collaborative filtering recommender systems rely on users’ ratings to provide 

recommendations. This approach allows the recommendation of items highly rated by similar 

individuals and does not require extensive knowledge about items themselves. The common 

similarity criteria used to determine the similarity between users is the Jaccard similarity or the 

cosine similarity. These will be demonstrated using the sample dataset below which consists 

of ratings of movies for 4 users, A, B, C, and D. 

 Titanic Inception Shutter Island Charlie’s Angels 

A 5 - - 2 

B - 3 - 5 

C 4 3 5 - 

D - 4 4 - 

Table 2. 2 Sample Dataset to calculate similarity criteria 
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The Jaccard similarity coefficient compares members for two sets to see which members are 

shared and which are distinct. It's a measure of similarity for the two sets of data, with a range 

from 0% to 100%. The higher the percentage, the more similar the two populations. The 

formula for determining the Jaccard similarity between two users is as follows, where sim refers 

to similarity, x and y refers to the users, and R refers to the ratings of the users: 

sim(x,y) = | Rx ꓵ Ry | / | Rx ∪ Ry | 

In the case of Table 2.2, the calculation would be as follows,: 

sim(A,B) = | Ra ꓵ Rb | / | Ra ∪ Rb | 

where Ra ꓵ Rb  = 1 and Ra ∪ Rb  = 4 

sim(A,B) = ¼ = 0.25 

Therefore, sim(A,B) = 25% 

Following the same process, the following results were obtained in calculating the similarity 

between users A, B, C, and D using the Jaccard similarity criteria. 

sim(A,C) = 20% 

sim(B,C) = 20% 

sim(B,D) = 20% 

sim(C,D) = 40% 

Therefore, using the Jaccard similarity criteria, the users with the highest similarity are users 

C and D. In a collaborative filtering recommender system, it is therefore expected that the 

movie “Titanic” would be recommended to user D since it was highly rated by user C. The 

problem with this method of similarity classification is that it doesn’t take into consideration 

the actual value of the ratings which the users gave the movies when calculating for the 

similarity between users. It only takes into consideration the fact that the users have watched 

the movie and provided ratings for the movie. For instance, users A and C may be more similar 

in preferences than the Jaccard similarity computation projects as they both gave high ratings 

for the same movie even though they only have one movie in common. 
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The cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two non-zero vectors of an inner 

product space that measures the cosine of the angle between them. Cosine similarity is the 

cosine of the angle between two n-dimensional vectors in an n-dimensional space. It is the dot 

product of the two vectors divided by the product of the two vectors’ lengths (or magnitudes). 

In the case of movies, unlike the Jaccard similarity computation, it utilizes the actual values of 

the ratings provided by users in computing the similarity between users. The cosine similarity 

is between -1 to +1 and is the calculation of the angle between the ratings of two users. The 

formula for cosine similarity is as indicated below. 

 

As indicated in the formula above, A and B are the users, n is the total number of ratings 

provided by the user. Ai represents the ratings provided by user A and Bi represents the ratings 

provided by user B. The numerator is the multiplication of the ratings of the movies the user's 

A and B have in common, while the denominator is the square root of the addition of the 

squares of all the ratings for user A multiplied by the square root of the addition of the squares 

of all the ratings for user B. Using Table 2.2, the cosine similarity for users A, B, C, and D 

have been computed as follows. 

Sim(A,B) = cos(ra, rb) = 0.3185 

Sim(A,C) = cos(ra, rc) = 0.5252 

Sim(B,C) = cos(rb, rc) = 0.2182 

Sim(B,D) = cos(rb, rd) = 0.3638 

Sim(C,D) = cos(rb, rd) = 0.8000 

However, to determine the strength of the similarity between two users, the cosine distance has 

to be calculated. The higher the value of the cosine distance, the less similar the users are in 

terms of their movie preferences. The cosine distance is calculated by subtracting the cosine 

similarity value from 1. The formula is as stated below.  

1 – cos(ra, rb) 
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Therefore the cosine distances for the cosine similarities calculated above are: 

Sim(A,B) = 0.6815 

Sim(A,C) = 0.4748 

Sim(B,C) = 0.7818 

Sim(B,D) = 0.6362 

Sim(C,D) = 0.2000 

In the case of a collaborative filtering recommender system being applied to the data in Table 

2.2 in the determination of the similarity between users utilizing cosine similarity and cosine 

distance, the most similar users are C and D. Therefore the collaborative filtering recommender 

system would recommend the movie “Titanic” to user D because user C gave the movie a high 

rating and is the most similar in terms of movie preferences to user D. The main drawback of 

utilizing the cosine similarity in determining the similarity between two users is that it treats 

null values as 0 which is wrong because it implies that the user provided a rating of 0 when the 

user has not provided a rating for the movie. An important difference between the Jaccard 

similarity and the cosine similarity is that the cosine similarity provides clearer similarity 

results because of its use of the user ratings in the determination of user similarity. 

Now that an understanding concerning the similarity metrics utilized in collaborative filtering 

recommender systems has been provided, the following subsections will dive a bit deeper into 

the world of collaborative filtering recommender systems by categorising them based on how 

they operate. 

2.3.1 MEMORY-BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 

According to Rafter (2010), a collaborative filtering recommender system is said to be memory 

based when the recommendation algorithm computes the similarities in-memory without the 

need to produce a model first. According to Yuan (2018), memory-based CF can be broadly 

divided into user-item CF and item-item CF. The common approach for user-item CF is to find 

users that are similar to the target user by leveraging the similarity of ratings. By contrast, item-

item CF typically first focuses on users who like the particular item, and then recommend other 

items that those users also liked. In practice, memory-based CF techniques can be implemented 
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by calculating the distance metric, such as cosine similarity (Linden et al., 2003), Pearson 

correlation (Sheugh and Alizadeh, 2015), and Jaccard coefficient.  

A popular algorithm used in collaborative filtering recommender systems which are memory-

based is the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm. The k-NN is based on feature similarity, 

meaning that the nearest neighbour is determined by calculating the similarities in features of 

items selected by users. It’s one of the simplest machine learning algorithms used in the 

classification of items. The k in k-NN is a parameter that refers to the number of nearest 

neighbours to include in the prediction process. The value of k is determining by calculating 

the square root of the total number of data points to be classified. The k-NN algorithm is an 

instance-based learning algorithm; it operates on a subset of ratings when computing predicted 

values. The k-NN training phase consists of forming neighbourhoods for each user (or item). 

In determining the k-NN, the training dataset is stored and the similarity between the user 

ratings in the training dataset and the user ratings in the test dataset is calculated to predict 

ratings of movies not yet rated by the users within the collaborative network. The use of the k-

NN overcomes the problem of null values identified in the calculation of the cosine similarity 

above.  This phase entails selecting a subset of the user-item matrix for each of the predictions 

that the algorithm will subsequently be asked to make. The k-NN is also known as a lazy learner 

because it doesn’t learn much from the training data as most of the learning happens from the 

live data. The k-NN is determined by calculating the Euclidean distance between users by 

utilizing the ratings of the users. The smaller the value of the Euclidean distance d, the more 

similar the users. The formula for calculating the Euclidean distance is generated from the 

Pythagorean theorem and is indicated below. 

 

Where p and q represent the users, n represents the total number of data points, and i represents 

the ratings of the users, therefore, p1 represents the first rating of user p, and so on. The k-NN 

can be used when the dataset is not too large or too complicated. For recommender systems, 

the k-NN is not appropriate because the social relationship between the users is not taken into 

account. If the traditional process of making recommendations is to be computerised or 

automated, all the conditions which are involved in the traditional recommendation process 

have to be taken into consideration. The k-NN uses the similarities in user ratings to determine 

the similarity between users, but that does not account for the social relationship between users 
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when making recommendations as that is a vital part of making successful recommendations. 

This was supported by Nielsen (2015) when it was pointed out that the most credible form of 

advertising comes straight from the people we know and trust. The report pointed out that 

eighty-three percent of online respondents in 60 countries say they trust the recommendations 

of friends and family. This highlights the fact that similarities in ratings are not sufficient to 

understand the social bond between the users. If the traditional process of recommendation is 

to be taken into account, the ability to understand the social connection between users 

supersedes the strength of the similarity in user ratings. The k-NN cannot understand the social 

connection between users because such data is not naturally quantitative but qualitative. 

In recommender systems research, it’s not possible to automatically determine users who are 

related by blood and categorise them for recommendation purposes, unless the relationship is 

explicitly stated by the users. However, it is possible to categorise people based on their 

exhibition of similar social behaviours. The social behaviours of users is another way to 

identify the social connection between users to facilitate the social matching process in a 

recommender system. This qualitative data can be exploited by recommender systems to make 

similar recommendations to users who have similar social behavioural characteristics. To this 

end, the term which takes into account the social behavioural characteristics of a user in its 

description is “personality”. Therefore, rather than using the k-NN as a method of 

classification, users can be categorised based on their personality profiles (Song et al., 2009; 

Yi et al., 2016).  

2.3.2 MODEL-BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 

Yuan (2018) rightly described model-based CF as one which does not need to explicitly 

calculate the similarities between users and items. Instead, it usually relies on machine learning 

and data mining techniques to automatically learn the parameters by certain optimization 

framework. Examples of model-based methods include matrix factorization (Koren et al., 

2009) and neural network models (He et al., 2017). Compared with the memory-based 

methods, model-based CF techniques are usually built based on low-dimensional models (e.g., 

factorization techniques). As a result, model-based models take less memory since they do not 

need to store the original rating matrix; moreover, they are usually much faster in the pre-

processing phase as the quadratic complexity for calculating the similarity between users and 

items are omitted (Aggarwal, 2016). The following subsections provide some insight into 
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model-based collaborative filtering via the analysis of the matrix factorization method and 

neural networks. 

2.3.2.1 MATRIX FACTORIZATION (MF) 

Srebro (2004) rightly pointed out that matrix factorization is used in an unsupervised learning 

setting to model structure in a data corpus. Each item in the data corpus corresponds to a row 

in the matrix, and columns correspond to item features. Matrix factorization is used to 

understand the relationship between items in the data corpus and the major modes of variation. 

MF methods learn a latent representation of users and items that, when combined in the dot-

product, produce an approximation of the rating that a user would give to an item (Sarwar et 

al. 2001, Koren et al. 2009). Factorization is basically when you break a number down into 

smaller numbers that when multiplied together, give you that original number. Therefore, 

matrix factorization involves breaking down a bigger matrix into smaller ones such that when 

the smaller matrices are multiplied together they would produce the data in the bigger matrix. 

In a movie recommender system, the ratings utilized in matrix factorization are based on hidden 

latent semantic characteristics of the movies. For instance, if a user gives a rating value of 4 

out of 5 to the movie “Titanic”, matrix factorization would involve identifying the hidden 

latent semantic characteristics of the movie which may have influenced the user to give a rating 

of 4 to the movie. This will be accomplished by identifying movies with similar characteristics 

to the “Titanic”, such as the movie genre, the actors, the directors, the producers, the 

screenwriters, etc. The process of matrix factorization is an attempt to understand the users 

thought process in selecting a movie that they have rated very highly so that ratings could be 

predicted for movies that the users have not yet watched. Simply put, matrix factorization is 

the multiplication of two matrices to produce a bigger matrix used in predictive analysis. The 

matrix factorization is model-based because it first attempts to understand the pattern of ratings 

by the user and creates a model based on the identified pattern which will be used in making 

recommendations. The following example will provide a basic understanding of what matrix 

factorization is all about. 
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Users Comedy Drama Action 

A 1 1 0 

B 0 1 1 

C 1 0 1 

D 1 1 1 

Table 2. 3 User Sample Data to Demonstrate Matrix Factorization 

Considering Table 2.3 above, which contains the movie genres which the user prefers, where 

1 is equivalent to Yes and 0 is equivalent to No. 

Genres M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

Comedy 4 3 1 5 2 

Drama 3 4 5 3 3 

Action 2 5 3 3 4 

Table 2. 4 Movies Features Sample Data with Movie Genres 

Table 2.4 shows the movies represented by M1, M2, M3, M4, and M5 and the genres associated 

with the movies which are rated on a scale of 1-5 based on how effectively they can represent 

the specified movie genre. Matrix factorization is calculated by using the dot product of one 

row in the user matrix in Table 2.3 and one column in the item matrix in Table 2.4, the higher 

the recommendation value in the new matrix, the higher the possibility that the user would like 

the movie. For instance, from Table 2.3, we know that user A has a preference for comedy and 

drama movies. The full table for the recommendation values for movies M1, M2, M3, M4, and 

M5 for users A, B, C, and D are indicated in Table 2.5 below.  

Users M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 

A 7 7 6 8 5 

B 5 9 8 6 7 

C 6 8 4 8 6 

D 6 8 6 11 10 

Table 2. 5 Predicted Recommendation Values Table using Matrix Factorization 

Based on the recommendation values in Table 2.5, user similarity can also be calculated using 

cosine similarity and cosine distance. The model created as a result of matrix factorization 
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learned about the user’s movie preferences based on the ratings of the movie features. The 

value of the ratings in Table 2.4 can either be obtained from the user explicitly by directly 

requesting for feedback from the user, or implicitly through the analysis of the user’s viewing 

history. 

2.3.2.2 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

According to Mustafa (2018), artificial neural networks consist of artificial neurons that are 

interconnected and a computational model for processing on the inputs. Artificial neurons are 

designed to mimic the functionality of neurons, which are cells within the nervous system that 

transmit information to other nerve cells, muscle, or gland cells. The main function of artificial 

neurons is to transmit information within a system which would help in achieving a specific 

objective.  Typically, artificial neural networks consist of three layers known as an input layer, 

hidden layer, and output layer. Michailidis (2017) and Mustafa (2018) pointed out that artificial 

neurons which are called perceptron from the input layer are used to provide the input to the 

artificial neural network while the hidden layer further assigns weights to the input. The output 

layer calculates the output based on the weights assigned as part of the hidden layer to provide 

final results based on the techniques chosen for the artificial neural network. Artificial neural 

networks can learn, memorize, and establish a relationship between the input data of different 

types. They are generally used to find trends, patterns, or anomalies in a set of data, and 

analysing large and complex datasets. This technology could either be used for grouping certain 

data points together, finding anomalies in data, or for predicting an attribute out of several 

known parameters, based on trends and patterns found in the training data. Predicting an 

unknown attribute of an object based on other known attributes and information about it is what 

is generally known as supervised machine learning. Different applications of artificial neural 

networks can be used for problems such as classification, pattern recognition, prediction, and 

modeling. According to Schmidhuber (2015), the advances in computing power and 

specifically the usage of Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) have allowed the previously slow 

neural network machine learning models to be run at greater speeds. The simplest artificial 

neural network model is the perceptron which consists of a single neuron. However, in the case 

of a multilayer perceptron, a complex model is formed which contains a large number of 

neurons. The neurons in a multilayer perceptron are structured into several layers, where each 

neuron is connected to all the neurons in the next layer. 
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Fig. 2. 3 An Example of a Multilayer Perceptron Structure 

As indicated in Fig. 2.2 above, the instances are inputted into the input layer. The values which 

are generated are transmitted to all the neurons in the hidden layer. The ability of the model to 

identify patterns and perform predictive functions is dependent on the work which is done in 

the hidden layers of the model.  Schmidhuber (2015) pointed out that the term deep learning 

which is used in neural network modelling is connected to the fact that a multilayer perceptron 

has many hidden layers and therefore a high depth. Neural networks model user and item 

interactions in a latent space effectively. The matrix factorization technique can be embedded 

within the hidden layers of a multilayer perceptron structure. This gives the recommender 

system the space to test different variations of user and item interactions to come out with the 

best possible predicted ratings for a set of ranked items to recommend to the user. However, 

the problem associated with the application of user ratings is still prevalent in the case of 

artificial neural networks because recommendations are still made based on high ratings, and 

a movie that is given a low predictive rating or a low explicit user rating becomes unattractive 

to consumers. 

The next section discusses the personality models associated with the development of 

personality-based group recommendation models which are the MBTI personality model, the 

Big 5 Personality model, and the relationship between the MBTI model and the Big 5 

Personality model. 

2.4 RESEARCH PERSONALITY MODELS 

This section contains the literature concerning the personality models usually associated with 

the development of personality-based movie recommender systems. 
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2.4.1 THE MBTI PERSONALITY MODEL 

The use of personality profiles in collaborative filtering recommender systems is a reasonable 

approach and was supported by Hu & Pu (2010) and Karumur et al (2017) when they indicated 

that people within the same personality category tend to like the same things. It’s also important 

to remember that it’s impossible to separate a user from the user’s personality when it comes 

to recommending products capable of generating an emotional response from the user. This 

was confirmed in Song et al (2009) where users with the same Myers Briggs Type Indicator 

(MBTI) personality profiles gave similar emotional responses to movie choices. Prior research 

by McCrae & Costa (2004) pointed out that personality traits are often defined as long-term 

dimensions of individual differences in tendencies toward other patterns of thoughts, feelings, 

and actions. Further research by Funder (2004) and Pervin et al (2005) supported this by 

describing personality as an individual’s characteristic patterns of thought, emotion, and 

behaviour, in addition to the psychological mechanisms which are responsible for the formation 

of those patterns. According to Fig. 4.1, the identification of the user’s MBTI personality type 

is the first step after the recommendation process has started. According to Myers & Myers 

(1995), there are 4 dimensions of personality that ultimately constitute the 16 permutations of 

the MBTI personality model. The four dimensions are indicated below. 

• Where do you prefer to focus your attention? – Extroversion (E) vs. Introversion (I) 

• How do you take in information? – Sensing (S) vs. Intuition (N) 

• How do you make decisions? - Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F) 

• How do you orient toward the outer world? - Judging (J) vs. Perceiving (P) 

Introversion vs Extroversion - Baxter (2009) pointed out that two-thirds of any population is 

made up of extroverts while the remaining one third is made up of introverts. According to 

Alkan et al (2007), a typical introvert is described as a person who is usually silent and shy, 

cannot behave intimately, plans his/her future, does not rely on instant reactions, controls 

his/her emotions, and is concerned with ethical judgements. Alkan et al (2007) described an 

extrovert as someone who enjoys a social environment, not working alone, has many friends, 

is usually self-indulgent, can be aggressive, and whose emotions are not in control.  

Sensing vs Intuition - Boyd & Brown (2005) described the individuals with a high level of 

sensing as those who are very objective and prefer to work with facts. This was supported by 

Kim & Han (2014) who pointed out that those with a high level of sensing collect information 

through what is happening and by focusing on observable facts, data, and phenomena. On the 
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other hand, Kim & Han (2014) pointed out that intuitive-type learners assess information by 

their possibilities, focusing on the big picture and searching for connections, patterns, 

relationships, and insightful meaning.  

Thinking vs Feeling - Thinking is an attitude that tends to decide by linking ideas together 

through logical connections, while Feeling is the function by which one comes to decisions by 

weighing relative values and merits of the issues and relies on an understanding of personal 

and group values (Kim & Han, 2014). Martin (1997) further highlighted that those with the 

thinking personality trait tend to analyse pros and cons and exhibit a certain consistency and 

logic in making decisions, while those with the feeling personality trait tend to be concerned 

with values and what is best for the people involved.  

Judging vs Perceiving - According to Martin (1997), the judging or perception personality 

trait is the application of the thinking or feeling personality trait. It represents how decisions 

are made in the outside world. Boyd & Brown (2005) pointed out that the judging personality 

trait is concerned with seeking closure, planning operations, or organizing activities, while the 

perceiving personality trait is exhibited in those who are being attuned to incoming 

information, tend to thrive on spontaneity, prefer to leave things open, and require more 

information to make decisions.  

The 16 permutations of the MBTI personality model which are based on the four dimensions 

of personality identified above are as follows: 

Personality Classifications 

INTJ ENTJ 

INFJ ENFJ 

INFP ENFP 

INTP ENTP 

ISFJ ESFJ 

ISTJ ESTJ 

ISFP ESFP 

ISTP ESTP 

Table 2. 6 MBTI Personality Classifications 
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To determine which of the personality classifications a user belongs to, the user is required to 

take a personality test. The results of the personality test provide values for all the 8 personality 

traits. Therefore, it is important to note that even though an individual has four dominant 

personality traits as indicated in Table. 2.6, the recessive personality traits still form a part of 

the user’s personality and should not be excluded when making movie recommendations to the 

user.  

2.4.2 THE BIG 5 MODEL OF PERSONALITY 

Hogan et al (1996) pointed out that personality traits are conceptualized as stable characteristics 

different for each person explaining individual predispositions to certain patterns of behaviour, 

cognition, and emotions. Briggs (1992) and Zhang (2006) agreed that after decades of factor 

analytical research, psychologists finally came up with what they claim to be a more reliable 

model for the determination of personality types known as the Big 5 model of personality. 

Zhang (2006) further pointed out that openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion,  

agreeableness, and neuroticism, also known as OCEAN, are known as the big five personality 

traits in psychology. According to Costa & McCrae (1992) and Cantador et al (2013), the NEO 

PI-R measures the five major domains of personality as well as the six facets that define each 

domain as indicated in the table below. 

Personality Traits Personality Facets 

Openness to Experience • Fantasy 

• Aesthetics 

• Feelings 

• Actions 

• Ideas 

• Values 

Conscientiousness • Competence 

• Order 

• Dutifulness 

• Achievement Striving 

• Self-Discipline 

• Deliberation 

Extroversion • Warmth 

• Gregariousness 

• Assertiveness 
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• Active 

• Excitement Seeking 

• Positive Emotions 

Agreeableness • Trust 

• Straightforwardness 

• Altruism 

• Compliance 

• Modesty 

• Tender-Mindedness 

Neuroticism • Anxiety 

• Angry Hostility 

• Depression 

• Self-Consciousness 

• Impulsiveness 

• Vulnerability 

Table 2. 7  The Five-Factor Model of Personality 

Although the Big 5 personality model is widely acknowledged as providing the most consistent 

and accurate description of an individual’s personality, it can’t be used as a user classification 

tool because it’s simply not structured to categorise people into groups. 

Another problem with the Big 5 personality model is the questionnaire which the users would 

have to fill to understand their personality. The questionnaire is extremely long because it is 

measuring for 30 different facets of personality. The length of the questionnaire to determine 

the personality of a user using the Big 5 personality model has been identified as a discouraging 

factor in using the Big 5 personality model with recommender systems. The next section 

explores the possible relationship between the MBTI personality model and the Big 5 

personality model. 

2.4.3 EXPLORING MBTI AND THE BIG 5 INTER-RELATIONS 

This section examines the possibility of interpreting the Big 5 personality results using the 

MBTI personality framework. According to McCrae et al (1989), Sensing vs Intuition and 

Feeling vs Thinking have similarities with Openness to Experience (OTE). To determine which 

of the MBTI personality traits have more in common with OTE, a comparison of their 

characteristics is required. This is shown in Table 2.8 below. 
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Sensing Intuition Thinking Feeling Openness to Experience 

Facts Ideas Logic Values Fantasy: receptivity to the inner world of 

imagination. 

Aesthetics: the appreciation of art and beauty 

Feelings: openness to feelings and emotions 

Actions: openness to new experiences on a practical 

level 

Ideas: intellectual curiosity 

Values: readiness to re-examine their values and 

those of authority figures 

Down to earth Dreams Objective Personal 

Practical Theory Frankness Tactfulness 

Make Create Truth Love 

Five senses Imagination Justice Mercy 

Experience Vision Critique Praise 

Past & present Future Task-oriented People-oriented 

Table 2. 8 Sensing vs Intuition, Thinking vs Feeling, & OTE Characteristics (Bayne, 1997) 

As indicated in Table 2.8, OTE has similar characteristics to Intuition and Feeling than Sensing 

and Thinking. Thinking vs Feeling personality dimension has been linked with Agreeableness 

in the Big 5 personality model. 

Thinking Feeling Six Facets of Agreeableness 

Logic Values Trust: belief in the sincerity and good intentions of others 

Straightforwardness: frankness in expression 

Altruism: active concern for the welfare of others 

Compliance: response to interpersonal conflict 

Modesty: the tendency to play down their achievements and be 

humble. 

Tender-Mindedness: an attitude of sympathy for others. 

Objective Personal 

Frankness Tactfulness 

Truth Love 

Justice Mercy 

Critique Praise 

Task-oriented People-oriented 

Table 2. 9  Characteristics of Thinking vs Feeling and 6 Facets of Agreeableness (Bayne, 1997; McCrae et al., 1989) 

As indicated in Table 2.9, a higher percentage level in the Feeling trait over the Thinking trait 

suggests a high personality score in Agreeableness. Judging vs Perceiving has been linked with 

Conscientiousness. 

Judging Perceiving Six Facets of Conscientiousness 

Closure Openness Competence: belief in own self-efficacy 

Order: personal organization Decision Options 
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Scheduled Spontaneous Dutifulness: emphasis placed on the importance of fulfilling moral obligations 

Achievement Striving: the need for personal achievement and sense of 

direction 

Self-Discipline: the capacity to begin tasks and follow through to completion 

despite boredom or distractions. 

Deliberation: the tendency to think things through before acting or speaking. 

Organised Disorganised 

Planned Emergent 

Control Flexible 

Now Procrastinate 

Table 2. 10  Characteristics of the Judging vs Perceiving & 6 facets of Conscientiousness (Bayne, 1997; McCrae et al., 

1989) 

According to Table 2.10, a higher percentage level in the Judging trait over the Perceiving trait 

suggests a high personality score in Conscientiousness. This was previously confirmed in 

Conley (1985) where it was discovered that individuals who fall under the Judging personality 

trait have high levels of Conscientiousness and those who fall under the Perceiving personality 

trait have low levels of Conscientiousness. Furthermore, Extraversion in the Big 5 personality 

model can be linked with Extroversion in the Extroversion vs Introversion personality 

dimension as indicated in Table 2.11 below. 

Introversion Extraversion Six Facets of Extraversion 

Inhibited Dominant Warmth: interest in and friendliness towards others 

Gregariousness: preference for the company of others 

Assertiveness: social ascendancy and forcefulness of expression 

Activity: the pace of living 

Excitement Seeking: the need for environmental stimulation 

Positive Emotions: the tendency to experience positive emotions 

Un-sparkling Confident 

Deferent Friendly 

Undemonstrative Outgoing 

Reserved Enthusiastic 

Hostile Competitive 

Shy Perky 

Submissive Exhibitionist 

Table 2. 11 Extraversion vs Introversion and 6 Facets of Extraversion Characteristics (Bayne, 1997; McCrae et al., 1989) 

To this end, a summary of the relationship between the MBTI personality model and the Big 5 

personality model is indicated in Table 2.12 below. 

MBTI personality Traits Big 5 Personality Traits Big 5 Personality Score 

Introversion Extraversion Low 
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Extroversion Extraversion High 

Sensing Openness to Experience Low 

Intuition Openness to Experience High 

Thinking Agreeableness Low 

Feeling Agreeableness High 

Judging Conscientiousness High 

Perceiving Conscientiousness Low 

Table 2. 12 Relationship Between the MBTI model and the Big 5 (Chausson et al., 2010; Cantador et al., 2013) 

As indicated in Table 2.12, the Big 5 personality trait, Neuroticism, has not yet been directly 

linked with any of the personality traits in the MBTI model, although one may argue that their 

characteristics may have more in common with the Feeling personality trait. The application 

of this knowledge potentially gives consumers a broader perspective on their personality and 

expands the range of personality-based recommender systems in terms of the number of 

consumers that can be serviced. 

To this end, the next section will explore the reasons in which personality is being linked with 

movies in recommender systems. 

2.5 WHY THE INTEREST IN MOVIES? 

The movie industry is a multi-billion dollar entertainment industry. Park et al (2012) pointed 

out that considering that test data was hard to acquire, the data made freely available to 

researchers within the entertainment domain is mostly associated with movies. The most 

popular dataset used as it relates to movies and recommender systems are the MovieLens 

datasets. The Internet Movie Database (IMDB) is a large database consisting of comprehensive 

information about past, present, and future movies. User statistics from the IMDB website 

pointed out that the website has more than 250 million unique visitors every month. IMDB data 

is made freely available to users for non-commercial purposes. Furthermore, movies can 

emotionally connect with the users through which they can influence the way the users think, 

feel, and act, which implies an influence on the user’s personality. Movies are quite popular 

because they are a unique form of art brought to life via the use of advanced forms of 

technology, through which audiences can make conscious connections between what they see 

in the movie and their experiences in the real world. Field (2005) indicated that movies portray 

fictional representations of real-life events and experiences and hence can connect emotionally 
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with the audience. The following sections will discuss the reasons why people watch movies 

and the influence movies can have on consumers. 

2.5.1 REASONS WHY PEOPLE WATCH MOVIES 

2.5.1.1 ESCAPISM 

According to Longeway (1990), escapism can simply be explained as an attempt to draw us 

away from the troubles and challenges we face every day and sometimes helps us to fantasize 

ourselves as better off and more important than we are. Escapism signifies the creation of a 

temporary safe space by our subconscious to help us escape from an unpleasant reality. Movies 

provide a means which enhances the creation of this temporary safe space as users find 

themselves immersed in the pseudo-reality which the movie has created. In the process of 

escapism, our imagination is stimulated and our perception of reality as well as reality itself 

can be redefined. Film narratives offer the opportunity to momentarily immerse in a different 

world in favour of narrative stories that lead to unknown worlds (Tesser et al., 1988). 

2.5.1.2 EDUCATION 

Movies also tend to serve as educational tools. This can be used in such a way as to inspire the 

viewer to attempt to attain a certain level of academic excellence or to educate the viewer on a 

subject matter highlighted by the movie. O’Brien-Bours (2013) supported this by pointing out 

that movies have the power to inspire, to teach, to shape memories of events, and to create a 

shared narrative experience amongst a culture. According to Pandey (2012), movies can be 

used to create a connection between educational topics and the current generation of learners. 

It is a tool that can be used to help the viewer to understand concepts that are relevant to their 

lives. Priming theory also holds that witnessing, reading, or hearing of an event or idea through 

movies can prime or stimulate related thoughts or ideas which can influence our reactions and 

behaviours in a consistent way (Sayre & King, 2010).  

2.5.1.3 ENTERTAINMENT 

According to Sayre & King (2010), entertainment comes in two forms, they are live 

entertainment and mass-mediated entertainment. Live entertainment takes place primarily on a 

stage in front of an audience while mass-mediated entertainment uses technological aid to 

bridge the gap between the performers and the audience. Mass mediated entertainment is 

usually easily accessible, cost-effective, and provides autonomy for the viewers in terms of 

where and when they want to be entertained. Movies fall in the category of mass-mediated 

entertainment and provide a mechanism through which people seek their self-identities and 
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engage in actual or vicarious behaviours of everyday life. Movies are used as entertainment 

tools to shape and reflect the history, culture, beliefs, experiences, and concerns of the people 

of that society. Research has shown that drama is the main genre of all movies; other sub-

genres are considered as just specialized forms of drama. 

2.5.2 THE INFLUENCE OF MOVIES ON SOCIETY 

2.5.2.1 POLITICAL INFLUENCE OF MOVIES ON CONSUMERS 

Movies are also used as a means of promoting political ideas or the subtle unveiling of political 

agendas. Research conducted by Adkins & Castle (2013) pointed out that the political nature 

of messages embedded within movies is less likely to be recognised and hence reducing their 

capacity for resistance. Although the political messages embedded in movies are less likely to 

be recognized, the audience could potentially unknowingly conform to such political ideas or 

opinions because of the compelling way with which it was presented through the movie. 

Movies possess the ability to potentially sway political decisions and change governmental 

political strategies. 

2.5.2.2 SOCIAL INFLUENCE OF MOVIES ON CONSUMERS 

Vasan (2010) pointed out that movies are also a great influencing factor in youth ideas of 

fashion, their choices of clothing and accessories. Movies also have a way of influencing how 

we interact with other people and could easily lead to a certain race of people to be stereotyped. 

Good examples of such movies are those which tell of the slavery of Africans and their 

relentless and painful fight for freedom. Movies also tend to affect the ways we walk, talk, 

think, and carry out our job responsibilities at our places of employment, etc., one may argue 

that it has become increasingly difficult to separate movies from the social behaviour of the 

movie consumers as some movies tend to help the socially awkward to gain a certain degree 

of confidence, others help the individual in choosing the right career path. 

2.5.2.3 CULTURAL INFLUENCE OF MOVIES ON CONSUMERS 

In several American movies, one often hears statements like “that’s what it means to be a true 

American” or “that’s the American way” and several other statements that promote the 

American culture. Lule (2015) pointed out that movies mirror the culture of the country 

involved in the movie, although, at times their culture may be misrepresented in the movie 

which in turn could impact negatively the existing culture of the people. Lule (2015) further 

went on to say that not only do movies reflect the culture of the society that produces them, but 

they are a product of that society and a reflection of prevailing concerns, attitudes, and beliefs. 
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2.6 ANALYSIS OF RELATED WORK 

2.6.1 Alleviating the New User Problem in Collaborative Filtering by Exploiting 

Personality Information 

Early recommender systems struggled with the cold start problem which included the new user 

problem and the new item problem. It was a problem created by the fact that for recommender 

systems to function, they needed to have access to existing data of the user which would help 

them understand the user’s preferences so that they could make the appropriate 

recommendations. Cantador et al (2016) proposed an interesting solution to the alleviation of 

the new user problem via the exploitation of personality information. Prior research by Nunes 

& Hu (2011) highlighted that personality influences how people make decisions. The research 

by Cantador et al (2016) was based on existing research by Hu & Pu (2011) and Tkalcic et al 

(2011) who have already confirmed that the application of personality in the collaborative 

filtering recommendation technique will resolve the new user problem, however, the challenge 

was in the accuracy of the recommendations based on personality data. Furthermore, the 

research by Cantador et al (2016) was also based on the confirmed hypothesis that people with 

similar personality profiles are likely to have similar preferences (Chausson, 2010; Hu & Pu, 

2011; Cantador et al, 2013). The approach selected by Cantador et al (2016) was to exploit user 

personality information to identify the most useful user preference information (ratings or 

“likes”) for the system to generate accurate recommendations for a new user. The proposed 

recommender system by Cantador et al (2016) further applies the knowledge acquired for the 

new user in related source domains, a method also referred to as cross-domain 

recommendation. The dataset applied in the research by Cantador et al (2016) consisted of 

159,551 users and 16,303 items in the movie, music, and book domains.  

According to Cantador et al (2016) and Ricci et al (2015), the methods applied in the data 

collection process to acquire the data which will help guide the recommender system to the 

most suitable items to recommend to the consumer included the explicit collection of data and 

the implicit collection of data. The explicit collection of data involved outrightly asking the 

users to provide ratings for items. The implicit collection of data involved exploiting auxiliary 

information about the user’s preferences or other personal information that might be useful for 

the system to establish similarities between the user and other users. Explicitly collecting the 

data from the user provides the recommender system with data that could reduce the need for 

the system to make assumptions. Cantador et al (2016), Ricci et al (2015), and Karumur et al 
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(2017) pointed out that the problem with the explicit data collection method is that it requires 

some effort from the user to initially provide feedback on some recommended items. This has 

been seen as a discouraging element for the new users when it comes to using recommender 

systems. Cantador et al (2016) further pointed out that at the initial stage when the 

recommender system recommends an item for the new user to provide a rating, the system has 

to be careful when selecting the items to request the user to rate and it is of utmost importance 

that the user should be familiar with the proposed items. The downside of recommending 

unfamiliar items is that they could negatively impact the perception of the usefulness of the 

system to the new user. In contrast, the implicit data collection methods which exploit auxiliary 

information does not require the user to rate items. Nonetheless, a method to inject the 

additional user data into the CF framework has to be devised, and it may be hard to know in 

advance whether the auxiliary information will be helpful in the cold-start. The research 

concluded by pointing out that in terms of accuracy, personality proves useful for completely 

new users in the domains of movies, books, and music. 

2.6.2 The 50/50 Recommender: A Method Incorporating Personality into Movie 

Recommender Systems 

According to Orestis & Christos (2017), it was highlighted that the main motivation behind 

their work was the lack of personalisation in current recommender systems. This simply points 

out that recommendations are meant to be tailored to the individual who is the recipient of the 

recommendations This further pointed out that the main challenge which recommender systems 

faced was in how to effectively personalise recommendations for a consumer. Orestis & 

Christos (2017) proposed a movie recommender system that was based on a user model that 

takes into account 50% of the consumer’s personality traits and 50% of the existing content 

which can be applied in making movie recommendations. It was highlighted by the authors 

that the use of the consumer’s personality traits was for the recommender system to operate 

according to the user’s personality type. The personality model applied in the 50/50 

recommender was the Big Five Personality model which consists of the following personality 

traits: Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. The flow 

diagram of the system is as indicated below. 
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Fig. 2. 4 50/50 Recommender System Main Flow Chart (Orestis & Christos, 2017) 

The 50/50 recommender further utilized the ratings of the movies by the user to learn about the 

user’s preferences and combined the results with the collaborative filtering process via the k-

NN function with the user’s personality traits as a guiding tool through the recommendable 

items. In the 50/50 recommender, the k-NN function of the collaborative filtering 

recommendation technique was used to provide the predicted ratings of movies for the 

consumer. The formula utilized in providing recommendations in the 50/50 recommender 

involved taking the predicted rating of the movie and dividing it by 2, and also taking the 

number which represents the genre preference of the user and dividing it by 2, and finally 

adding these numbers to get a new predicted rating for the movie. In this case, the k-NN scoring 

of the movie which was used in conjunction with the user’s personality profile, and the genre 

preferences account for 50% each of the final results. The results obtained via the 50/50 

recommender were compared against the standard k-NN based recommendations to evaluate 

the performance of the system, and it was confirmed that personality plays a significant role in 

improving recommendations as indicated in Table 1.1.  
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According to Batista & Silva (2009), k-NN is a widely used technique, being successfully 

applied in a large number of domains. Although the k-NN is widely applied in the collaborative 

filtering process, it is computationally complex in the case of large datasets. The k-NN function 

faces a major challenge when it comes to choosing the optimal number of neighbours to 

consider while classifying new data entry. The personality model utilized in the 50/50 

recommender cannot classify the consumers in terms of their personality profiles and hence 

the need for the k-NN function to help in providing a form of consumer classification. This, 

therefore, subjects the 50/50 recommender to the drawbacks of the k-NN algorithm.  

Another aspect of the 50/50 recommender research to be taken into consideration is in the 

application of ratings. The use of ratings was supported by Ricci et al (2015) where it has been 

pointed out that ratings are the most popular form of transaction data which recommender 

systems collect. The 50/50 recommender uses the ratings which the user has provided to predict 

the ratings for similar movies. The use of ratings as a recommendation tool in a movie 

recommender system is deficient because it provides no context with regards to what the 

consumer liked or disliked about the movie. Predicted ratings are susceptible to error because 

the context associated with a poor rating or a good rating is unknown. Therefore, the need for 

ratings in a movie recommendation model makes it susceptible to the problem of data sparsity, 

because, it’s either there are not enough ratings provided by the user or there is no information 

on the reasons the user-provided such a rating. Furthermore, in the 50/50 recommendation 

model, if a movie doesn’t have a certain number of ratings, it will not be recommended, 

therefore, the consumers are not given the opportunity of deciding for themselves if they would 

like such a movie or not. This makes the system subject to overspecialization in terms of 

continuously recommending movies that have high rating values.  

Considering the analysis of the related work above, the proposed group recommendation model 

in this research will apply the approach by Song et al. (2009) where the MBTI personality 

model was used as a user classification model instead of the k-NN algorithm. In this case, the 

nearest neighbours would be those with the same personality profiles. According to Hu & Pu 

(2011), people who share the same personality traits often tend to like the same things. This 

can potentially eliminate the need for similarity calculations between users through the creation 

of a personality-based neighbourhood. 
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2.6.3 MBTI-based Collaborative Recommendation System: A Case of Webtoon Contents 

Yi et al (2016) proposed a solution to the two major problems of collaborative filtering which 

are, data sparsity and scalability, through the application of the Myers Briggs Type Indicator 

(MBTI). They rightly pointed out that the application of the 5 factor model of personality is 

not a solution to the problem of scalability because it measures personality on a dimensional 

scale, which means that similarities between users would have to be estimated. Yi et al (2016) 

justified the use of the MBTI model of personality in their research based on prior research by 

Song et al (2009). It was pointed out that in an experiment where the participants were 

classified according to their MBTI personality profiles, the participants were required to select 

emotional words which they would associate with specific movies. The results revealed that 

those with the same MBTI personality profile selected similar emotional words. This led to the 

conclusion that those with the same MBTI personality profile have similar movie preferences 

and similar interpretations of their emotions.  

According to Yi et al (2016) and Hafshejani et al (2018), the application of personality factors 

in recommender systems solves the data sparsity problem in collaborative filtering via the 

building of personality-based neighbourhoods. The results achieved by Yi et al (2016) 

confirmed that the application of the MBTI model of personality does not improve the accuracy 

of recommendation but reduces the complexity of the computation of similarity between users. 

This was accomplished by normalizing ratings and grouping users by their MBTI, followed by 

computation of similarities between users in a neighbourhood using vector cosine similarity. 

Therefore, the similarity calculation was made easier because the users were already classified 

based on their personality and not based on their viewing/rating history which is required in 

the use of the k-NN. In the case of the k-NN, the calculation for the similarity between users 

involves grouping the users and finding those who are the most similar. However, with the use 

of the MBTI model as a user classification model, the computation required to group the users 

is eliminated.  

Finally, Yi et al (2016) made it clear that in using the MBTI model as a user classification 

model there is a trade-off between recommendation accuracy and scalability. This implied that 

the recommendations made were not accurate, but the new user problem was solved, and it had 

the potential to handle multiple users since the need to calculate for users to be grouped has 

been eliminated. However, the problem of scalability may still arise because of the need to 

calculate for the similarity between users in the same personality group. 
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2.6.4 Enhancing Collaborative Filtering Systems with Personality Information 

A personality-based recommendation model created by Hu & Pu (2011) was developed on the 

premise of creating personality-based neighbourhoods.  They stated that people can be 

distinguished by their personalities, and people in the same personality segment are assumed 

to have similar behaviours or interests. They put the user’s personality characteristics in a 

vector similar to the manner used in dealing with the rating data. The personality model used 

for their system was the Five-Factor Model of personality which is not naturally structured to 

classify users into neighbourhoods. However, they used the similarities in the values associated 

with the Big Five personality traits to create the personality-based neighbourhood. Their 

research implemented personality into the CF recommender system using the cascade hybrid 

approach. This simply utilizes the personality-based approach to make initial predictions on 

the unobserved ratings to densify the user-item matrix. The performance of the model was 

assessed against the traditional ratings based collaborative filtering (CF) using Mean Absolute 

Error (MAE) and Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) sensitivity. The traditional 

ratings-based CF approach involves the use of the k-NN to find the nearest neighbours instead 

of the personality characteristics, and the ratings.  

The cascade hybrid approach was found to have outperformed the traditional ratings based CF 

approach in terms of prediction accuracy (MAE) and classification accuracy (ROC sensitivity). 

The research also took into consideration the problem of efficiency, in terms of the time 

required to generate the recommendations. The cascade hybrid approach was found to require 

more time than any other approach due to its extra computation for the pseudo-ratings. This is 

not surprising since the system also needs to calculate for the nearest neighbours using 

personality values. This simply implies that the fewer the amount of computation required in 

determining what to recommend to the users, the higher the efficiency of the recommender 

system.  

Fig 2.5 below shows the collaborative filtering ratings based recommendations model which 

uses the user’s personality in the recommendation process. 
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Fig. 2. 5   Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Model (Hu & Pu, 2011) 

As indicated in Fig. 2.5 above, the process to generate recommendations involved the 

acquisition of the ratings from the users as well as the personality values associated with the 

users. The personality values acquired form the personality profiles of the users. The 

personality-based neighbourhood is formed in the personality-based similarity unit. The user-

item matrix consists of users and the items which they have rated. The rating based similarity 

unit identifies users with similar ratings. Based on the existing ratings, pseudo-ratings for items 

that have not yet been rated will be calculated and used for making recommendations. The 

calculation for pseudo-ratings helps to prevent the problem of data sparsity. The use of 

personality also helps solve the new user problem as new users who join the personality-based 

neighbourhood can receive the same recommendations as to the existing members within that 

neighbourhood without the need for them to have a history of rating items. The use of a 

personality-based neighbourhood also increases the possibility of receiving serendipitous 

recommendations. 

To this end, their research has pointed out the benefits associated with making 

recommendations using a personality-based neighbourhood. However, because of the amount 

of computation required in calculating personality similarity between users and the calculation 

for the pseudo-ratings, there is a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. 
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2.6.5 The MovieLens Recommendation Model 

In the MovieLens recommendation model, when a new user registers they have to rate some 

movies to get proper recommendations from the system. The users will have given ratings of 

some but not all of the items. The unrated items will contain predicted values based on the 

initial ratings provided by the users. The MovieLens system utilizes a ratings/recommendation 

approach in the sense that the ratings provided by the user will determine what would be 

recommended in the next page of the recommender system. Harper & Konstan (2015) pointed 

out that one disadvantage of placing an integral part of the recommendation process in the user 

ratings is that the MovieLens datasets only include data from users with at least 20 ratings, and 

therefore are inherently biased towards successful users. This simply means that the users who 

are less interested in rating movies were unable to find enough movies to rate or did not enjoy 

their initial experience in the system are not included in the datasets used in the prediction of 

rating values for movies. This could lead to users being recommended movies which they are 

not interested in because the prediction ratings associated with their recommendations are not 

based on their rating values but the ratings of another user with seemingly close similarities to 

the few movies rated by the user. In addition to using ratings as a means to provide movie 

recommendations, MovieLens also displays tags next to movies. Tags are short user-defined 

keywords that describe the movies. These tags are clickable to show a list of movies where that 

tag has been applied. Furthermore, the MovieLens interface has a feature called Tag 

Expressions which allows users to re-tag movies easily. This feature helped to increase tagging 

activity and tagging diversity. According to Harper & Konstan (2015), the MovieLens interface 

has always emphasized interacting with movies over interacting with other users. This implies 

that MovieLens was built on an item to item collaboration basis as opposed to a user-user or 

user – item collaboration. 

2.6.6 A Personalised recommender system using Entropy-Based Collaborative Filtering 

(ECBF) technique. 

Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011) tested for the recommendation accuracy of an Entropy-

Based Collaborative Recommender system using the MovieLens dataset. The online operation 

begins when a user seeks a recommendation list from the system. The Entropy-Based 

Collaborative Filtering Algorithm (EBCFA) is used to predict the ratings of the active user's 

unrated items. These unrated items are then ranked based upon the predicted value in 

decreasing order from which the top N items are presented to the user as a recommendation 

list. This is indicated in Fig. 2.6 below. 
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Fig. 2. 6 Architecture of the EBCF Recommender System (Chandrashekhar & Bhasker, 2011) 

According to Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011), by testing the performance of the model 

above, they realised that the recommendation accuracy achieved using the MovieLens dataset 

was 96.1%. It was pointed out that while the EBCF approach seems to cope well with rating 

sparsity, it is computationally more intensive than the Traditional Collaborative Filtering (TCF) 
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approach. They discovered via their research that while the TCF computes one similarity value 

between each pair of users, the EBCF has to constantly manage several computations between 

each pair of users in the determination of what items to recommend. This was found to utilize 

more memory and increased response time to generate recommendations as compared to the 

TCF approach.  

As indicated in Fig. 2.6, just like Fig. 2.2, it can be seen that the recommendation process is 

divided into 3 sections, the first section provides information about the users and can therefore 

be referred to as the user model. The second section associates the product/items with the users 

to establish a connection between the users and the products/items; this can be referred to as 

the product model. The third section contains the algorithm for the recommendation of unrated 

items; this can be referred to as the recommendation model. The integration of all three models 

is what produced the EBCF recommendation model. To this end, this research will apply the 

approach utilized in Fig. 2.6 in terms of the effective use of the 3 models which make up the 

EBCF recommendation model in the development of the personality-based group 

recommendation model. 

2.7 RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Literature Source Research Findings 

Personality, User Preferences, and Behaviour in Recommender 

systems. (Karumur et al., 2017) 

The 50/50 Recommender: A Method Incorporating Personality into 

Movie Recommender Systems. (Orestis & Christos, 2017) 

The application of personality in movie recommender systems 

improves movie recommendations. 

 

MBTI-based Collaborative Recommendation System: A Case of 

Webtoon Contents. (Yi et al., 2016) 

The use of the MBTI personality model as a classification model in 

a movie recommender system solves the new user problem and the 

scalability problem of collaborative filtering but at the risk of 

reducing recommendation accuracy.  

Recommender Systems based on Personality Traits (Nunes, 2008) Humans are complex emotional beings and the analysis of their 

behaviour is largely subjective. 

Recommender Systems based on Personality Traits (Nunes, 2008) 

Personality, User Preferences, and Behaviour in Recommender 

systems. (Karumur et al., 2017) 

Personality questionnaires are a pain for consumers to complete due 

to the time it takes to complete them. 

 

Explaining collaborative filtering recommendations. (Herlocker et 

al., 2000) 

Evaluating Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems. 

(Herlocker et al., 2004) 

Collaborative filtering recommendation is the most popular 

recommendation technique used in conjunction with a consumer’s 

personality in a personality-based recommender system. 
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Selecting content-based features for collaborative filtering 

recommenders. (Ronen et al., 2013) 

Personality, User Preferences, and Behaviour in Recommender 

systems. (Karumur et al., 2017) 

All recommender systems require some form of consumer feedback 

to learn about user preferences. 

The Use of Items Personality Profiles in Recommender Systems. 

(Alharthi, 2015) 

The application of consumer personality in a movie recommender 

system allows for serendipitous recommendations. 

MBTI-based Collaborative Recommendation System: A Case of 

Webtoon Contents. (Yi et al., 2016) 

The use of the MBTI personality model as a user classification 

model in place of the k-NN classification model effectively 

eliminates the need to calculate for users to be grouped. 

A Proposed Movie Recommendation Method Using Emotional 

Word Selection. (Song et al., 2009) 

To use the MBTI personality model as a classification model in a 

recommender system to recommend movies utilizing keywords, 

one must identify the keywords which are associated with the 

personality types and the movies. 

Personality, User Preferences, and Behaviour in Recommender 

systems. (Karumur et al., 2017) 

The 50/50 Recommender: A Method Incorporating Personality into 

Movie Recommender Systems. (Orestis & Christos, 2017) 

Recommender systems make predictions. The recommender system 

requests for explicit user ratings at the initial stage and attempts to 

use the acquired ratings to predict the user ratings at the latter stages 

to make recommendations to the user. 

Social Factors in Group Recommender Systems (Quijano-Sanchez 

et al, 2013) 

Group recommendations based on personality profiles improve 

recommendation accuracy but the preferences of each user in the 

personality group need to be taken into consideration. 

Enhancing Collaborative Filtering Systems with Personality 

Information. (Hu & Pu, 2011) 

The use of personality-based neighbourhoods solves the new user 

problem and enhances scalability. 

Enhancing Collaborative Filtering Systems with Personality 

Information. (Hu & Pu, 2011) 

The application of personality in recommender systems increases 

the accuracy of recommender systems but reduces its efficiency. 

A Personalised recommender system using Entropy-Based 

Collaborative Filtering (ECBF) technique. (Chandrashekhar & 

Bhasker, 2011) 

Recommender Systems Handbook. (Ricci et al. 2015) 

Product models in embodiment design: an investigation of 

challenges. (Matthiesen et al. 2019) 

 

EBCF using the MovieLens dataset outperformed the traditional CF 

approaches for Prediction Accuracy, as well as recommendation 

quality through classification accuracy and novelty of 

recommendations. This approach utilized the ability of the system 

to predict user ratings to make the recommendations. 

The complete recommendation process can be divided into 3 

models; the user model, the product model, and the 

recommendation model 

 Table 2. 13 Research Findings 

2.8 RESEARCH GAPS 

The existing recommendation models have been found to utilize the user ratings as the core 

element in making movie recommendations which tend to recommend movies with high 

ratings to the users. This becomes detrimental to the movies with an unpopular cast list or 

movie production crew as their movies will likely not be rated due to their unpopularity. 
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Furthermore, it enhances the problem of overspecialization based on the recommender system 

continuously recommending movies with high ratings. By so doing, such recommender 

systems are likely to have high recommendation accuracies in the light of the approach utilized. 

This creates a ratings-based overspecialization problem which is prevalent in existing 

recommender systems. Therefore how can movie recommendations be made to users using the 

words associated with the subject matters portrayed in movies which would identify and 

recommend the movies which are suitable to the users regardless of whether such movies have 

high, low, or no ratings?  

Blinick (2019) attempted the use of keywords provided by users on movies on IMDB to 

develop a recommendation model, however, the main problem with this approach was that the 

keywords have to be provided by users and hence it is usually the popular movies which would 

have sufficient keywords to be recommended. Therefore, this creates a keywords-based data 

sparsity problem. Also, what would be the accuracy of the recommendation model if user 

ratings were excluded from the recommendation process and keywords utilized as the 

recommendation tool were directly extracted from the plots of the movies to be recommended?  
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CHAPTER THREE – RESEARCH METHODS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter discussed the various techniques which exist in making recommender 

systems. This included the identification of the three models which make up the proposed 

personality-based group recommendation model as the user model, the product model, and the 

recommendation model. This chapter presents the research methods applied in the 

determination of the content which would be used in the user model and the product model 

which would be used in the calculation of the values in the recommendation model.  This 

involves the discussion of the identified problems leading up to the research questions which 

highlights the relevance of this research in terms of the problems it attempts to solve. 

Furthermore, it goes on to explain the research method applied to solve the identified problem, 

the data collection methods applied to provide content for the user and product models, and the 

collaborative filtering technique used in the development of the proposed personality-based 

group recommendation model. 

3.2 IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS 

The problem identified with the existing recommender systems as indicated in the literature 

review is the problem of overspecialization and data sparsity. According to Abassi et al (2009) 

and Jain et al (2015), overspecialization occurs when items with similar attributes are 

continuously recommended, while data sparsity in recommender systems is a result of 

insufficient data to make recommendations to the users. Yu et al (2009) pointed out that the 

solution for overspecialization is recommendation diversification. This involves the 

identification of movies which are dissimilar, but relevant to the user’s interests. They further 

pointed out that the method mostly utilized in ensuring recommendation diversification are 

attribute-based. This simply means that the diversity of the recommended list is defined by how 

much each item in the list differs from the others in terms of their attribute values. 

3.2.1 Ratings-Based Overspecialization 

The most common element in existing recommender systems is their ability to predict ratings 

and associate those ratings with unrated items as evidenced in research by Chandrashekhar & 

Bhasker (2011),  Karumur et al (2017), and Orestis & Christos (2017). However, the problem 

of ratings-based overspecialization occurs because the recommendations which are made based 

on ratings only use the high user ratings. The ratings-based approach excludes the 

recommendation of movies that have low predicted user ratings, low explicit user ratings, or 
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no predicted or explicit ratings at all. This approach is detrimental to the movie industry as it 

relates to movies with unpopular cast members and movie production crew members as their 

movies will likely not be rated due to their unpopularity. There is a need to explore the validity 

of the recommendation of movies based on the plots of the movies to ensure that 

recommendations would not be made based on user ratings to enhance the visibility of the 

unpopular movies in the movie consumer market. 

3.2.2 Keywords-Based Data Sparsity 

Keywords-based data sparsity was highlighted via Blinick (2019) where a recommendation 

system was created utilizing the keywords provided by users for the movies on IMDB. These 

keywords were provided by the users to describe the content of the movies. However, these 

keywords were found not to be consistent across all the movies as some movies had up to 200 

keywords while others had just 10 keywords and some movies didn’t have any keywords 

associated with them at all. Therefore, according to Alharthi (2015), there is a need for a 

common base to exist from which recommendations can be made. This highlights the need for 

the creation of a list of keywords that can be applied to all movies as opposed to each movie 

having its list of keywords. 

To this end, the research proposes the use of keywords extracted from the plots of the movies 

which are associated with users with specific MBTI personality types to facilitate the movie 

recommendation process in the personality-based group recommendation model. Therefore, 

the research questions as indicated in chapter 1 are as follows: 

1. How can personality-based group recommendation models which make movie 

recommendations based on the words associated with the subject matter in movies help 

to overcome the problem of ratings-based overspecialization caused by the continuous 

recommendation of highly rated movies by existing recommendation models and also 

facilitate the expansion of the consumer movie market for unpopular movies? 

2. What is the impact on the recommendation accuracy of a personality-based group 

movie recommendation model when user ratings are not used in making movie 

recommendations? 

Based on the research questions above, the deliverable of this research is an artefact in the form 

of a personality-based group movie recommendation model that utilizes words associated with 

the movie subject matter and the personality of the user to make movie recommendations. The 
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next section will discuss the research methodology used in the development of the proposed 

artefact. 

3.4 DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Design science was used in this research because it provides a structured approach to 

addressing the research problem. Kuechler & Vaishnavi (2011) pointed out that design science 

research uses the construction of an information technology artifact and its evaluation as the 

research method. Furthermore, design science research seeks to extend the boundaries of 

human and organizational capabilities by creating new and innovative artifacts (Hevner et al, 

2004). This simply indicates that design science research fosters the exploration of fresh 

perspectives on an existing theory or combination of theories. This method of research is 

usually accompanied by the design of an artefact to support the research. According to 

Crowston & Prestopnik (2013), design science research has two equally important outcomes:  

• A prototype artifact that helps address a specific, challenging, and practical design 

problem within a given context. 

• Meaningful scholarly contributions to a field of inquiry. 

March & Smith (1995) highlighted a design science framework that enables the researcher to 

outline the research activities and the expected research output from that activity. The 

framework is illustrated below. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

 Build Evaluate Theorize Justify 

Constructs     

Model     

Method     

Instantiation     

Table 3. 1 Design Science Research Framework (March & Smith, 1995) 

According to Osterwalder (2004), Constructs constitute a conceptualization used to describe 

problems within a domain. A model represents a situation as a problem and solution statements. 

The method represents the set of steps used in performing a task; and instantiation is the 

realization of the artefact in its targeted environment. With regards to the research activities, 

according to March & Smith (1995) and Hevner et al (2004), build refers to the construction 
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of models, methods, and artifacts; evaluate refers to the development of criteria and the 

assessment of the output’s performance against those criteria. Theorize refers to the 

construction of theories that explain why and how an artefact works. Justify refers to the 

supporting or refuting of theories through the acquisition and assessment of scientific evidence. 

The personality-based recommendation model research in this thesis is based on the design 

science framework specified above and essentially covers the build and evaluate research 

activities and has constructs, models, and instantiations as the research output. In Table. 3.2 

depicted below, it is illustrated how the design science research framework by March & Smith 

(1995) will be applied in this research. 

 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

 Build Evaluate Theorize Justify 

Constructs Identification of textual 

data and basic concepts 

that link movies with 

various personality 

profiles. 

 

Investigate for keyword 

similarities with plots of 

popular movies on IMDB 

to expand the versatility 

of the keywords used in 

the lists across multiple 

movies. 

The application of 

keywords associated with 

the subject matter in movies 

and the users will enhance 

the visibility of the 

unpopular movies and still 

provide user satisfaction.  

 

Model Definition of a 

personality-based model 

that can make movie 

recommendations to 

users based on their 

personality groups. 

Investigate for 

completeness and 

understandability. 

The creation of a 

personality-based 

neighbourhood to make 

movie recommendations to 

the personality group as a 

whole as opposed to 

making different 

recommendations to each 

individual in the group is an 

efficient and reliable 

approach. 

 

Method Matrix Factorization 

model in the 

development of the 

recommendation model 

to determine the 

recommendation values 

of the movies selected in 

the creation of the model. 

Identify the user model, 

the product model, and 

Calculate the Average 

Recommendation Value 

for each personality type.  

The Average 

Recommendation Value for 

each personality type 

represents the expected 

minimum recommendation 

value for the movies which 

would be expected to 

provide user satisfaction for 

the various personality 

types. 
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the recommendation 

model. 

Instantiation Creation of a prototype 

personality-based movie 

recommender system 

using movie keywords. 

Calculate the 

Recommendation 

Accuracy of the model 

for each MBTI 

personality type by 

requesting for user 

feedback and using a 

confusion matrix. 

The movies which achieve 

the minimum 

recommendation value for 

each personality type will 

likely provide user 

satisfaction while the 

movies which do not 

achieve the minimum 

recommendation value will 

likely lead to user 

dissatisfaction. 

 

Table 3. 2 Research Outline based on March & Smith (1995) 

Furthermore, Palvia et al (2003) identified a set of methods that can be applied in information 

systems research. They are: 

Speculation/Commentary – According to Palvia et al (2003), this method signals the arrival of 

new trends and directions in technology. In this thesis, this method has initiated the research 

on the development of a personality-based movie recommendation model that overcomes the 

problems of ratings-based overspecialization and keywords-based data sparsity.  

Frameworks and Conceptual Models – According to Palvia et al (2003) represents the artifact 

which is a significant deliverable in design science research. The artifact in this research takes 

the form of a personality-based movie recommendation model. 

Library Research – this research examines previous studies and literature concerning 

personality models and movie recommender systems and brings to light the problem created 

by utilizing user ratings in making movie recommendations. Furthermore, it highlights the 

potential problem of data sparsity in a keywords based recommender system caused by the use 

of keywords provided by users on the movies on the IMDB website. 

Survey – To successfully create a personality-based movie recommendation model, one must 

have existing data consisting of personality profiles and movies to be used to build the model. 

This data can only be obtained from willing participants via structured surveys. 

Qualitative Research – The qualitative methods applied in this research were text mining and 

interpretive studies. Text mining was used to extract the movie textual data, while interpretive 
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studies were used to determine the words which can be considered as those associated with the 

subject matter of movies in the creation of the lists of keywords. 

Table 3.3 below identifies the methods which were selected for this research to fulfill the 

research objectives. 

Methodology Definition 

Speculation/commentary Research that derives from thinly supported arguments or 

opinions with little or no empirical evidence. 

Frameworks and Conceptual Models Research that intends to develop a framework or a 

conceptual model. 

Library Research Research that is based mainly on the review of existing 

literature. 

Survey Research that uses predefined and structured questionnaires 

to capture data from individuals. 

Qualitative Research Qualitative research methods are designed to help 

understand people and the social and cultural contexts 

within which they live. These methods include ethnography, 

action research, case research, interpretive studies, and 

examination of documents and texts. 

Table 3. 3   MIS Methodologies retained for this research (based on Palvia et al. (2003)) 

The next section discusses the collaborative filtering technique applied to ultimately deliver 

the design science artefact which is one of the deliverables of the design science research. The 

section will also discuss the rationale for selecting such a method. 

3.5 MODEL-BASED COLLABORATIVE FILTERING 

As indicated in chapter 2 of this research, collaborative filtering has been identified as the most 

effective technique when used in recommender systems. The model-based collaborative 

filtering method was seen as the most effective method of developing the proposed group 

recommendation model because it requires the use of machine learning and data mining 

techniques to learn the parameters involved in making recommendations. The art of making 

recommendations is the art of identifying the patterns in the user's product selections and 

utilizing those patterns to aid the users in making satisfactory decisions as it relates to the 

product in question. The model-based approach applied the following steps based on the 
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information regarding the use of models in creating a product (Chandrashekhar & Bhasker, 

2011; Quijano-Sanchez et al., 2013; Ricci et al., 2015; Matthiesen et al., 2019). 

I. The creation of the user model – the merging of the recommendations made for 

individuals highlights the intent of the system to understand the common preferences 

of the group. The user model categorises individuals into groups based on their specific 

commonalities. 

II. The creation of the product model – this involves the identification of the relationship 

between the group of users and the product. Therefore, to make recommendations to a 

group of people, a strong connection has to be established between the group and the 

recommended products, in this case, movies. A key component in the creation of the 

product model is the identification of the product attribute used to make the required 

connection between the product and the group of users. 

III. The creation of a group recommendation model – the construction of a group preference 

model can only be accomplished using the data acquired from steps I and II. This can 

be accomplished using the matrix factorization of the contents in the user model and 

the product model.  

These models have been identified as three vital components in the development of a 

personality-based group recommendation model for movies. The next section discusses the 

data collection methods applied in this research to acquire the content for each of the models 

identified above. 

3.6 DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

The data used in this research was the primary data. The primary data used was collected 

through the use of a questionnaire that was posted on Facebook MBTI personality groups. This 

included a request for the personality type of the user and a request for the top 10 favourite 

movies of the user. The data required for the development of the proposed model was the movie 

plot description of all the movies; this was extracted using a web scraper after the selected 

movies by the participants were identified on the IMDB website. The table below shows the 

number of people who responded to the questionnaire on Facebook and their personality types. 

Personality Profiles No. of Respondents 

ENFJ 5 
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ENFP 5 

ENTJ 3 

ENTP 1 

ESFJ 3 

ESFP 3 

ESTJ 3 

ESTP 2 

INFJ 36 

INFP 65 

INTJ 43 

INTP 11 

ISFJ 12 

ISFP 4 

ISTJ 8 

ISTP 3 

Total 207 Participants 

Table 3. 4 Participants Table 
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Fig. 3. 1 Bar Chart for Participants 

A indicated in Fig. 3.1, the most responses from participants were obtained from the introverts. 

This is relevant because it identifies the consumer's market which is most likely to respond to 

online movie content. This is synonymous with their introvertive characteristics which were 

described by Myers & Myers (1995) as having a preference for their inner world than the outer 

world. This raises the notion that introverts are more likely to have a preference for watching 

movies online than extroverts thereby making online movie recommender systems a more 

valuable asset for introverts than extroverts. 

The participants in Fig. 3.1 provided a total of 726 unique movie titles of which the movie plots 

were extracted from IMDB. The 726 movies can be separated based on MBTI personality traits 

in terms of the total amount of movies that were selected for personality types with the specified 

personality trait. This is indicated in Table 3.5 below. 

Personality Traits Total No. of Movies 

Extroversion 709 

Introversion 713 

Intuition 716 

Sensing 622 
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Feeling 718 

Thinking 722 

Judging 725 

Perceiving 722 

Table 3. 5  Personality Traits and Movies 

 

Fig. 3. 2 Movies Per Personality Trait 

Fig. 3.2 indicates the total amount of movies identified for each personality trait. This revealed 

that users with the Judging personality trait provided more movies to use in the development 

of the personality-based group movie recommendation model. According to Stilwell et al 

(2000), it was pointed out that the judger prefers to live in a decisive, planned, and orderly way, 

to regulate and control events. Therefore based on Fig. 3.2, it is plausible to say that those with 

a high level of the Judging personality trait tend to make more decisions than other personality 

traits. Also, according to Martin (1997), the Judging vs Perceiving personality dimension 

represents how decisions are made in the outside world. Therefore, it makes sense that the 

Judging vs Perceiving personality dimension would contain the highest representation of 

movies as compared to the other personality dimensions. This is because the questionnaire 

asked the participants to provide 10 of their favourite movies which would require the use of 

the Judging vs Perceiving personality dimension in deciding which movies to provide. On the 

other hand, the Sensing personality trait was associated with the lowest number of movies. This 
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can be attributed to the fact that those with the Sensing personality trait are associated with the 

gathering of sufficient information before a decision is made. 

3.7 DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 

3.7.1 THE WORD2VEC MODEL 

A word embeddings model known as the Word2Vec model provides a better alternative to the 

bag of words approach in which words are mapped to the low-dimensional vectors of a 

continuous space. Mikolov et al (2013) pointed out that for a Word2Vec model to work, they 

need to be trained with a vast amount of data. The steps taken in the application of the 

Word2Vec model in this research involved the following steps. 

1. Importing of the relevant python packages which include the following: codecs, glob, 

multiprocessing, os, pprint, re, nltk, gensim.models.word2vec, sklearn.manifold, 

numpy, matplotlib.pyplot, pandas, and seaborn. 

2. Populating of the interactive namespace from the packages numpy and matplotlib 

specified above. 

3. Downloading of the NLTK (Natural Language Tool Kit) tokenizer models by 

downloading the punkt and stopwords packages. 

4. Starting the preparation of the corpus by first loading the movie plot summaries and the 

movie keywords text files for the specific personality traits using the glob package 

imported in step one.  

5. Splitting the corpus into words. This is the point in the program where some basic pre-

processing such as tokenization, lowercasing, etc. is performed on the content in the 

files loaded in step four. The program returns a list of tokens (words). 

6. Training the Word2Vec model. Word2Vec simply implies the transformation of words 

into vectors. Word2Vec operates on the premise that the meaning of a word can be 

inferred by the company it keeps. If two words have very similar neighbours, then these 

words are probably quite similar in meaning or are at least related. Word2Vec can be 

used to find words that are related or have similar meanings. Word2Vec uses the tokens 

generated in step 5 to create a vocabulary of unique words. In this section of the 

program, behind the scenes, a neural network is being trained with a single hidden layer 

where the model is trained to predict the current word based on the context. The 

resulting learned vector is also known as the embeddings. 
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3.8 FLOW CHART ANALYSIS 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. 3 Flow Chart for developing a Personality Based movie recommendation model. 
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Fig. 3.3 above depicts the approach used to generate the standard recommendation values for 

movies per personality type. The steps can be explained as follows: 

1. The movies in the database provide their plot descriptions to the recommendation 

model which is immediately fed into the Keywords Matching Processing Unit. In the 

keywords matching unit, they are met with the list of keywords created via this research. 

2. The next phase is the identification of the 16 MBTI personality types which are formed 

through the integration of 4 dominant MBTI personality traits and 4 recessive MBTI 

personality traits. The MBTI personality neighbourhood created is also fed into the 

Keywords Matching Processing Unit to confirm the personality traits involved in the 

creation of the model so that only the relevant personality traits from the Personality 

Traits List of Keywords Unit will be used in the keywords matching process. 

3. The MBTI Personality Neighbourhood Unit also creates an output called the User 

Model. The User Model unit consists of the 16 MBTI personality types and the 

respective percentage values for the 8 MBTI personality traits for each personality type. 

The value of 80% is associated with the dominant personality traits and the value of 

20% is associated with the recessive personality traits. 

4. The Keywords Matching Processing Unit is where the movies are matched with the 

personality traits based on the number of matching keywords which exist between the 

plots of the movies and the Personality Traits List of Keywords. The output created 

from this matching process is called the Product Model. 

5. The next phase is for the Product Model and the User Model to be engaged in the Matrix 

Factorization process where the contents in the User Model matrix are multiplied by 

the contents in the Product Model matrix. This generates an output which is the standard 

recommendation values for movies for each personality type. 

3.9 RELATED DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 

3.9.1 THE WANG2VEC MODEL  

According to Trask et al (2016), word embeddings in word2vec are insensitive to word order. 

The word2vec model uses two models called the skip-gram and the continuous bag-of-words 

models. These models discard word order information in how they account for context. Word 

embeddings that were built using these models have been shown to capture semantic 

information between words. Word embeddings built using these models are suboptimal for 

tasks involving syntax, such as part-of-speech tagging or dependency parsing. This is because 
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syntax defines “what words go where”, while semantics tells us “what words go together”. In 

a model where word order is discarded, the many syntactic relations between words cannot be 

captured properly. For instance, while most words occur with the word “the”, only nouns tend 

to occur exactly afterward (e.g. the cat). Ling et al. (2015) proposed modifications to word2vec 

that incorporated word order which consisted of structured skip-gram and continuous window 

methods that are together called wang2vec. Ling et al (2015) discovered that the wang2vec 

model demonstrates a significant ability to model syntactic representations.  

The word2vec model remains a popular choice due to its efficiency and simplicity. The 

proposed personality-based recommendation model was not concerned with the syntactic 

nature of words but rather the semantics, hence the wang2vec model was seen as not relevant 

to be used in this research. The word2vec model searches for words from the text which reveal 

some relatable information about a movie that can be associated with a specific personality 

profile. 

3.9.2 THE CONTEXT2VEC MODEL 

According to Melamud et al (2016), context2vec is an unsupervised model and toolkit for 

efficiently learning generic context embedding of wide sentential contexts, using bidirectional 

LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory). Unsupervised models are those which draw inferences 

from datasets consisting of input data without pre-existing labels. In context2vec, a large plain 

text corpus is used to learn a neural model that embeds entire sentential contexts and target 

words in the same low-dimensional space, which is optimized to reflect inter-dependencies 

between targets and their entire sentential context as a whole. The word2vec model had some 

drawbacks despite its effectiveness. As indicated in the previous section, the word2vec model 

cannot model syntactic representations of words, which simply means it doesn’t understand 

how to represent words in the order in which they appear. This specific drawback was corrected 

by the wang2vec model but at the cost of computation speed (Ling et al, 2015). According to 

Mikolov et al (2013), word2vec assigns a single vector representation to a word independent 

of the context in which it is used. In a word2vec model, the context representations used are 

commonly just a simple collection of the individual embeddings of the neighbouring words in 

a window around the target word. However, such approaches do not take into consideration the 

use of the word in the entire sentence as a whole, which is what the context2vec attempts to 

rectify. As pointed out by Melamud et al (2013), context2vec generates context-dependent 

representations.  
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The context2vec model would be effective in analysing a large corpus of consumer feedback 

regarding a product or service. However, as it relates to this research, the context2vec model 

was not used because the goal of this research was to identify the words associated with the 

subject matters in movies and not specifically how the identified words were used in the 

sentences from which they were extracted. The context2vec model would be the most 

appropriate in terms of interpreting consumer feedback, for instance, if consumer feedback 

contained the word “good”, the context2vec model would find out how the word was used in 

the sentence rather than assuming that the consumer’s feedback was positive. A possible 

example of a sentence of that nature is, “This movie was good for nothing”. On the other hand, 

if a word such as “unfortunate” was used in consumer feedback, the context2vec model would 

be able to determine that if it was used positively or negatively by taking the whole sentence 

into context, which is, “It is unfortunate that this movie is not getting the recognition it 

deserves, it is amazing!”.  

Therefore, in terms of the determination of the words which will be used in the recommendation 

process of this research, such in-depth analysis provided by the context2vec would create 

complexities such as the need to categorise words based on how they were used in the movie 

plots. However such methods can be explored in future research depending on the outcome of 

the results of this research based on the selected words associated with movie subject matters 

subjectively extracted from the plots of the movies provided by participants in Fig.3.1. 

3.10 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter started by identifying the problems associated with existing recommender systems 

as ratings-based overspecialization and keywords-based overspecialization. However, the most 

pressing of the two problems was the ratings-based overspecialization because existing 

recommender systems are powered by the use of user ratings. The chapter went on to discuss 

the design science methodology as the methodology which would best suit this kind of research 

since the end purpose is to generate an artefact and make a contribution to recommender 

systems research. The chapter also highlighted that the model-based approach will be utilized 

in the development of the proposed artefact and it will involve the identification of a user 

model, a product model, and a recommendation model. Furthermore, the chapter identified the 

approach utilized in collecting and analysing the data utilized in this research which can be 

summarised as, the use of a questionnaire, the use of a web scraper, and the use of a word2vec 

model. The next chapter will discuss how the data which has been collected will be used in the 
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process of developing a personality-based group recommendation model for the 

recommendation of movies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR – RESEARCH PROCESS MODEL DESIGN 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The effectiveness of recommendation techniques is in their ability to efficiently utilize the user 

to item interaction to accurately predict the items which the user would like. To understand 

what a user needs, it is imperative to interpret the value of the product to the user. This was 

confirmed in Fig. 2.5 in the user-item matrix created after the users had supplied the 

recommendation model with rating information. This simply implies that the effective 

matching of the attributes associated with the user and the attributes associated with the product 

is what produces satisfactory recommendations. However, when it comes to making 

recommendations to a group of people within the same category, the preferences of the group 

need to be taken into consideration. Therefore, this research postulates that the first thing to 

identify when considering making recommendations to a group of people would be the 

attributes of the group followed by the preferences of the group. The identification of the 

attributes of the group creates the user model, and the identification of the group preferences 

associated with the group attributes creates the product model for the groups. The effective 

combination of the data in the user and product models generates the recommendation model.  

As pointed out in the literature review by Field (2005), the ability of most consumers to connect 

with a movie character is what keeps them engaged throughout the movie as they follow the 

journey of their preferred character(s) through the story associated with the character until the 

point of disconnection. Therefore, since it’s the story that determines the journey of the 

characters in the movie, it makes sense to use the words associated with the story of the movies 

to identify movies to recommend to users. Considering the structure applied in Fig. 2.5, the 

architecture of the personality-based group recommendation model is seen in Fig. 4.1 below. 
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Fig. 4. 1 Architecture of a Personality-based Group Recommendation Model 

As indicated in Fig. 4.1 above, the user model consists of the personality traits rather than the 

users represented in Fig. 2.5. This represents the personality-based neighbourhood created 

which creates a matrix in which its continuous increase in size will not affect the 

recommendation process for the community of users. This satisfies the need to have a common 
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base for recommendations as it relates to the user model as recommended in Alharthi (2015). 

The common base in this scenario would be the personality types of the users. 

This chapter will discuss the user and product models in terms of the kind of content they would 

contain to fulfill the recommendation needs of the personality groups. 

4.2 THE USER MODEL 

The user model consists of the user's personality types and the percentage values associated 

with the personality traits which make up the personality types. Considering that it is highly 

unlikely for users to know the percentage levels of the personality traits associated with their 

personality types, it is reasonable to find a way to standardize these values. Therefore, Pareto’s 

80/20 principle was employed to provide standard values for personality traits as it relates to 

the development of the personality-based recommendation model. According to Alecu (2010), 

Pareto’s 80/20 principle states that, for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come from 

20% of the causes. Furthermore, it was stated that the principle can be virtually applied in any 

area, like domestic behaviour, social activities, etc, for example – we may spend 80% of the 

time doing the most frequent 20% of activities. Alecu (2010) further pointed out that 

mathematically speaking, there is nothing special about the proportion of 80/20, but many real 

systems come across a ratio very closed by the Pareto’s distribution. Therefore, as it relates to 

personality traits, it can be said that a personality trait is about 80% dominant because we only 

explore about 20% of the opposite side of a personality dimension thereby making the lesser 

personality trait recessive. Therefore, in this research, the dominant personality traits were 

given the percentage score of 80% and the recessive personality traits were given a percentage 

score of 20%.  

4.3 THE PRODUCT MODEL 

The development of the product model involves the development of a list of keywords 

associated with the personality traits which make up the personality types. The keywords which 

are generated are matched with the words in the plots of the movies selected from the user's 

favourite movies to build the recommendation model. Therefore, the product model consists of 

the total number of keywords that are associated with both the personality traits and the movies. 

The movies which were utilized in developing the list of keywords associated with the various 

personality traits were the movies that were provided by the participants in Table 3.4. The 

following subsection highlights how the keywords associated with the personality traits were 

generated. 
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4.3.1 THE MOVIE KEYWORDS GENERATION PHASE 

The total number of movies from which the plot summaries were extracted using a web scraper 

was 726. The movie keywords were extracted from the movie plot summaries using a word2vec 

model. The keywords were extracted and stored based on the personality traits which make up 

the personality types. This resulted in 8 separate lists of keywords for the Extrovert, Introvert, 

Intuition, Sensing, Thinking, Feeling, Judging, and Perceiving. The method utilized in 

extracting the movie keywords from the movie plots was text mining using a word2vec model 

by following the steps highlighted in section 3.7.1. Using the word2vec model, a word 

vocabulary is created from the movie plot summaries. A 2D scatter plot is created with all the 

words in the vocabulary and the 2D scatter plot is text mined by manipulating the x and y 

coordinates of the scatter plot. The purpose of manipulating the x and y co-ordinates was to 

highlight specific areas of the 2D scatter plot to see the words located in that area. The x and y 

coordinates from which the keywords were extracted are also seen in Table 4.1 below with the 

co-ordinates of one axis staying constant while the other is manipulated to zoom in on the 

words in that location. The creation of the 2D scatter plot resulted in a snake-plot. This is 

significant because according to Weiss (2001), snake-plots are one of the techniques which are 

used to depict consumer perceptions. Weiss (2001) further pointed out that the concept of a 

snake plot involves the gathering of the benefits that customers use to judge the different 

products in the market and place each benefit on a scale with the appropriate endpoints. 

Consumer perceptions of this nature are usually unstructured and represented in large textual 

formats. Therefore, considering that the data used in the word2vec model were the movie plots 

which included large unstructured textual data, it makes sense that the resulting 2D scatter plot 

was a snake-plot.  

To this end, considering the vast amount of data provided for the text mining process, the most 

concentrated part of the snake-plot was chosen for the keyword extraction process; this was 

located at the part of the plot which looked like the head of a snake. An example of the 2D 

scatter plot produced from the word2vec model is the one for the Extrovert personality trait 

seen in Fig. 4.2 below. 
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Personality 

Traits 

Total No. 

of Movies 

Word Vocabulary 

Length 

Total No. of 

Keywords 

X Bounds Y Bounds Constant 

Axis 

Extroversion 709 11123 772 (-15, 15) (0, 42) X Axis 

Introversion 713 25442 832 (-20, 15) (-32, 0) X Axis 

Intuition 716 25539 1408 (-40, 0) (-30, 0) X Axis 

Sensing 622 13501 1873 (-25, 0) (-45, -20) Y Axis 

Feeling 718 21819 1307 (-40, -5) (20, 36) X Axis 

Thinking 722 17923 1695 (-20, 0) (-15, -20) Y Axis 

Judging 725 20936 2006 (0, 35) (-37, -17) X Axis 

Perceiving 722 18983 2422 (-20, 0) (0, 40) Y Axis 

Table 4. 1 Personality Traits and Associated Keywords 

 

 

 Fig. 4. 2 Scatter Plot for Extrovert Trait Movie Word Vocabulary 

The manipulation of the x and y coordinates for the scatter plot in Fig 4.2 was from the range 

of between -15 to +15 on the x-axis and +42 to 0 on the y-axis as that is the region which covers 

what appears to be the head of a snake. After identifying the range of x and y coordinates from 

which the keywords would be extracted, to extract the keywords, one needs to zoom into the 

scatter plot by breaking down the x or y-axis coordinates as indicated below in Fig. 4.3. As 

indicated in Fig. 4.3, one is now able to have a clearer picture of the words which are located 
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in the region of -15 to +15 on the x-axis, and +40 to +42 on the y-axis. The words are extracted 

and stored in an excel file and the process is repeated by gradually reducing the co-ordinates 

on the y-axis by 2 until it gets to plot_region(x_bounds = (-15, 15), y_bounds = (0, 2)). The 

total number of keywords extracted for those with the extroversion personality trait using this 

method was 772 as indicated in Table 4.1. The process was repeated for all the other personality 

traits and the range of x and y co-ordinates selected for text mining are indicated in Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4. 3     plot_region(x_bounds=(-15, 15), y_bounds=(40, 42)) 
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The keywords extracted which were associated with the personality traits represent the query 

vector in the calculation of the semantic cosine similarity between words. A query term vector 

requires a document term vector to determine the semantic cosine similarity between the words. 

The document vector was represented by the combined corpus of the movie plots from 3,327 

of the most popular movie titles on IMDB. Therefore by querying the words in the keywords 

list against the words associated with the movie plots in most popular movies on IMDB one 

would be able to identify the cosine similarities associated with words in movies which many 

consumers have provided high positive feedback. According to Rahutomo et al (2012), the 

higher similarity score between the document’s term vector and query’s term vector means 

more relevancy between document and query. Therefore, it was decided that for this research, 

only values that are greater than or equal to 0.990 would be considered as suitable keywords in 

the creation of the list of keywords. The semantic cosine similarity between words was 

calculated by using the most similar function in the word2vec model which automatically 

generates the results. An example is shown in Table 4.2 below. The table shows the Extrovert 

personality trait which has a keyword called Vanished. The neighbouring keywords are the 

words displayed when the most similar function is applied to the keyword Vanished. 

Personality Trait Original Keyword Neighbouring Words Cosine Similarity 

Extrovert Vanished Stem 0.9962829351425171 

Dug 0.9960925579071045 

Nothing 0.9959673881530762 

Emerged 0.9959471821784973 

Outlook 0.995720624923706 

Crossed 0.9956353306770325 

Confessions 0.9955299496650696 

Wages 0.9955105781555176 

Marked 0.9954432845115662 

Equal 0.9954097867012024 

Table 4. 2 Sample of Keywords and Neighbouring Words Data 
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As indicated in Table 4.2, the neighbouring words identified via the most similar function with 

cosine similarities greater than or equal to 0.990 were added to the Extroversion list of 

keywords in addition to the keyword Vanished. This is because the neighbouring words 

identified showed strong relevance to the word Vanished through their cosine similarity values. 

As can be seen in Table 4.2, one can identify the reasons why the neighbouring words had such 

high cosine similarity values as they can all be characterized in terms of revealing something, 

which is the opposite of Vanished.  

To ensure that the list of keywords only contains document term vectors and query term vectors 

with very high levels of relevancy based on the values of their cosine similarities, words with 

cosine similarities less than 0.990 were discarded.  Also, the purpose of discarding such words 

was mainly to create a list of keywords with consistent cosine similarity values which 

represents a stronger bond between the words selected to be in the list of keywords associated 

with the personality traits. Table 4.3 below shows an example of a word which was discarded 

because the cosine similarity values associated with the neighbouring keywords were less than 

0.99. 

Personality Trait Keyword Neighbouring Words Cosine Similarity 

Extrovert Oblivion Excruciating 0.9894995093345642 

Paralyzes 0.989260196685791 

Bathed 0.9889873266220093 

Sparazza 0.9888256192207336 

Slang 0.9886614680290222 

Mosely 0.9886406064033508 

Slur 0.9886369705200195 

Brahms 0.988632082939148 

Tucci 0.9885636568069458 

Hating 0.9885332584381104 

   Table 4. 3 Sample of Keywords and Neighbouring Words Data 

As indicated in Table 4.3, the word Oblivion was discarded from the Extrovert list because 

there were no neighbouring words that had strong enough cosine similarity values to be 
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associated with it. There is no clear relationship between the word Oblivion and the list of 

neighbouring words generated. Therefore, since the word Oblivion could not be associated with 

words from the document vectors having a cosine similarity of greater than or equal to 0.990, 

it implies that the word Oblivion and the neighbouring words generated were not suitable to be 

in the list of keywords created based on having a reduced level of relevancy. The total number 

of keywords for each personality trait after the most similar function was applied to the 

extracted keywords are indicated in Table 4.4 below.  

Personality Traits Total No. of keywords before 

calculating cosine similarity between 

keywords 

Total No. of Keywords after 

calculating cosine similarity between 

keywords 

Extroversion 772 742 

Introversion 832 794 

Intuition 1408 1281 

Sensing 1873 3276 

Feeling 1307 1148 

Thinking 1695 1482 

Judging 2006 1716 

Perceiving 2422 1985 

Table 4. 4 Personality Traits and Associated No. of Keywords. 

According to Table 4.4, it can be deduced that the personality trait of sensing has the highest 

number of keyword representation; this could imply that the personality trait of Sensing could 

play a major role in the consumer movie selection process. Kim & Han (2014) pointed out that 

those with a high level of sensing collect information through what is happening and by 

focusing on observable facts, data, and phenomena. Therefore, considering Fig. 3.2 and Table 

4.4, it is reasonable to postulate that those with the Sensing trait would require the highest 

number of keywords because they were associated with the lowest amount of movies. The list 

of keywords created fulfils the need to serve as a common base for the recommendation of 

movies as pointed out by Alharthi (2015). 
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter discussed the process involved in the creation of a personality-based group movie 

recommendation model. The chapter started by identifying the architecture of the proposed 

model. The architecture of the proposed model revealed how the proposed model will be able 

to make movie recommendations without the use of ratings. The architecture revealed that the 

recommendation process can be broken down into three models: the user model, the product 

model, and the recommendation model which contains the recommendation algorithm. The 

highlight of the chapter was in the explanation of the process used in the determination of the 

words which would be included in the list of keywords associated with the MBTI personality 

traits. The next chapter will show how the list of keywords generated in this chapter can be 

applied in the creation of a personality-based group recommendation model for movies. 
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CHAPTER FIVE – CREATING THE GROUP RECOMMENDATION MODEL 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

According to Madhukar (2014), as highlighted in the literature review, recommender systems 

are a subclass of information filtering system that seeks to predict the user’s preference for an 

item such as music, books, or movies which they had not yet considered using a model built 

from the characteristics of the item or the user’s social environment. Therefore, this confirms 

that it is expedient to consider the characteristics of the movie as it relates to the user’s social 

environment if one were to make successful recommendations. In the case of this research, the 

user’s social environment is represented by the personality-based neighbourhoods created for 

the various MBTI personality types. This chapter explores the application of matrix 

factorization in the determination of the values generated in the recommendation model based 

on the content of the user and product models. The chapter will also qualitatively explore the 

content of the training data used in this research to confirm that there is a relationship between 

the MBTI personality types and the movies which were selected by the participants. 

5.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRAINING DATASET 

The data used in the creation of the recommendation model was the data provided by the 

participants in Table 3.4 and can also be referred to as the training dataset. The purpose of the 

training dataset is to train the recommendation model, so it understands what is expected in 

terms of the recommendations made to consumers in a testing environment. The expected 

outcome is to identify the standard recommendation value for movies for each personality type. 

The benefit of using this data was based on the fact that there was no need to find out if the 

selected movies were suitable for the various personality types. This was because the 

participants with those personality types were the ones who provided the movie titles and 

confirmed via the questionnaire that the movies provided were in their top 10 favourite movies. 

The recommendation model created in this research is based on these participants and their 

movie choices and serves as a threshold from which future recommendations can be assessed 

per personality neighbourhood based on the standard recommendation value for movies per 

personality type. 

However, before thinking about making movie recommendations utilizing the MBTI 

personality model and keywords associated with the plots of the movies and the list of 

keywords per personality trait, it is important to understand if there are specific movie genres 

which are associated with specific MBTI personality types. This will be accomplished by 
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identifying the total number of matching movies between the personality traits which make up 

a personality type, after which the percentage value for all the movies associated with a specific 

movie genre is generated and the stand-out performers can be identified. 

Table 3.5 has already shown the number of movies from the 726 movies selected by the 

participants which are associated with each personality trait. Table 5.1 below goes a step further 

to show the total number of movies the respective personality traits which make up the various 

personality types, have in common. 

Personality Profiles Matched Movie Titles 

ENFJ 701 

ENFP 701 

ENTJ 702 

ENTP 703 

ESFJ 606 

ESFP 605 

ESTJ 607 

ESTP 607 

INFJ 705 

INFP 705 

INTJ 707 

INTP 706 

ISFJ 610 

ISFP 610 

ISTJ 613 

ISTP 612 

Table 5. 1 Matched movies between personality traits which make up the Personality Types 
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Fig. 5. 1 Matched movies between personality traits which make up the Personality Types 

As indicated in Fig. 5.1 above, one can see the significance of the Sensing personality trait in 

the participants movie selections as it is only those personality types with the Sensing 

personality trait that are associated with the lower figures in terms of the movie titles provided. 

Fig. 5.2 below shows the percentage representation for each movie genre per personality type. 

This was done to identify if there were any movie genres which are significantly associated 

with a specific personality type. The data clearly shows that the most popular movie genre 

associated with all personality types is the Comedy genre, and the least preferred genres are the 

Western & Sport genre. However, the data confirms the work by Karumur et al (2017) where 

it was pointed out that there was no significant connection between a specific movie genre and 

a specific personality profile. Their research was done utilizing the Big Five personality model 

which has now been further confirmed via this research utilizing the MBTI personality model. 

This was evident in the fact that none of the personality types distinctively stood out for any of 

the represented movie genres. 

It can also be seen in Fig. 5.2 that the Drama genre was excluded from the analysis. According 

to Ullah (2020), the Drama genre can be defined as an adaptation, recreation, and reflection of 

reality on stage. Sir Alfred Joseph Hitchcock KBE, an English film director, producer, and 

screenwriter, once stated, “Drama is life with the dull bits cut”. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

say that the Drama genre is a significant attribute of a movie while the other genres associated 
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with the movie determine how the Drama will be delivered to the audience To this end, the 

Drama genre was excluded from the analysis due to the broad nature of the genre.  

 

Fig. 5. 2 Percentage representation of movie genres for movies per personality type 
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5.2.1 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS 

The advantages of using the training dataset includes the following: 

1. It provides the opportunity to create a standard recommendation model for other users 

with the same personality types as those mentioned in Table 3.4. 

2. It provides the opportunity to extract the words associated with various subject matters 

in movies from the plots of the 726 movies already identified as favourites to the 

participants. 

The limitations associated with using the training dataset include: 

1. There were very few responses from the Extrovert-related personality types and 

therefore the research was unable to explore the relationship between Extrovert related 

personality types and their movie selections as the data provided was insufficient to 

draw any reasonable conclusions. 

2. The 726 movies provided by the 207 participants implies an estimated average of 4 

movies provided per participant. However, this was because there were some 

participants who did not provide up to 10 movies as requested in the questionnaire. 

5.2.2 DATA SAMPLE DETERMINATION 

Considering the fact that it will be unrealistic to fit 726 movies in a matrix in this report, it 

becomes imperative that a section of the movies has to be selected which can effectively 

represent all the movies in the dataset. According to Dibley (2011) and Burmeister & Aitken 

(2012), it may be best to think of data in terms of rich and thick rather than the size of the 

sample. Fusch & Ness (2015) pointed out that the easiest way to differentiate between rich and 

thick data is to think of rich in terms of quality and thick in terms of quantity. They also 

highlighted the fact that thick data is a lot of data while rich data is many-layered, intricate, 

detailed, nuanced, and more. Also, because the selected movies will be applied in a matrix in 

this study, it was considered reasonable to limit the number of movies that will be used in the 

creation of the recommendation model to 20 movies. 

To this end, the criteria for selecting 20 movies that would represent the whole dataset in the 

recommendation model was based on the richness of the selected movies based on Dibley 

(2011) and Burmeister & Aitken (2012). Also, Vasileiou et al (2018) also stated that samples 

in qualitative research tend to be small to support the depth of case-oriented analysis that is 

fundamental to this mode of inquiry. They further stated that qualitative samples are purposive, 
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that is, selected by their capacity to provide richly-textured information, relevant to the 

phenomenon under investigation. The richness was determined firstly in terms of the movies 

being associated with all the MBTI personality traits. Secondly, considering that we have 

already started with the value of 20 to represent the number of movies selected, the research 

will also use the number 20 to represent the minimum number of words in the plots of these 

movies which match with the words in the list of keywords for each personality trait. Thirdly, 

the 20 movies selected had to be diverse in terms of their movie genres. The selected list of 20 

movies is indicated in Table 5.1 below. 

Movie ID IMDB_ID Movie Titles Genres Movie Plot Word Count 

M12 tt0457430  Pan's Labyrinth Drama Fantasy War 3090 

M8 tt1375666  Inception Action Adventure Sci-
Fi 

5271 

M6 tt0031381  Gone with the Wind Drama History 
Romance 

4343 

M10 tt0071853  Monty Python and the Holy Grail Adventure Comedy 
Fantasy 

4148 

M18 tt0434409  V for Vendetta Action Drama Sci-Fi 4597 

M9 tt0816692  Interstellar Adventure Drama Sci-
Fi 

4603 

M2 tt0078748  Alien Horror Sci-Fi 4509 

M5 tt0087332  Ghostbusters Action Comedy 
Fantasy 

3379 

M3 tt0090605  Aliens Action Adventure Sci-
Fi 

5076 

M14 tt2084970  The Imitation Game Biography Drama 
Thriller 

4294 

M19 tt2948356  Zootopia Adventure Animation 
Comedy 

4396 

M13 tt0120815  Saving Private Ryan Drama War 3751 

M20 tt0068646  The Godfather Crime Drama 3129 

M7 tt0119217  Good Will Hunting Drama Romance 1358 

M15 tt0093779  The Princess Bride Adventure Family 
Fantasy 

2432 

M16 tt0081505  The Shining Drama Horror 1904 

M4 tt0947798  Black Swan Drama Thriller 4089 

M17 tt0993846  The Wolf of Wall Street Biography Crime 
Drama 

4040 

M1 tt0183790  A Knight's Tale Action Adventure 
Romance 

2810 

M11 tt0073486  One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Drama 1358 

Table 5. 2 Movies and Total No. of matching keywords 

To determine the minimum number of words in a movie plot description for this approach to 

function, the range would have to be determined. This involves the subtraction of the lowest 

movie plot word count from the highest movie plot word count. 

Range (X) = Max (X) – Min (X) 

Range (X) = 5271 – 1358 = 3913 
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To this end, the movies which will be used in the creation of a recommendation model which 

will in turn be used to set standards for making movie recommendations to each personality 

type have now been identified. Also, the list of keywords which serves as a common base for 

making recommendations has been created in chapter 4, section 4.3.1. The next step would be 

to apply the data in the creation of the personality-based group recommendation model. The 

aim of creating the personality based group recommendation model are: 

1. To identify the standard movie recommendation values for the 16 MBTI personality 

types to serve as a threshold for future movie recommendations to each personality 

type. 

2. To provide a guide on how to make movie recommendations utilising keywords 

associated with the plots of the movies and the 8 MBTI personality traits which 

constitute the 16 MBTI personality types when they are integrated together. 

5.3 CREATING THE USER MODEL 

As indicated in section 4.2, the user model is where all the users are classified into the various 

personality categories and where the 80/20 principle according to Alecu (2011) is applied to 

the assignment of values to the percentage levels of each of the personality traits. The user 

model represents the personality-based neighbourhood based on social matching which was 

indicated in the literature as an essential component of using personality in the development of 

a recommendation model (Nunes & Hu, 2012). The user model will consist of 16 personality 

types which are represented by the percentage values of their dominant and recessive 

personality traits. The application of the 16 MBTI personality types was necessary due to the 

fact that one of the aims of creating the personality based group movie recommendation model 

was to generate standard recommendation values for each personality type to serve as a 

threshold for measuring the accuracy of the recommender system in relation to the various 

personality types. The user model is represented using Table 5.3 below. 

  
E I N S T F J P 

ENFJ 80 20 80 20 20 80 80 20 

ENFP 80 20 80 20 20 80 20 80 

ENTJ 80 20 80 20 80 20 80 20 

ENTP 80 20 80 20 80 20 20 80 

ESFJ 80 20 20 80 20 80 80 20 

ESFP 80 20 20 80 20 80 20 80 

ESTJ 80 20 20 80 80 20 80 20 
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ESTP 80 20 20 80 80 20 20 80 

INFJ 20 80 80 20 20 80 80 20 

INFP 20 80 80 20 20 80 20 80 

INTJ 20 80 80 20 80 20 80 20 

INTP 20 80 80 20 80 20 20 80 

ISFJ 20 80 20 80 20 80 80 20 

ISFP 20 80 20 80 20 80 20 80 

ISTJ 20 80 20 80 80 20 80 20 

ISTP 20 80 20 80 80 20 20 80 

  Table 5. 3  The User Model. 

5.4 CREATING THE PRODUCT MODEL 

Hvam (1999) pointed out that product models contain a formalized representation of product 

knowledge which can be defined based on the consumer's need the designer is trying to satisfy. 

Also, Alharthi (2015) pointed out the need for a common base to be provided from which 

recommendations can be made. Therefore, the product model will contain the representation 

of a common base between the personality traits and the selected 20 movies. This involves the 

identification of the number of exact matching keywords between the words in the plots of the 

movies and the list of keywords created in section 4.3.1. As a reminder, the total number of 

keywords associated with each of the personality traits are shown in Table 5.4 below. 

Personality Traits Total No. of Keywords 

Extroversion 742 

Introversion 794 

Intuition 1281 

Sensing 3276 

Feeling 1148 

Thinking 1482 

Judging 1716 

Perceiving 1985 

Table 5. 4   No. of Keywords with Personality Traits 

To determine the number of words in the plots of the movies which were an exact match to the 

words identified in Table 5.4 for each personality trait for each movie, the movies and the 

movie plots were imported into the SQL Server database. The list of keywords for each 
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personality trait was also imported into the SQL Server database. A full-text index was defined 

on the column containing the movie plots in the SQL table created for movies. This enabled 

the use of SQL statements to search through the movie plots to search for specific words in the 

movie plots. This made it easier to query the data and eventually obtain the total number of 

words associated with the personality traits keywords and the movies. The SQL statement 

utilized to search for the number of matching keywords between the list of keywords associated 

with the Intuition personality trait and the 20 movies selected to build the recommendation 

model is indicated below. The same SQL statement is utilized to identify the matching 

keywords between the 20 movies selected to build the recommendation model and the list of 

keywords for the other personality traits by substituting the name of the keywords list in the 

SQL statement. 

Select IMDB_ID, Movie_Title, Year_of_Release, IMDB_Ratings, Genres, COUNT(Keywords) AS 'Intuition' 

From sys.dm_fts_index_keywords_by_document(DB_ID(), OBJECT_ID('original_movies')) As X  

   Inner Join intuition_keys On X.display_term = intuition_keys.Keywords 

   Inner Join original_movies On X.document_id = original_movies.ID 

   Where Movie_Title IN ('The Princess Bride', 'The Imitation Game', 'Aliens', 'Inception', 'Interstellar', 'Monty Python 

and the Holy Grail', 'Black Swan', 'The Wolf of Wall Street', 'Zootopia', 'Saving Private Ryan', 'Good Will Hunting', 

'One Flew Over the Cuckoo''s Nest', 'Pan''s Labyrinth', 'A Knight''s Tale', 'Dead Poet''s Society', 'Gone with the Wind', 

'Alien', 'V for Vendetta', 'Ghostbusters', 'The Shining', 'The Godfather')  

   GROUP BY IMDB_ID, Movie_Title, Year_of_Release, IMDB_Ratings, Genres 

   ORDER BY COUNT(Keywords) DESC 

The resulting matrix is the product model and it is indicated in Fig. 5.3 below. 
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Fig. 5. 3 The Product Model 

Fig. 5.3 above represents the product model, which is the matrix representation of the total 

number of words in the plots of the selected movies which match the keywords identified for 

each personality trait in Table 5.4.  
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Based on Fig. 5.3 above, the average number of matching words per personality traits are listed 

in the table below. The ability of a movie plot description to have matching keywords which 

are greater than or equal to the values associated with the personality traits in Table 5.5 below 

will indicate if the eventual recommendation value of the movie will reach the standard 

recommendation value for the personality type in question. 

MBTI Personality Traits Average Number of Matching Keywords 

E 59 

I 63 

N 91 

S 300 

T 125 

F 96 

J 148 

P 168 

Table 5. 5 Average Number of Matching Keywords Per MBTI Personality Trait 

Now that the user model and the product model have been identified, the recommendation 

model can be created through the matrix factorization of the user model and product model as 

seen in the next section. 

5.5 CREATING THE GROUP RECOMMENDATION MODEL 

The approach used in the creation of the recommendation model was matrix factorization and 

this involved the multiplication of the matrix generated for the users in the user model by the 

values generated in the product model for each of the personality traits. The formula used in 

the multiplication of the two matrices is indicated below.  

 

Where A = user model matrix, B = product model matrix, i = value in the row, j = value in the column 

Therefore, by utilizing the formula above, the recommendation value for the movies as it relates 

to each personality type can be calculated. For the first movie represented by M1, the first value 
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in the first row of the user model matrix is multiplied by the first value in the first column of 

the product model matrix. This is repeated for all the rows and columns as it relates to M1. The 

values for the product of all the rows and columns as it relates to M1 are added together to 

generate the recommendation value for M1 as it relates to the specific personality type. The 

same process is repeated for all the movies from M1 to M20. The results are represented in Fig. 

5.4 below. 
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Fig. 5. 4 The Recommendation Model 

Where ARV = Average Recommendation Value and M(n) = Movie title 
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Fig. 5. 5 ARV Distribution for MBTI Personality Types 

A high ARV implies that the personality type requires a high number of matching keywords 

between the movie plot and the list of keywords associated with the personality traits to be able 

to satisfy the movie needs of the members of the associated personality-based neighbourhood. 

On the other hand, a low ARV implies the exact opposite. Therefore, based on Fig. 5.5, one 

can deduce that it would be quite difficult to make movie recommendations which would be 

satisfactory to the ESTPs and ISTPs because they have the highest ARVs. This could seemingly 

be explained by the presence of the personality traits of Sensing, Thinking, and Perceiving 

which involves the gathering of large volumes of data before deciding on how to act. On the 

other hand, Fig. 5.5 shows that the INFJs would be the easiest personality group to provide 

movie recommendations because of their low ARVs. The ARVs identified can be applied as 

the standard recommendation value for every movie recommended to each personality type. 

This further satisfies the need for a common base (Alharthi, 2015) from which 

recommendations can be assessed to determine their suitability and accuracy for that 

personality-based neighbourhood. Therefore, the expected minimum recommendation value 

for movies for each of the personality types are summarised in Table 5.6 below. 
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Personality Type Standard Movie Recommendation Value 

ENFJ 44854 

ENFP 45817 

ENTJ 46300 

ENTP 47536 

ESFJ 57106 

ESFP 58342 

ESTJ 58825 

ESTP 60061 

INFJ 44808 

INFP 46045 

INTJ 46528 

INTP 47764 

ISFJ 57334 

ISFP 58570 

ISTJ 59053 

ISTP 60289 

Table 5. 6 Personality Types and their Standard Movie Recommendation Values 

To this end, it has been deduced that for the recommendation model to be accurate, the 

recommendation value for the movie has to be greater than or equal to the value associated 

with the personality type in Table 5.6 otherwise the recommendation would be considered 

inaccurate and there is a risk of the consumer not being satisfied with the movie if they select 

it. In addition, it has been deduced that the minimum word count expected in a movie plot 

description which is fed into the recommendation model to identify the words which match 

with the movie plot from the list of keywords created should be 3913 words. The fewer the 

words in the movie plot description, the lower the recommendation accuracy of the model. 

Table 5.5 shows the expected minimum number of matching keywords per personality trait in 

order to achieve recommendation accuracy for both the model and the user. The movie plot 

description is not provided by the user, but by the creators of the movie or the uploader of the 

movie content into the recommender system. 

5.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter aimed to create a personality-based group recommendation model by utilizing the 

list of keywords generated in section 4.3.1. This was necessary for the process of providing an 

answer to the first research question in terms of determining how a personality-based group 

recommendation model can overcome the problem associated with ratings-based 

overspecialization. The data used in the creation of the proposed recommendation model was 

first critically qualitatively assessed to confirm a link between the movies selected by the 
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various personality types and their personality types. The data confirmed a link between the 

personality types and their movie selections in terms of their movie genre preferences. The 

chapter went on to identify the contents of the user and product models used in the 

determination of the recommendation model. The recommendation model contained 

recommendation values which can be used as a standard for making movie recommendations 

for each personality type. The creation of the recommendation model involved the matrix 

factorization of the contents in the user model and the contents in the product model. The results 

revealed that the INFJ would be the easiest personality neighbourhood to provide movie 

recommendations due to their low standard recommendation values. On the other hand, it was 

also revealed that the ESTP and ISTP would be the most demanding personality groups to 

provide movie recommendations due to their high standard recommendation values. The next 

chapter will test the recommendation accuracy of this recommendation model. 
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CHAPTER SIX – TESTING THE GROUP RECOMMENDATION MODEL 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

To test the validity of the recommendation values for each personality type as indicated in 

Table 5.6, a personality-based movie recommendation test model was developed which gave a 

new set of participants access to a new selection of 1273 movies. Considering that one of the 

main purposes of this research as seen in the research questions was to provide a way to 

enhance the visibility of movies regardless of the level of the popularity associated with them, 

the movies selected for this test were movies which were a bit further down the list in terms of 

popularity among users on IMDB.  The flow diagram for the personality-based movie 

recommendation test model is seen in Fig. 6.1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. 1 Personality-based Movie Recommendation Test Model 
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The movies recommended to the users through the personality-based movie recommendation 

test model were not recommended based on their recommendation values but based on the 

number of matching keywords existing between their movie plots and the list of keywords 

generated in this research. This test model aimed to identify the following: 

1. What is the impact on user satisfaction considering the low popularity status of the 

selected movies available for recommendation to participants? This was necessary to 

identify the possibility of recommender systems being able to achieve user satisfaction 

regardless of the popularity status of the movies considering that one of the main drivers 

for user ratings is the popularity of the movie among users. This was made evident in 

recommender systems research such as Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011) and Orestis 

& Christos (2017) where high user satisfaction was achieved because the movies 

recommended through the recommendation model were ranked based on the value of 

their predicted user ratings. The ratings-based approach has been found to create a 

problem termed in this research as ratings-based overspecialization because of the 

continuous recommendation of highly rated movies generated using this approach. 

2. What is the impact on the recommendation accuracy of the model when user 

satisfaction is assessed based on if the recommended movie achieved the expected 

minimum recommendation value for that specific personality type? This was necessary 

to test for a common base for making recommendations (Alharthi, 2015) by confirming 

the validity of the recommended standards for each personality type indicated in Table 

5.6. 

3. Can the list of keywords created in this research using the movie plots of popular 

movies be successfully applied in recommending the less popular movies on IMDB? 

This was necessary to test the potential of recommendation tool in the form of the list 

keywords per personality trait which can be used as a common base for making 

recommendations (Alharthi, 2015). 

A total of 15 participants from 7 personality types provided a total of 88 recommendation 

feedback on 62 movies through the Personality-based Recommendation Test Model. Because 

this personality-based group recommendation focuses on making recommendations to groups 

and not individuals, the data taken into consideration was not that of the users but that of the 

recommendation feedback associated with the personality type. The users responded with Yes 

if they liked the recommendation, No if they didn’t like the recommendation, and Undecided 
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if they were not sure about their decision. The movies selected and the feedback provided is 

shown in Table 6.1 below. 

 IMDB_ID Movie Title 
Plot Word 

Count User Feedback MBTI Type 

1 tt5719700 Home Again 
1562 

Yes ISFJ 

2 tt4701724 Early Man 
3728 

Yes ISFJ 

3 tt2139881 Long Shot 
1487 

Yes ISFJ 

4 tt1753496 Resident Evil: Damnation 
1661 

Yes ISFJ 

5 tt1395054 Once Upon a Time in Mumbai 
824 

Yes ISFJ 

6 tt0324127 Suspect Zero 
206 

Yes ISFJ 

7 tt0095179 Friday the 13th Part VII: The New Blood 
917 

Yes ISFJ 

8 tt0093936 The Secret of My Success 
1261 

Yes ISFJ 

9 tt0093677 Opera 1173 No ISFJ 

10 tt0091278 Iron Eagle 1175 No ISFJ 

11 tt0088117 Silent Night  Deadly Night 2282 Yes ISFJ 

12 tt0086361 Staying Alive 992 Yes ISFJ 

13 tt0083943 Firefox 3387 Undecided ISFJ 

14 tt0082817 Nighthawks 1607 Yes ISFJ 

15 tt0077713 I Spit on Your Grave 1055 Yes ISFJ 

16 tt0077713 I Spit on Your Grave 1055 Undecided ISFJ 

17 tt0077663 Heaven Can Wait 1407 Yes ISFJ 

18 tt0076740 Sorcerer 861 Yes ISFJ 

19 tt0063688 The Thomas Crown Affair 1710 Yes ISFJ 

20 tt0059749 The Spy Who Came In from the Cold 1401 No ISFJ 

21 tt0056937 Cleopatra 1172 Yes ISFJ 

22 tt1753496 Resident Evil: Damnation 1661 No INTJ 

23 tt0104009 Cool World 398 No INTJ 

24 tt0104009 Cool World 398 No INTJ 

25 tt0082509 Heavy Metal 3190 No INTJ 

26 tt0057197 Jason and the Argonauts 845 Yes INTJ 

27 tt2620590 Leatherface 890 No INFJ 

28 tt2581244 Life After Beth 1112 No INFJ 

29 tt2139881 Long Shot 1487 Yes INFJ 

30 tt1753496 Resident Evil: Damnation 1661 Yes INFJ 

31 tt0910905 In the Electric Mist 758 Yes INFJ 

32 tt0465502 Igor 904 Yes INFJ 

33 tt0465502 Igor 904 Yes INFJ 

34 tt0360556 Fahrenheit 451 425 Yes INFJ 

35 tt0360556 Fahrenheit 451 425 Yes INFJ 

36 tt0351817 The Twilight Samurai 1018 Yes INFJ 

37 tt0338097 Head in the Clouds 592 Yes INFJ 

38 tt0324127 Suspect Zero 206 Yes INFJ 

39 tt0279111 Gods and Generals 371 Yes INFJ 
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40 tt0274117 Read My Lips 409 Yes INFJ 

41 tt0274117 Read My Lips 409 Yes INFJ 

42 tt0274117 Read My Lips 409 Yes INFJ 

43 tt0263975 The Girl with the Red Scarf 288 Yes INFJ 

44 tt0214388 100 Girls 874 Yes INFJ 

45 tt0155776 Jawbreaker 996 No INFJ 

46 tt0119942 Primary Colors 852 Yes INFJ 

47 tt0119942 Primary Colors 852 Yes INFJ 

48 tt0119942 Primary Colors 852 Yes INFJ 

49 tt0119861 Pardes 1620 No INFJ 

50 tt0118798 Bulworth 834 Yes INFJ 

51 tt0118798 Bulworth 834 Yes INFJ 

52 tt0118798 Bulworth 834 No INFJ 

53 tt0118751 Border 1480 No INFJ 

54 tt0116000 D3: The Mighty Ducks 1038 Yes INFJ 

55 tt0113419 The Indian in the Cupboard 1381 Undecided INFJ 

56 tt0113419 The Indian in the Cupboard 1381 Yes INFJ 

57 tt0111693 When a Man Loves a Woman 150 Yes INFJ 

58 tt0111693 When a Man Loves a Woman 150 No INFJ 

59 tt0110907 Ready to Wear 1113 Yes INFJ 

60 tt0110725 On Deadly Ground 1150 Yes INFJ 

61 tt0110527 Miracle on 34th Street 540 Yes INFJ 

62 tt0110081 To Live 889 Yes INFJ 

63 tt0108101 Shadowlands 968 Yes INFJ 

64 tt0108101 Shadowlands 968 No INFJ 

65 tt0101640 Raise the Red Lantern 760 Undecided INFJ 

66 tt0101640 Raise the Red Lantern 760 Yes INFJ 

67 tt0101640 Raise the Red Lantern 760 No INFJ 

68 tt0100419 Problem Child 935 Yes INFJ 

69 tt0100419 Problem Child 935 Yes INFJ 

70 tt0099165 The Bonfire of the Vanities 1931 Yes INFJ 

71 tt0086993 The Bounty 871 Yes INFJ 

72 tt0084412 Night Shift 1455 Yes INFJ 

73 tt0082089 Body Heat 1142 Undecided INFJ 

74 tt0077663 Heaven Can Wait 1407 Yes INFJ 

75 tt0066473 Tora! Tora! Tora! 2458 Yes INFJ 

76 tt0061619 El Dorado 2007 Undecided INFJ 

77 tt0059749 The Spy Who Came In from the Cold 1407 Yes INFJ 

78 tt0056937 Cleopatra 1172 Yes INFJ 

79 tt0046672 20 000 Leagues Under the Sea 1160 Yes INFJ 

80 tt0004972 The Birth of a Nation 128 Yes INFJ 

81 tt0004972 The Birth of a Nation 128 Yes INFJ 

82 tt1753496 Resident Evil: Damnation 1661 Yes ESTP 

83 tt1699231 Quarantine 2: Terminal 1874 Yes ESFJ 
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84 tt0282209 Darkness Falls 814 Yes ESFJ 

85 tt0080319 9 to 5 1673 Yes ESFJ 

86 tt0106950 Fortress 1140 Yes ENTJ 

87 tt0071141 Ali: Fear Eats the Soul 4367 Yes ENFP 

88 tt0071141 Ali: Fear Eats the Soul 4367 Undecided ENFP 

Table 6. 1 Recommended movies and User Feedback 

As indicated in Table 6.1 above, all the movies apart from Ali: Fear Eats the Soul had movie 

plot descriptions which were greater than or equal to 3913, therefore it would be expected that 

the movie recommendation values would be too low to provide recommendation accuracy for 

the recommendation model. Therefore, they would definitely be less than the standard movie 

recommendation values for the personality types who responded to the questionnaire. To this 

end, considering the fact that the recommendation accuracy of the model would fail based on 

the predicted recommendation value of the movies, it would be beneficial to calculate for user 

satisfaction to confirm the validity of the proposed keyword based recommendation approach. 

Therefore, this chapter will analyse the feedback provided by the personality types concerning 

the recommended movies. This will involve the identification of the user and product models, 

the determination of the recommendation values for the movies, and the test for 

recommendation accuracy and user satisfaction. 

6.2 IDENTIFYING THE MODELS 

As indicated in Table 6.1, the 7 personality types represented in the consumer's feedback data 

are  ENFP, ENTJ, ESFJ, ESTP, INFJ, INTJ, and ISFJ. Table 6.2 below shows a summary of 

the responses from each personality type. 

Personality Type Total Number of Recommendation Feedback Total No. of Participants 

ENFP 2 2 

ENTJ 1 1 

ESFJ 3 1 

ESTP 1 1 

INFJ 55 5 

INTJ 5 2 

ISFJ 21 3 

 Table 6. 2 Personality Type Feedback 
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Fig. 6. 2 Frequency Distribution for Recommendation Feedback 

As indicated in Fig. 6.2, the INFJs provided the highest number of recommendation feedback. 

This further confirms that the INFJs are the easiest personality group to provide movie 

recommendations as indicated in Fig. 5.5. Based on the data in Fig. 6.2 above, only the 

responses from the INFJ and ISFJ will be analysed since the data provided by the other 

personality types were too small to come to any kind of statistical conclusions. 

To understand the user feedback in terms of the recommendation model developed in Fig. 5.4, 

one would need to know the recommendation value for each of the movies for which 

recommendation feedback was provided. There were 62 distinct movies for which 

recommendation feedback was provided as indicated in Table 6.1 above, the data analysis will 

begin by identifying the user model and the product model. 

6.2.1 THE USER MODEL 

Personality Type E I N S T F J P 

INFJ 20 80 80 20 20 80 80 20 

ISFJ 20 80 20 80 20 80 80 20 

Table 6. 3 Feedback User Model 

Based on the personality types who responded to the request to provide feedback, Table 6.3 

above shows the personality types and the associated percentage levels applied to the 

personality traits as per the 80/20 principle (Alecu, 2011). 
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6.2.2 THE PRODUCT MODEL 

The product model consists of the total number of words associated with the plots of the 62 

movies chosen by the various personality types and the list of keywords associated with the 

personality traits. This was accomplished using SQL queries to identify the words in the 

personality traits keywords list which were an exact match with the words in the movie plots 

of the selected movies.  

 IMDB ID Movie Title E I N S T F J P 

M1 tt0004972 The Birth of a Nation 2 2 2 14 2 6 4 2 

M2 tt0046672 20 000 Leagues Under the Sea 9 15 14 52 22 19 30 34 

M3 tt0056937 Cleopatra 7 12 20 50 20 17 21 30 

M4 tt0057197 Jason and the Argonauts 7 6 11 28 17 7 20 19 

M5 tt0059749 The Spy Who Came In from the Cold 6 9 16 52 15 13 28 26 

M6 tt0061619 El Dorado 3 12 18 38 17 15 21 29 

M7 tt0063688 The Thomas Crown Affair 6 13 15 54 20 20 25 34 

M8 tt0066473 Tora! Tora! Tora! 22 22 36 106 37 34 44 56 

M9 tt0071141 Ali: Fear Eats the Soul 9 8 13 58 30 16 32 42 

M10 tt0076740 Sorcerer 6 11 9 26 15 13 14 17 

M11 tt0077663 Heaven Can Wait 12 14 15 40 23 16 26 25 

M12 tt0077713 I Spit on Your Grave 2 9 17 34 10 12 21 16 

M13 tt0080319 9 to 5 12 22 26 62 38 18 34 30 

M14 tt0082089 Body Heat 9 9 16 32 12 16 19 17 

M15 tt0082509 Heavy Metal 27 25 41 100 35 32 55 64 

M16 tt0082817 Nighthawks 10 11 18 44 17 22 28 24 

M17 tt0083943 Firefox 23 24 31 78 46 26 50 51 

M18 tt0084412 Night Shift 3 14 9 54 29 17 31 24 

M19 tt0086361 Staying Alive 10 9 13 30 18 11 21 21 

M20 tt0086993 The Bounty 6 3 7 20 11 11 18 15 

M21 tt0088117 Silent Night  Deadly Night 3 10 10 28 25 17 35 31 

M22 tt0091278 Iron Eagle 9 9 13 26 21 16 21 17 

M23 tt0093677 Opera 8 9 17 36 15 14 22 18 

M24 tt0093936 The Secret of My Success 5 9 20 32 23 15 23 22 

M25 tt0095179 Friday the 13th Part VII: The New Blood 4 11 6 28 12 10 22 16 

M26 tt0099165 The Bonfire of the Vanities 11 12 17 54 32 14 36 39 

M27 tt0100419 Problem Child 3 5 11 20 16 18 15 23 

M28 tt0101640 Raise the Red Lantern 8 5 17 46 18 13 21 21 

M29 tt0104009 Cool World 6 3 3 20 5 8 6 7 

M30 tt0106950 Fortress 11 9 8 32 15 13 20 17 

M31 tt0108101 Shadowlands 8 4 6 34 15 11 20 19 

M32 tt0110081 To Live 7 8 12 36 12 17 23 30 

M33 tt0110527 Miracle on 34th Street 1 3 4 18 8 3 14 9 

M34 tt0110725 On Deadly Ground 9 9 14 22 10 11 17 22 
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M35 tt0110907 Ready to Wear 4 8 11 42 22 13 21 27 

M36 tt0111693 When a Man Loves a Woman 9 2 3 8 1 3 5 2 

M37 tt0113419 The Indian in the Cupboard 7 3 13 40 18 7 24 23 

M38 tt0116000 D3: The Mighty Ducks 9 9 13 48 22 13 15 24 

M39 tt0118751 Border 9 8 17 58 19 16 31 34 

M40 tt0118798 Bulworth 21 13 15 50 23 13 21 28 

M41 tt0119861 Pardes 5 13 29 68 36 17 28 34 

M42 tt0119942 Primary Colors 12 6 16 50 10 9 23 24 

M43 tt0155776 Jawbreaker 8 16 17 78 31 13 30 31 

M44 tt0214388 100 Girls 3 5 10 28 14 11 12 17 

M45 tt0263975 The Girl with the Red Scarf 2 3 5 16 5 4 10 7 

M46 tt0274117 Read My Lips 1 5 1 18 4 5 4 9 

M47 tt0279111 Gods and Generals 9 5 3 28 11 10 11 8 

M48 tt0282209 Darkness Falls 1 8 12 30 10 13 19 19 

M49 tt0324127 Suspect Zero 4 3 1 8 19 4 2 6 

M50 tt0338097 Head in the Clouds 11 8 9 14 23 12 12 13 

M51 tt0351817 The Twilight Samurai 2 13 12 38 6 13 19 18 

M52 tt0360556 Fahrenheit 451 5 3 7 16 15 9 7 8 

M53 tt0465502 Igor 6 15 15 40 12 13 18 20 

M54 tt0910905 In the Electric Mist 12 10 12 32 21 12 10 16 

M55 tt1395054 Once Upon a Time in Mumbai 11 6 7 38 21 12 17 12 

M56 tt1699231 Quarantine 2: Terminal 11 8 14 50 28 14 28 28 

M57 tt1753496 Resident Evil: Damnation 10 21 19 62 25 15 34 41 

M58 tt2139881 Long Shot 8 19 13 54 20 16 22 23 

M59 tt2581244 Life After Beth 7 12 7 32 11 15 9 15 

M60 tt2620590 Leatherface 7 8 12 22 10 6 15 16 

M61 tt4701724 Early Man 30 33 48 134 51 34 71 73 

M62 tt5719700 Home Again 8 7 11 32 23 14 21 18 

Table 6. 4 The Product Model 

6.3 THE FEEDBACK ANALYSIS 

According to Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011), the test for the performance of the 

recommendation model is based on the ability of the recommendation model to accurately 

predict movies. The test for recommendation accuracy will be based on the following: 

• The recommendation accuracy based on the recommendation values 

• The recommendation accuracy based on user satisfaction 

6.3.1 The Recommendation Accuracy Based on Recommendation Values 

Upon the successful identification of the content for the user model and the product model, this 

section will analyse the feedback for each of the personality types who provided the feedback. 

The feedback analysis for the personality types will only take into account the positive and 
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negative values to identify the True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), 

False Negative (FN) values in the determination of the recommendation accuracy of the 

recommendation values for each personality type using the confusion matrix. Therefore, the 

Undecided Feedback and the Negative Feedback values will be categorised as failed 

recommendations because the recommendation model is supposed to help the user to decide 

what they want and not leave them in an Undecided state. Positive Feedback values will be 

categorised as successful recommendations. The confusion matrix will be arranged as indicated 

in Table 6.5 below. 

 

 Successful Recommendations Failed Recommendations 

Successful Recommendations TP FP 

Failed Recommendations FN TN 

Table 6. 5 Confusion Matrix 

The formula for calculating the recommendation accuracy is as follows: 

Recommendation Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) 

6.3.1.1 INFJ 

 Recommendation Value Total Positive Feedback Total Negative Feedback Total Undecided Feedback 

M1 1520 2 0 0 

M2 8580 1 0 0 

M3 7740 1 0 0 

M5 7260 1 0 0 

M6 7020 0 0 1 

M8 15300 1 0 0 

M11 7680 1 0 0 

M14 6200 0 0 1 

M18 7880 1 0 0 

M20 4160 1 0 0 

M26 9040 1 0 0 

M27 5160 2 0 0 

M28 6340 1 1 1 

M31 4800 1 1 0 

M32 6500 1 0 0 

M33 2640 1 0 0 

M34 5340 1 0 0 

M35 6140 1 0 0 

M36 1440 1 1 0 
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M37 5520 1 0 1 

M38 6060 1 0 0 

M39 8160 0 1 0 

M40 7400 2 0 1 

M41 9820 0 1 0 

M42 6240 3 0 0 

M43 9040 0 1 0 

M44 4280 1 0 0 

M45 2360 1 0 0 

M46 1840 3 0 0 

M47 3440 1 0 0 

M49 1540 1 0 0 

M50 4500 1 0 0 

M51 5840 1 0 0 

M52 2960 2 0 0 

M53 6440 2 0 0 

M54 5140 1 0 0 

M57 9880 1 0 0 

M58 7700 1 0 0 

M59 4740 0 1 0 

M60 4380 0 1 0 

Table 6. 6 INFJ Recommendation Feedback 

INFJ Successful Recommendations Failed Recommendations 

Successful Recommendations 0 42 

Failed Recommendations 0 13 

Table 6. 7 INFJ Confusion Matrix 

Recommendation Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) 

Recommendation Accuracy (RA) = 13/55 = 0.2363 = 23.64% 

Error Rate = 1 – RA = 1 – 0.2363 = 0.7637 = 76.37% 

According to Table 5.6, the standard recommendation value for INFJs is 44808. Therefore, 

since all the recommendation values fall short of 44808, it implies that all the positive values 

were False Positives. 

6.3.1.2 ISFJ 

Movie Recommendation Value Total Positive Feedback Total Negative Feedback Total Undecided Feedback 

M3 9540 1 0 0 

M5 9420 0 1 0 

M7 10460 1 0 0 

M10 6060 1 0 0 

M11 9180 1 0 0 
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M12 6980 1 0 1 

M16 9780 1 0 0 

M17 17260 0 0 1 

M19 6920 1 0 0 

M21 8580 1 0 0 

M22 6960 0 1 0 

M23 7640 0 1 0 

M24 7720 1 0 0 

M25 6440 1 0 0 

M49 1960 1 0 0 

M55 6860 1 0 0 

M57 12460 1 0 0 

M58 10160 1 0 0 

M61 25800 1 0 0 

M62 7120 1 0 0 

Table 6. 8 ISFJ Recommendation Feedback 

ISFJ Successful Recommendations Failed Recommendations 

Successful Recommendations 0 16 

Failed Recommendations 0 5 

Table 6. 9 ISFJ Confusion Matrix 

Recommendation Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) 

Recommendation Accuracy (RA) = 5/21 = 0.2380 = 23.80% 

Error Rate = 1 – RA = 1 – 0.2380 = 0.7620 = 76.20% 

According to Table 5.6, the expected minimum recommendation value for ISFJs is 57334. 

Therefore, the positive feedback provided is categorised as a False Positive, while the negative 

feedback and undecided feedback are categorised as True Negative. 

6.3.2 The Recommendation Accuracy Based on User Satisfaction 

The summary of the participant's responses are indicated in Table 6.10 below, the Undecided 

responses are also categorised as negative feedback in addition to the No responses.  

Personality Type 
Total Percentage of Positive 

Feedback 

Total Percentage of Negative 

Feedback 

INFJ 76.36% 23.64% 

ISFJ 76.19% 23.81% 

Total Average Percentage Feedback 76.28% 23.73% 

Table 6. 10 Total Percentage Feedback Per Personality Type 
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As indicated in Table 6.10 above, the user satisfaction based on the individual personality 

neighbourhoods for the INFJs and the ISFJs achieved relatively decent values in terms of user 

satisfaction.  

6.4 DISCUSSION 

The research started by identifying the problems with existing movie recommendation models 

where recommendations were made based on the initial ratings provided by the users. These 

initial ratings were used in the calculation of the predicted ratings for unrated items as seen in 

Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011), Karumur et al (2017), and Orestis & Christos (2017). The 

predicted ratings for the movie in these recommendation models are calculated and the 

recommendations are made based on the similarities to the ratings of the movies which the user 

has watched in the past. In the scenario where the ratings associated with a movie were poor, 

the movie is either ranked very low on the list of recommended items or does not make it to 

the list at all. The unfortunate thing about predicted ratings is that poor ratings can be given to 

movies which the user has not yet seen because it was rated poorly by someone with similar 

movie tastes to the user. This deprives the user of the opportunity of making such decisions on 

their own and significantly reduces the ability of the less popular movies to capture the attention 

of the consumers in the movie industry. 

The first aim of testing the recommendation model developed for this research was to identify 

the level of user satisfaction achieved when the less popular movies are recommended to the 

users. The personality-based group movie recommendation model created through this 

research confirmed that the recommendation of the less popular movies to users utilizing the 

list of keywords created via this research provided an overall average user satisfaction of 

57.51%. However, the performance of the recommendations differed for each personality 

neighbourhood with the INFJ and the ISFJ personality neighbourhoods achieving 76.36% and 

76.19% user satisfaction respectively. Therefore, considering that these personality types 

where the ones who provided sufficient feedback about the recommendations provided, it 

would be more reasonable to assess the overall average user satisfaction based on them. 

Therefore, based on the premise of the feedback provided by the INFJ and the ISFJ, the 

recommendation accuracy based on user satisfaction is 76.28%. To this end, it is reasonable to 

come to a statistical conclusion that making recommendations of the less popular movies can 

still provide a decent amount of user satisfaction.  
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The second aim of testing the recommendation model developed for this research was to 

identify the impact on the recommendation accuracy of the model when user satisfaction is 

assessed based on if the recommended movie achieved the standard recommendation value for 

that specific personality type. The recommendation accuracy failed in this instance because 

none of the movies were able to reach the standard recommendation value for that personality 

type as seen in Table 5.6. As can be seen in Table 6.1, the recommendation accuracy failed 

because of the data sparsity associated with the movies selected for recommendation because 

their movie plots contained less than 3913 words. This can arguably be interpreted as a direct 

impact of the popularity status of the movies used in each instance. However, this can be 

rectified by the movie industry by creating an extensive movie plot description for use in 

making recommendations that will be invisible to the users as it will contain spoilers; and 

creating a shorter version without spoilers for the users to read. This could potentially convert 

all the False Positives to True Positives thereby improving the recommendation accuracy of 

the model. 

The third aim of testing the recommendation model developed for this research was to confirm 

if the list of keywords created in this research is successfully applied across the popular and 

the unpopular or the less popular movies. The list of keywords did not find too many matching 

keywords with the movies used to test the recommendation model, however, the application of 

the list of keywords in the recommendation process still returned an average user satisfaction 

of 76.28%. This served as a confirmation of the reliability of the application of the list of 

keywords in making movie recommendations. Furthermore, even though the list of keywords 

did not find too many matching keywords with the plots of the movies used in testing the 

model, there was at least one keyword matched per personality trait for all the movies for which 

feedback was provided. This served as a confirmation that even though the list of keywords 

was created using popular movies because the words selected to create the list of keywords 

were based on the various subject matters associated with movies, it has opened the possibility 

for the less popular or the unpopular movies to be visible and given the same chance as the 

popular movies in the consumer market to make a positive impression on the consumer 

depending on their personality profiles. Also, it further confirms that the art of making movie 

recommendations is the art of predicting consumer behaviour as it relates to movies which 

cannot be summed up by a score or numerical value (Nunes & Hu, 2012), as all that could be 

required to make a difference between a consumer liking or disliking a movie can just be one 

matching keyword with a personality trait. However, to increase the possibility of achieving 
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user satisfaction, it is recommended via this research that the recommendation values of the 

movies reach or exceed the standard recommendation value for that personality type as 

indicated in Table 5.6. For this to be implemented successfully, the data sparsity associated 

with the plots of the movies provided on IMDB has to be corrected as recommended above. 

6.4.1 THE RATINGS-BASED APPROACH VS THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

The ratings-based approach may prove useful in domains like Amazon or eBay where products 

and sellers are rated based on the service which they provide. However, it is worth noting that 

in such systems, the customers are expected to rate products which they have used rather than 

products which they are thinking about using. As it relates to movies, recommender systems 

have created an unfair approach with the ability to automatically assign poor predicted ratings 

to movies which the consumer has not yet watched. In the simplest of terms, the ratings-based 

approach in a movie recommender system gives the consumer a reason to bypass a movie based 

on calculated assumptions made by the recommender system thereby denying themselves of 

the opportunity to watch something which might have meant something meaningful to them. 

This is because, the ratings-based approach does not recommend movies to consumers based 

on the value of the movie which is embedded within the plot of the movie but rather based on 

the opinion of other users with similar taste in movies. The value associated with a movie 

cannot be quantified using user ratings because it is a product with the potential to impact the 

consumers both mentally and emotionally.  The ratings-based approach creates a situation 

which is harmful to the workers in the movie industry because some movies may never get 

recommended due to the fact that they have been assigned a poor rating, a poor predicted rating, 

or no rating at all. The ratings-based approach will always suffer from the data sparsity problem 

which in turn tends to create the overspecialization problem followed by the lack of 

serendipitous recommendations. The movie database is too large to develop a fair approach in 

making recommendations to the consumers using the ratings-based approach in a movie 

recommender system. Finally, with the ratings-based approach consumers are constantly 

tasked with the burden of feeding the recommender system with ratings data which is highly 

susceptible to bias and therefore detrimental to some movies. 

The proposed approach eliminates the need for users to provide initial data for the 

recommender system to learn about the user’s preferences. Through the use of the MBTI 

personality type and 207 volunteers, a list of keywords has been created which encapsulates a 

large amount of movie plot lines. The users only need to inform the recommendation model of 
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their personality type and they will be taken to their respective personality based 

neighbourhood ready to receive recommendations immediately. The proposed approach 

promotes a balanced movie recommendation platform such that the movies are recommended 

based on the value which the movie has been designed to give to the consumers which is 

embedded within the plot of the movie. In addition, the proposed approach is not susceptible 

to bias because the keywords are not user defined, rather they are pre-defined for each 

personality trait which make up the personality types based on prior movie plot data provided 

which were extracted from movie choices of volunteers from all the personality types. The 

proposed approach also suffers from the problem of data sparsity which can easily be fixed by 

providing more content in the plot summary. The ratings based approach relies on the users to 

help solve the data sparsity problem associated with user ratings by encouraging them to 

continually rate movies. However, the data sparsity problem with the proposed approach 

projects a one-time fix through the provision of an extensive plot summary by the uploader of 

the movie. It is also worth noting that even with the problem of data sparsity experienced with 

the movies recommended during this testing phase, the keyword-based recommendation 

approach still achieved an average user satisfaction of 76.28%. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN – SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 

This research started by identifying the main problem associated with recommender systems 

as ratings-based overspecialization which occurs as a result of recommendation of movies 

based on user ratings which lead to users having a preference for the highly-rated movies due 

to the recommended movies being displayed in descending order. This makes it increasingly 

unlikely for users to choose or see movies with low ratings. Furthermore, the research identified 

that ratings-based overspecialization is detrimental to the consumer’s movie experience as well 

as the movie industry. It negatively impacts the consumer’s movie experience implicitly 

because there will be some movies that consumers might like but will never have the 

opportunity to watch because of the poor rating associated with the movie. On the other hand, 

it negatively impacts the movie industry because some movies will not return any profit, and 

investors in the movie will lose out on their investments because the movie was not rated or 

was poorly rated by users. An initial poor rating on a movie by a user will generate a poor 

predicted rating on the same movie for another user with similar tastes to the initial user which 

will make the movie less appealing to recommend to the consumers. To this end, it was 

concluded that the application of ratings in making movie recommendations was not an 

effective way to ensure that the consumers have the opportunity to connect with the story of a 

movie and make a decision on if they enjoyed it based on the story and not the ratings associated 

with the movie. Furthermore, it’s only fair that every movie needs to get the same opportunity 

through recommender systems to capture the attention of the consumers based on the plots of 

the movies as opposed to using the ratings assigned to them. This was accomplished through 

the development of a personality-based group recommendation model. 

The development of a personality-based group recommendation model is divided into three 

models, the user model, the product model, and the recommendation model. The research 

further pointed out that personality-based recommendations involve the use of a personality-

based neighbourhood where those with similar personalities are grouped. The personality-

based neighbourhood was made easier to create through the use of the MBTI personality model. 

The research identified gaps in the recommender system’s literature which involved solving 

the problems of scalability through the use of a personality-based neighbourhood and the 

calculation for the recommendation value for new movies. Through the use of the MBTI 

personality model for user classification, scalability is not an issue because recommendations 

are not made based on the individual users but based on the personality types which are fixed 
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at 16 personality types. Therefore, an increase in the number of users will not be a problem 

because the users are added to their respective personality groups. However, this was achieved 

at the cost of recommendation accuracy as solving the problem of scalability involved treating 

group recommendations as a group rather than focusing on the individual recommendation 

needs of the members of the group. A comprehensive list of keywords was generated from the 

plots of movies selected by specific personality types for all the personality traits which make 

up the personality types. These keywords were associated with the 8 personality traits which 

make up the 16 MBTI personality types and can be universally applied across all movies 

regardless of the time in which the movie was created. 

Movie content is based on real-life scenarios and circumstances that people can relate with 

through empathy. Nuwer (2013) and Dempsey (2018) provided some insight into how humans 

connect with movies through empathy. In movie genres such as comedy and drama, it may be 

obvious how we can see some elements of our own lives in them; however, this is not the case 

for more obscure genres of sci-fi, fantasy, and adventure. These genres may present less 

realistic worlds to us, ones that may only present themselves to us otherwise in our wildest 

dreams. Movies such as Harry Potter, The Lord of the Rings, the Marvel superheroes. How can 

we empathize with this? How do we connect to real-life through these fantasy lands? Is it 

through the fantastical characters that share our human emotions, or does it come down to the 

common desire that each of us may share: to be the heroes of our own stories?  Therefore, 

consumers watch movies for different reasons, it might be purely for escapism or to connect 

with a movie character in a situation that relates to theirs in real life such as domestic violence, 

sexual abuse, bullying, etc. The important thing to note about movies is that they have the 

powerful ability to connect with people which is being exploited in movies through the 

insertion of various slots for product placements for the conditioning of the minds of the 

viewers. The effects of the application of product placement in movies is another area of 

research that is yet to be explored in depth. 

The research applied Pareto’s 80/20 principle to set standard scores for dominant and recessive 

personality traits. The proposed personality-based movie recommendation model was 

eventually generated using matrix factorization. The test for recommendation accuracy 

revealed that group recommendations utilizing the recommendation methods in the group 

recommendation model provided 76.28% user satisfaction. This was achieved without the 

application of user ratings but rather with the use of the list of keywords associated with the 

various personality traits. This successfully expanded the scope of the movies being 
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recommended to cover both the popular and the less popular movies thereby increasing the 

possibility for consumers to see movies which they would likely not have been recommended 

using the ratings-based approach. However, the data sparsity associated with the plots of the 

movies used in testing the recommendation model significantly reduced the number of matched 

words between the plots of the movies and the personality traits keywords lists. This caused 

the group recommendation model to fail in terms of recommendation accuracy based on the 

generated recommendation values of the recommended movies as it relates to the specific 

personality types because none of the recommended movies achieved the minimum expected 

recommendation value for the personality types in Table 5.6. The research outline in Table 3.2 

can be updated with the justifications based on the research results as indicated in Table 7.1 

below. 

 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

 Build Evaluate Theorize Justify 

Constructs Identification of textual 

data and basic concepts 

that link movies with 

various personality 

profiles. 

 

Investigate for keyword 

similarities with plots of 

popular movies on IMDB 

to expand the versatility 

of the keywords used in 

the lists across multiple 

movies. 

The application of 

keywords associated with 

the subject matter in movies 

and the users will enhance 

the visibility of the 

unpopular movies and still 

provide user satisfaction.  

The lists of keywords 

created of each 

personality trait and 

the 76.28% positive 

feedback received 

from using them to 

make movie 

recommendations are 

sufficient evidence to 

validate the use of this 

approach.  

Model Definition of a 

personality-based model 

that can make movie 

recommendations to 

users based on their 

personality groups. 

Investigate for 

completeness and 

understandability. 

The creation of a 

personality-based 

neighbourhood to make 

movie recommendations to 

the personality group as a 

whole as opposed to 

making different 

recommendations to each 

individual in the group is an 

efficient and reliable 

approach. 

The total average user 

satisfaction for the 

INFJ and ISFJ 

personality types 

using the personality-

based neighbourhood 

was 76.28%. 

Method Matrix Factorization 

model in the 

development of the 

recommendation model 

to determine the 

recommendation values 

Calculate the Average 

Recommendation Value 

for each personality type.  

The Average 

Recommendation Value for 

each personality type 

represents the expected 

minimum recommendation 

value for the movies which 

To create a common 

base from which 

recommendations can 

be made by setting a 

standard 

recommendation 
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of the movies selected in 

the creation of the model. 

Identify the user model, 

the product model, and 

the recommendation 

model. 

would be expected to 

provide user satisfaction for 

the various personality 

types. 

value for each 

personality type. 

Instantiation Creation of a prototype 

personality-based movie 

recommender system 

using movie keywords. 

Calculate the 

Recommendation 

Accuracy of the model 

for each MBTI 

personality type by 

requesting for user 

feedback and using a 

confusion matrix. 

The movies which achieve 

the minimum 

recommendation value for 

each personality type will 

likely provide user 

satisfaction while the 

movies which do not 

achieve the minimum 

recommendation value will 

likely lead to user 

dissatisfaction. 

The movies which did 

not achieve the 

minimum 

recommendation 

value still provided 

user satisfaction. This 

implied that even 

though the minimum 

recommendation 

value was not reached, 

user satisfaction 

utilizing keywords 

and personality types 

can still be achieved. 

Further research needs 

to be conducted to 

confirm that the 

movies which 

achieved the 

minimum 

recommendation 

values meet user 

satisfaction. 

 Table 7. 1 Research Output and Justifications 

7.2 RESEARCH DELIVERABLE 

This section discusses the deliverables of this research in terms of the artefact produced using 

the design science methodology. A key outcome of design science research is that there should 

be a contribution to knowledge that either provides a better understanding of a problem, or that 

can be used to provide or design a solution or to improve an artefact’s design (Hevner et al. 

2004). The artefact of this research is in the form of a conceptual model and it is described in 

the following subsections below.  

7.2.1 THE PERSONALITY-BASED GROUP RECOMMENDATION MODEL 

Fig. 7.1 below depicts the personality-based group recommendation model as the prototype 

artefact which represents one of the essential outcomes of design science research. This artefact 
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also serves as part of the original contribution to knowledge in this research. The following 

subsections will briefly discuss the units of the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 7. 1 Personality-based Group Recommendation Model 

7.2.1.1 PERSONALITY TRAITS (PT) KEYWORDS UNIT 

This consists of the full list of movie keywords which can be found in Appendix F. The use of 

movie keywords instead of user ratings as indicated in Fig. 2.4 implies that recommendations 

are being made based on the content of the movie in question and not the user’s opinion which 

is based on a related movie. The application of a broad range of movie keywords makes it 

possible to reuse the list of keywords continuously in making recommendations. Because the 

movie keywords were extracted from the plot of various movies, and movie plots are usually 

based on real-life scenarios which keep recurring over time, this implies the reusability 

potential of the list of keywords over a long period. The list of keywords can be said to be the 

common base (Alharthi, 2015) through which recommendations based on the MBTI 

personality model can be made. The process involved in generating these lists of keywords for 

each of the personality traits which make up the personality types is indicated in chapter 4 in 

section 4.3.1. 
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7.2.1.2 PERSONALITY-BASED NEIGHBOURHOOD 

The research contributes to the concept of social matching in recommender systems as 

described by Nunes (2008) and Nunes & Hu (2012). The personality-based neighbourhood 

consists of the user models for each personality type and it creates the environment for users 

within the same personality neighbourhood to receive the same movie recommendations as 

opposed to making different movie recommendations to each individual within the specific 

personality neighbourhood. The personality profiles unit works closely with the personality-

based neighbourhood because it is the personality profiles that are used to create the 

personality-based neighbourhood. types. Upon the acquisition of the user's personality types, 

all the users with the same MBTI type are integrated in preparation for receiving group 

recommendations. The integration of all the users with the same MBTI type creates the 

personality-based neighbourhood for that specific personality type. 

7.2.1.3 PT KEYWORDS – MOVIE MATRIX UNIT 

The personality traits keywords – movie matrix unit is where the keywords associated with the 

various personality traits are matched with specific words associated with the movie plots of 

the movies to be recommended. This would usually be the ratings – movie matrix unit as 

indicated in Fig. 2.4; however, the use of keywords instead of ratings made it possible to 

enhance the visibility of the less popular movies which are mostly un-recommendable due to 

poor ratings or no ratings at all. Furthermore, the users don’t have to provide the keywords like 

they have to provide ratings as indicated in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. This was made possible due 

to the creation of the personality traits keyword lists. Also, the personality traits keywords lists 

can be applied across multiple movies. This implies that one keyword can apply to multiple 

movies even though the user has not yet watched the movie because the keyword is associated 

with the content of the movies. The PT keywords – movie matrix unit connects with the 

personality-based neighbourhood in the Keywords Matching Unit. 

7.2.1.4 KEYWORDS MATCHING UNIT 

The concept of keywords matching utilized in this model is similar to the concept of social 

matching where people are matched together based on their personality traits. In this case, the 

words in movies which are matched with the words in the personality traits lists of keywords 

are identified and matched together. This creates the product model which involves the 

generation of product knowledge in terms of how it relates to the targeted consumers. The user 

model matrix is multiplied by the product model matrix to generate the recommendation values 

for each movie in the process known as matrix factorization. This research further contributes 
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the minimum recommendation values for each personality type which was generated using the 

personality traits keywords list. If the recommendation values for each of the personality types 

are less than the values indicated in Table 5.6, then the accuracy of the recommendation model 

in terms of the recommendation values would be negatively affected even if the feedback from 

the users were positive.  

7.3 OTHER RECOMMENDATION PROBLEMS VS SOLUTIONS 

In the attempt to resolve the problem caused by the ratings-based approach in recommender 

systems, this research provided additional solutions to the common problems associated with 

movie recommender systems. This section highlights those problems and the solutions 

provided by the proposed model. 

Literature Existing Recommender System 

Problems 

Solutions by New Recommendation 

Model 

Facing the cold start problem in 

recommender systems. (Lika et al., 

2014) 

Data Sparsity 

- Cold Start Problem (new 

movie, new user, new 

movie-new user problem) 

- Reduced coverage 

The new movie problem – the use of 

the list of keywords in making 

recommendations means that as long 

as there is enough information in the 

movie plots fed into the 

recommendation model, the movies 

will have a fair chance of being 

recommended to the users. 

The new user problem – The creation 

of a personality-based neighbourhood 

utilizing the MBTI personality model 

creates a platform for new users to join 

the neighbourhood and still be 

integrated successfully into the 

recommendation process. This was 

made possible because the model 

doesn’t make recommendations based 

on individual users but based on the 

personality type of the specified 

personality-based neighbourhood. 

The new movie – new user problem – 

the combination of the personality-

based neighbourhood and the list of 

keywords created in this research has 

made it possible for the new users to be 

able to connect with new movies easily 
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if the movies are suitable for that 

specific personality group. 

Reduced Coverage – reduced coverage 

is a ratings-based approach problem 

and the use of keywords to make 

recommendations instead of ratings 

has overcome this problem. This is 

because the recommendations were 

located by matching words associated 

with various movie subject matters 

between the plots of the movies to be 

recommended and the list of keywords. 

Identification of Grey Sheep Users By 

Histogram Intersection In 

Recommender Systems. (Zheng et al., 

2017) 

Fulfilling the Needs of Gray-Sheep 

Users in Recommender Systems, A 

Clustering Solution. (Ghazanfar & 

Prugel-Bennett, 2014) 

The Grey Sheep The keywords list created cuts across a 

vast amount of movies that are 

recommended to the personality group 

based on the assessment of previous 

movies associated with that specific 

personality type. Based on the results 

for the INFJ and the ISFJ, just 5 out of 

the 55 recommendation feedback 

provided for the INFJ were Undecided, 

while for the ISFJ, just 2 out of the 21 

recommendation feedback came back 

as Undecided. This shows that the 

recommended approach utilized in this 

research can have a positive impact on 

limiting the amount of Grey sheep 

users in the personality neighbourhood 

because recommendations are made 

based on the words related to subject 

matters associated with movies and not 

user ratings. Therefore, the users have 

a greater range of movies to choose 

from based on words associated with 

subject matters in movies that are 

associated with their personality type.  

MBTI-based Collaborative 

Recommendation System: A Case of 

Webtoon Contents. (Yi et al., 2016) 

Scalability  The recommendation model developed 

in this research solves the problem of 

scalability by effectively restricting the 

provision of service to 16 types of 

users in line with the MBTI personality 

model. This potentially enhances the 
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Enhancing Collaborative Filtering 

Systems with Personality Information. 

(Hu & Pu, 2011) 

efficiency of the model because of its 

ability to manage multiple users at 

once. 

Table 7. 2 Research Problems vs Solutions 

7.4 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION SUMMARY 

This research has a number of design implications for recommender systems research. This 

section will summarise the research contributions for the purpose of further clarity. 

First, the research makes a contribution to knowledge by creating an extensive list of keywords 

which can be used in making movie recommendations based on the plots of the movies. The 

list of keywords created are associated with each of the 8 MBTI personality traits and were 

extracted from existing movie plots. The list of keywords are associated with real-life scenarios 

because movies simply provide fictional representations of real-life scenarios. This implies that 

it is a sustainable and long-lasting recommendation approach which eliminates the need for 

requesting the user to feed the recommender system with ratings data for the sake of getting 

movie recommendations. The keywords are already associated with movie plot lines which 

have been identified as satisfactory for users with a specific personality trait. This approach 

has been confirmed as acceptable by movie consumers as the application of keywords, movie 

plots, and MBTI personality traits in the movie recommendation process produced an average 

of 76.28% user satisfaction. 

Second, the research makes a contribution to the understanding of the conceptual view of 

recommender systems design by redirecting the focus of making movie recommendations from 

the application of user ratings to the application of keywords associated with the plots of the 

movies and the user’s personality type. This ensures that movies are recommended based solely 

on the value they are designed to give to the consumers and not a calculated assumption 

determined by the application of user ratings which have no connection with the value of the 

movie. Furthermore, it serves as a guide on how to make movie recommendations utilizing 

keywords associated with personality profiles. The basic steps are as follows: 

1. Identification of the contents for the user model matrix – this is basically the standard 

percentage values for the personality traits which are 80% for the dominant MBTI 

personality traits and 20% for the recessive MBTI personality traits. 

2. Identification of the contents of the product model matrix – this is basically the 

identification of the total number of matching keywords between the list of keywords 
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created in this research, and the plots of the movies being considered for 

recommendation to the personality group. 

3. Determination of the recommendation value of the movie – this is determined by 

multiplying the data in the user model matrix by the data in the product model matrix 

in a process known as matrix factorization. 

The recommendation value which is associated with the movie through the matrix factorization 

process serves as a replacement to the application of user ratings. The difference is that the 

recommendation value is directly associated to the plot of the movie while the user rating is 

not. The recommendation value associated with the movie would only suffer if the movie 

creators or the uploader of the movie to the recommender system failed to provide a movie plot 

description of at least 3913 words. 

Third, the research contributes the standard recommendation values for each personality 

neighbourhood as indicated in Table 5.6 and what is required to decrease the possibility of the 

recommendation value of the movies for recommendation falling short of the standard movie 

recommendation value for the personality neighbourhood. The matrix factorization process 

will come up with various values for the movies to be recommended to the users in the 

personality neighbourhood. However, the standard recommendation values provided in Table 

5.6 serves as the threshold in the confirmation of what is acceptable to such a personality 

neighbourhood. In addition, a movie recommendation value which is lower than the threshold 

for that personality type will definitely have a negative impact on the recommendation accuracy 

of the model and such a movie stands the risk of not attaining user satisfaction. 

7.5 IMPLICATIONS OF THE THESIS 

The personality based group movie recommendation model artefact presents the standard 

movie recommendation values for each personality type and at the same time serves as a guide 

on what is required to make movie recommendations utilizing keywords associated with user 

MBTI personality traits and movie plots. This thesis proposes a change on how researchers 

think concerning movie recommender systems and highlights the benefit it can add to both the 

consumers and the movie industry by proposing the elimination of the application of user 

ratings during the movie recommendation process and applying keywords from the movie plots 

in its place. 

Movies are motion pictures that have been a part of our lives for centuries for entertainment. 

According to an article on the Science & Media Museum website, the first to present projected 
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moving pictures to a paying audience were the Lumière brothers in December 1895 in Paris. 

The movie industry has rapidly evolved over the years and has become an integral part of 

society due to the extensive amount of influence it exerts on the human personality. This 

influence is demonstrated in the reaction of the consumer to the events which occur in the 

movie. It is fascinating just how a movie can effectively take consumers on an emotional roller 

coaster ride throughout its lifecycle; at some point in the movie, the consumers may feel happy, 

not long after that, they may feel sad, and then, later on, they may feel anger and hate, and it 

just goes on and on until the end. The fact that a movie can instigate such a reaction from the 

consumer indicates that there is some form of relationship between the consumer and the 

movie. Field (2005) rightly stated that events in a movie are specifically designed to bring out 

the truth about the characters so that we, the audience, can transcend our ordinary lives and 

achieve a connection, or bond, between “them and us”. We see ourselves in them and enjoy a 

moment, perhaps, of recognition and understanding. Therefore, the user ratings should not 

define what we watch when it comes to movies because the connection of a consumer with a 

movie cannot be defined by the ratings associated with the movie, especially when that rating 

is a predicted rating and the consumer has not even watched the movie. The connection of a 

consumer with a movie can only be defined by the connection of the consumer with the story 

of the movie.  

This research identified that the application of user ratings in making movie recommendations 

is implicitly detrimental to the user experience as they are deprived of the opportunity to 

experience movies with a storyline which they will find relatable to their present circumstances. 

This is because, such a movie was rated poorly by another user with similar taste to the user, 

or, such a movie had no ratings at all. Also, this research identified that the application of user 

ratings in making recommendations is also detrimental to movies with an unpopular cast list 

or/and movie production crew. This is because, for ratings to be predicted, initial ratings must 

exist, and predicted ratings are only based on existing ratings. Furthermore, the ability of a 

movie to have ratings is directly related to the level of popularity of the movie, because 

popularity enhances visibility in the movie consumers market which in turn makes the movie 

available to receive a rating. If the consumers cannot see the movie, or know that the movie 

exists, they will not be able to provide any ratings. Also, Chandrashekhar & Bhasker (2011) 

and Orestis & Christos (2017) pointed out that at the initial stage when requesting for the user 

to provide initial ratings which will be used in the prediction of future ratings, consumers would 

likely be put off from the system if they are given movies to rate which they don’t know at the 
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initial stage. This was confirmed in this research where it was discovered that the Sensing 

personality trait returned the highest number of keywords and was associated with the lowest 

number of movies. According to Boyd & Brown (2005), the Sensing personality trait is 

associated with objective thinking and working with facts. Therefore, at the initial stage, when 

the recommender system requests the user to provide a rating for a movie, it makes sense that 

they would utilize movies with a reasonably high level of popularity to them since it’s likely 

the Sensing personality trait in the consumer at work at that moment. Therefore, based on the 

ratings-based approach, it seems like the movies with popular cast members or/and movie 

production crew are given an unfair advantage over the movies deemed as unpopular through 

the ratings-based recommendation approach.  

To this end, this research explored the concept of identifying words in plots of movies 

associated with a diverse range of subject matters usually explored in movies to utilize in 

making movie recommendations to the consumers as opposed to the use of the user ratings. 

The application of the list of keywords created in this research to facilitate the recommendation 

of movies to consumers based on the movie plots returned a total average user satisfaction rate 

of 76.28% per personality neighbourhood. The movies selected for recommendation were 

movies with low levels of popularity among users on the IMDB website. Furthermore, this 

research discovered the need for the creation of an extensive movie plot description with a 

minimum of 3913 words for all movies recommended to all personality types. This is fed into 

the recommender system to allow the matching of as many words as possible from the list of 

keywords associated with the MBTI personality traits and to ensure recommendation accuracy 

is achieved. 

7.3 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

The research challenges will be discussed based on the phase of the research where that 

challenge occurred. 

7.3.1. CHOOSING A PERSONALITY MODEL 

The choice of a personality model was a challenge because the MBTI personality model has 

received heavy scrutiny from psychologists globally as an ineffective tool in the determination 

of a user’s personality. This was because, in some cases, they discovered that the MBTI 

personality test provided two different results to a user when the user takes the test twice. This 

was a result of the users in this scenario answering the same questions differently than they did 

when they were asked the first time. This could further point to the problem of the user not 
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understanding the question being asked in the determination of their MBTI personality type or 

a deliberate attempt by the users to sabotage their MBTI personality test results. However, the 

MBTI model was eventually selected because of its ability to categorise users into groups 

which is an essential part of this research. Furthermore, one of the identified advantages of the 

FFM over the MBTI personality model is the focus on personality traits while the MBTI 

personality model focuses on personality types. Therefore, this research did not just focus on 

the personality types, but also on the traits which make up the personality types, which include 

both the dominant and recessive traits. 

7.3.2 DATA COLLECTION 

The challenge encountered in the data collection phase was in the extraction of the movie plot 

summaries from the IMDB website. This was challenging because the process of web scraping 

requires a stable internet connection throughout the web scraping process. If there is a break in 

the internet connection, the web scraping will return as failed. Furthermore, it was discovered 

that some movies don’t have movie plot summaries. At the testing phase, there was also the 

problem of data collection through the web application. The testing phase involved the use of 

participants to test the proposed personality-based movie recommendation model by providing 

feedback on the recommendations made to them in their personality neighbourhoods. The 

challenge involved in acquiring the data required for the testing phase was in the recruitment 

of participants to test the model. The data collection was done through the use of a web 

application developed specifically to recommend movies based on the proposed 

recommendation model. In the end, the research had to settle with responses from participants 

from 2 personality groups, INFJ and ISFJ. This feedback was used to determine the 

recommendation accuracy of the recommendation model as it relates to the personality types 

in question-based on the recommendation values of the movies and based on overall user 

satisfaction. However, in the face that there was more time, a social media campaign would 

have commenced requesting users to provide feedback on selected recommended items using 

a questionnaire and not a web application. The error made in this research was the attempt to 

build a substantial set of subscribers through the development of the web application. Such a 

feat requires time to build unless one already has access to a group of subscribers. The use of 

a web application to collect the feedback would work if it was through an already established 

platform with existing subscribers, such as Netflix or MovieLens, otherwise, it is best to stick 

with the use of standard questionnaires and vigorous social media campaigns to solicit for 

participants. 
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7.4 FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

According to Song et al (2015), currently, based on users’ listening behaviour and historical 

ratings, collaborative filtering algorithm has been found to perform well for making music 

recommendations. They further pointed out that when collaborative filtering is combined with 

the use of a content-based model, the user can get a list of similar songs by low-level acoustic 

features such as rhythm, pitch, or high-level features like genre, instrument, etc. According to 

Feng & Zhuang (2003), music is subjective and universal. It not only can convey emotion but 

also can modulate a listener’s mood. The tastes in music are varied from person to person, 

therefore, the previous approaches cannot always meet the users’ needs. Kleć (2017) pointed 

out that to deliver better recommendations, music information systems need to go beyond 

standard methods for the prediction of musical taste. Kleć (2017) further stated that tracking 

the listener’s emotions is one way to improve the quality of recommendations. According to 

Kleć (2017), this can be achieved explicitly by asking the listener to report his/her emotional 

state or implicitly by tracking the context in which the music is heard. The research by Kleć 

(2017) concluded that music is characterized by its emotional charge, which is primarily 

dictated by the chord (pitch-class) progression. This progression determines the style, mood, 

and final perception of a song. Listeners judge these things subconsciously when deciding 

whether they like a piece of music or not. In this context, the chromagram is a very good 

candidate for music representation, especially for predicting the musical tastes of individuals 

with different personality types. However, there is still a research gap to determine if music 

can be recommended based on the lyrics of the song utilizing an MBTI personality-based 

neighbourhood. Do the lyrics of a song have any impact on the consumer's music preferences? 

The list of keywords generated via this research can be tested for a cross-domain 

recommendation for music. The music consumers can be requested to provide their top 10 

songs. The users are categorised based on their MBTI personality neighbourhoods and a critical 

assessment of the data acquired can be conducted to qualitatively determine the relationship 

between the song selections and the personality neighbourhood. The lyrics of the selected songs 

are extracted from the respective online providers and stored in a database. An initial test of 

the list of keywords can be carried out against the extracted song lyrics per personality type. 

This test would involve the determination of the number of words in the song lyrics which are 

an exact match with the words in the list of keywords per personality trait created in this 

research. The expectation would be to have a high number of matching keywords for the 

dominant personality traits of the specified personality type. This assessment would help to 
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determine the words from the list of keywords that can be associated with consumer music 

choices. If there are no matching keywords, or the number of keywords identified is too small 

to draw any kind of statistical conclusions, that implies that the list of keywords would need to 

be updated to suit the music industry.  

To this end, the lyrics of the selected songs need to be imported into a word2vec model as a 

combined corpus to serve as the document vector which will be queried by the list of keywords 

for each personality trait that would serve in the capacity of the query vector. The words in the 

list of keywords per personality trait would serve as the query term vector in the determination 

of the relevancy between the list of keywords and the lyrics of the selected songs. The relevancy 

would be determined through the identification of the most similar words found between the 

query term vector and the document vector. The relevancy of the query term vector against the 

document vector is determined by the strength of the cosine similarity of the words produced 

from the document vector when queried with the query term vector from the personality traits 

keywords lists. If the words generated have a cosine similarity of not less than 0.990, they can 

be added to the list of keywords being assessed as they would be deemed as relevant to that 

specific list as it relates to the music selections for that personality type. Upon the successful 

completion of the update process carried out on the existing list using the most similar function 

in the word2vec model, the user model and the product model can be created to determine the 

recommendation model for music users based on their personality types. The recommendation 

value for the selected songs is calculated and the average recommendation value for each 

personality type is calculated. The new personality-based music recommendation model will 

utilize the average recommendation value determined for each personality type as a guide to 

the determination of the best kind of music to recommend to the music consumers within the 

personality neighbourhood. The same process can be applied to test the list of keywords for the 

recommendation of books to consumers. 
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APPENDIX A – RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE 

The following questions were used in the questionnaire posted on various MBTI personality 

type related Facebook groups. 207 responses were recorded. 

Question 1 - Please Enter your email address. 

Question 2 – Do you know your MBTI Personality Type? If No, please follow this link:- 

https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test. Otherwise, just proceed to the next 

question. 

Question 3 - Please select your personality type. 

Question Movies 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 1 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 2 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 3 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 4 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 5 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 6 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 7 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 8 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 9 

Type in your favourite movies (NOT TV SHOWS) or 

movies you watched and really liked. 

Movie Title 10 
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Color 
Purple  Ghost  

Corina 
Corina  

Poltergei
st  

Last of 
the 
Mohica
ns  

Alice in 
Wonderland  

The 
Breakfa
st Club  

The Hurt 
Locker  

I
N
F
J  

The 
Emperor's 
Club 

Castaw
ay 

Pride 
and 
Prejudic
e 

Mansf
ield 
Park 

Sense 
and 
Sensibilit
y 

White 
Christma
s 

Sherlock 
Holmes 

A Christmas 
Story 

The 
Corpse 
Bride The Pianist 

I
N
F
J  

Anne of 
green 
gables/Anne 
of Avonlea 

Dead 
poets 
society  

13 
going 
on 30 

Young 
guns/y
oung 
guns 2 

Superma
n 

Pitch 
perfect 

A walk 
to 
rememb
er Rudy  

A 
knight's 
tale My girl 

I
N
F
J  Friday 

Beyond 
the 
stars 

Inside 
man 

Why 
did I 
get 
marrie
d  Friday 

Hunger 
games 

Planet 
of the 
apes  Man on fire 

The 
equalize
r  Inception 

I
N
F
J  

The Wizard 
of Oz 

Ghostb
usters 

Teenag
e 
Mutant 
Ninja 
Turtles 

Happy 
Feet 

Finding 
Nemo 

LOTR: 
The 
Fellowsh
ip of the 
Ring 

The Tale 
of Two 
Towers 

The Return of 
the King 28 Days 

13 Going on 
30 
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I
N
F
J  

The Princess 
Bride 

Ghostb
usters 
(the 
original 
one!) 

Monty 
Python 
and the 
Holy 
Grail 

Face 
Off Footloose 

Dirty 
Dancing 

Mr. 
Popper'
s 
Penguin
s 

National 
Treasure 

Field of 
Dreams Sabrina 

I
N
F
J  Matilda Hugo 

The 
Little 
Tree 

The 
Little 
Prince 

Rurouni 
Kenshin 
(Kyoto 
Inferno, 
The 
Legend 
Ends) 

The Girl 
Who 
Leaps 
Through 
Time 

A Walk 
To 
Remem
ber 

The Grave of 
the Fireflies 

The 
Blind 
Swords
man: 
Zatoichi  

The Olympus 
Has Fallen 

I
N
F
J  Harry Potter 

Vacatio
n 

Good 
Will 
Hunting 

Incept
ion  

The 
Imitation 
Game 

Finding 
Nemo 

Back to 
the 
Future Hustle & Flow  Airplane White Noise 

I
N
F
J  99 Homes 

Love 
Actually 

You Can 
Count 
on Me 

The 
Martia
n Wild 

A Walk 
in the 
Woods 

Notting 
Hill The Big Chill Babe 

Four 
Weddings 
and a Funeral 

I
N
F
J  Drive 

Short 
Term 
12 

Happyt
hankyo
umorep
lease 

Blue 
Valent
ine 

Liberal 
Arts 

The 
Giant 
Mechani
cal Man Mud 

What Maisie 
Knew 

Lars 
And The 
Real Girl 

The 
Spectacular 
Now 

I
N
F
J  

Singin' In 
The Rain 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind 

The 
Matrix 

Jerry 
Magui
re 

Lost In 
Translatio
n 

Atonem
ent 

Moulin 
Rouge Cloud Atlas 

Vanilla 
Sky Inception 

I
N
F
J  Fargo Dogma 

America
n 
Beauty 

Jupiter 
Ascen
ding Star Trek 

Howard'
s End 

Apollo 
13 Fifth Element 

Keeping 
Mum The Score 

I
N
F
J  

The 
Fundamenta
ls of Caring 

The 
Shallow
s 

Diverge
nt 

Theor
y of 
Everyt
hing 

Me 
Before 
You 

A Walk 
to 
Rememb
er 

Interstel
lar 

The Fault In 
Our Stars 

The 
Hangov
er 

The Sixth 
Sense 

I
N
F
J  

Usual 
suspects Mighty 

Why 
you 
were 
sleepin
g 

Jane 
Eyre 

Becoming 
Jane 

X-Men, 
Past is 
Future 

Gladiato
r Duff 

L.A. 
Confide
ntial P.S. I love you 

I
N
F
J  Avengers 

Iron 
Man 

The 
Martian  

Book 
of Eli 

World 
war z 

Mad 
Max 

Guardia
ns of 
the 
Galaxy  Star Trek 

Interstel
lar  Star wars 

I
N
F
J  The Pianist Titanic 

School 
of Rock 

I Love 
You, 
Man The Help Milk 

Downfal
l 

Inglourious 
Basterds 

Shrek 
Forever 
After Amelie 

I
N
F
J  Men in black 

The 
never-
ending 
story 

Harry 
potter 

the 
turnin
g 
point 

My fair 
lady 

Seven 
brides 
for 
seven 
brothers 

Steel 
magnoli
as 

Firefly the 
movie Contact Star trek 

I
N
F
J  

Despicable 
Me 

The 
Matrix 

Star 
Wars 

Kung 
Fu 
Panda Shrek Mulan  

Last 
Samurai The conjuring 

The 
Ring American Pie 

I
N
F
J  Jane Eyre 

Pride & 
Prejudic
e 

Django 
Unchain
ed 

Dirty 
Danci
ng Titanic 

Last of 
the 
Mohican
s 

Vanity 
Fair  

The Other 
Boleyn Girl 

Tristan 
& Isolde District 9 

I
N
F
J  

Gone with 
the wind 

Atonem
ent 

Star 
Trek - 
into 
darknes
s 

The 
shinin
g Alien 

Interstell
ar Gravity 

The seventh 
seal 

Back to 
broke 
mountai
n Star wars 
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I
N
F
J  

You've Got 
Mail 

He's 
Just Not 
That 
into 
You 

A Walk 
to 
Remem
ber 

Secon
d Best 
Marig
old 
Hotel 

When 
Harry 
Met Sally 

A 
Beautifu
l Mind .. .. .. .. 

I
N
F
P  

le fabuleux 
destin 
d'amelie 
poulain 

fight 
club 

into the 
wild 

requie
m for 
a 
dream 

Mr 
nobody 

shutter 
island 

detach
ment 

the butterfly 
effect 

lord of 
the 
rings Dumbo 

I
N
F
P  Harry potter 

Star 
wars Kill bill 

Shutte
r 
island 

Home 
alone 

Inceptio
n 

Big 
bang 
theory  

Vampires 
diaries 

Homela
nd  E.t 

I
N
F
P  

A Walk To 
Remember 

Midnigh
t in 
Paris 

Hangov
er 2 

Requi
em for 
a 
dream 

The Lego 
Movie 

The 
Conjurin
g 

Inside 
Out Toy Story 3 

Step Up 
2 Bad Boys 2 

I
N
F
P  

American 
History X 

Fight 
Club 

Lock, 
Stock, 
and 
Two 
Smokin
g 
Barrels 

LOTR 
Trilogy Control 

About 
Time 

Gangste
r No. 1 

Back to the 
Future 

P.S. I 
Love 
You 

500 Days of 
Summer 

I
N
F
P  Verona mars 

dead 
poets 
society 

Muppet
s 
Christm
as Carol 

inside 
out 

you've 
got mail 

Harry 
potter 
series 

snow 
piercer 

becoming 
Jane 

the 
intern 

a monster in 
Paris 

I
N
F
P  

Les 
Misérables 

Schindl
er's List 

Interste
llar  

The 
Imitati
on 
Game Up 

Howl's 
Moving 
Castle WALL-E 

The Lord of 
the Rings 
Trilogy 

The 
Princess 
Bride The Giver 

I
N
F
P  

Color of 
paradise 

Where 
is my 
friend's 
home? I origins 

Secon
ds 

Taste of 
cherry 

Palindro
mes Kytice Amelie Pi 

Lepa sela lepo 
gore 

I
N
F
P  Aliens Amelie Kenny 

The 
Castle 

Mary & 
Max 

The 
English 
Patient Wall-e Iron Giant 

Galaxy 
Quest The Fountain 

I
N
F
P  

The Lion 
King  

The 
Perks of 
being a 
wallflo
wer 

Like 
Crazy  Sleuth  Gamer S. Darko 

The 
lovely 
bones Ps: i love you  

Silver 
linings  Up in the air  

I
N
F
P  French Kiss 

Leap 
Year 

Pride 
and 
Prejudic
e 

Song 
of the 
Sea Nemo Cars Emma Lake house 

Baby 
Boom 

Kungfu Panda 
1,2,3, 

I
N
F
P  

What's 
Eating 
Gilbert 
Grape 

Edward 
Scissorh
ands Volver 

Adven
tures 
in 
Babysi
tting 

Rushmor
e 

The 
Royal 
Tenenba
ums 

The 
Goonies 

Punch Drunk 
Love 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind June bug 

I
N
F
P  

The Color 
purple  

Oh 
brother 
where 
art 
though  Grease 

Legen
ds of 
the 
fall 

The 
notebook  

Dirty 
Dancing 

Finding 
nemo 

Lord of the 
rings trilogy  

Napoleo
n 
dynamit
e  Superb bad 

I
N
F
P  Mood Indigo Amelie 

Singin' 
in the 
Rain 

V for 
Vende
tta 

Dirty 
dancing 

Killing 
fields Leon 

Dead Poets 
Society 

District 
9 

The Grand 
Budapest 
Hotel 

I
N
F
P  Up Brave 

Hero 
(Chines
e 
movie, 
2003) 

Ameli
e 

Beauty 
and the 
Beast Mulan 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind 

Harry Potter 
movies 

Sound 
of 
Music 

You've Got 
Mail 
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I
N
F
P  

pretty 
woman 

harry 
potter 

lost in 
translati
on 

star 
wars the doors 

Innocen
ce 

dirty 
dancing 

Fakat 
Müzeyyen Bu 
Derin Bir 
Tutku 

Arizona 
dream 

pride and 
prejudice 

I
N
F
P  

Digimon The 
Movie 

Unbrea
kable 

Inside 
Out 

The 
Aveng
ers  

Princess 
Bride 

Freak 
The 
Mighty 

Cloudy 
With a 
Chance 
of 
Meatbal
ls 

Kung Fu 
Hustle 

Ip Man: 
The 
Legend 
Is Born 

Alice In 
Wonderland  

I
N
F
P  

The Station 
Agent 

Rosema
ry's 
Baby 

Casabla
nca 

The 
Virgin 
Suicid
es 

The Boat 
That 
Rocked 

Silence 
of the 
Lambs 

Benny & 
Joon 

Close 
Encounters of 
the Third Kind 

City 
Lights 

Modern 
Times 

I
N
F
P  

The 
Breakfast 
Club 

The 
Dead 
Poets 
Society 

The 
Scarlet 
Pimper
nel 

The 
Aveng
ers 

The 
Princess 
Bride 

Iron 
Man 

Inside 
Out Zootopia 

The 
Lord of 
the 
Rings 
trilogy 

Silver Linings 
Playbook 

I
N
F
P  

The Dark 
Crystal 

Seventh 
Son Legend 

Dracul
a 

Dorian 
Grey 

The 
Shining 

Labyrint
h Footloose X-Men Gremlins 

I
N
F
P  

The 
Notebook Titanic 

Interste
llar 

Seven 
Pound
s 

How to 
be Single 

Mean 
Girls 

Back to 
the 
Future The Goonies 

What’s 
Eating 
Gilbert 
Grape 

Harry Potter 
and the 
Sorcerer’s 
Stone 

I
N
F
P  

Star Wars 
(The Original 
Trilogy) 

Kingsm
an the 
Secret 
Service 

Avatar 
(The 
James 
Camero
n one) 

Monty 
Pytho
n and 
the 
Holy 
Grail 

Mel 
Brooks' 
"History 
of the 
World 
Part I" 

Star 
Wars 
(The 
Prequels
) 

Spaceba
lls Get Smart 

Airplane
! 

The Garden 
of Words 

I
N
F
P  

Lord of the 
rings 

Dr 
Zhivago 

Pride 
and 
prejudic
e 

Silenc
e of 
the 
lambs Skyfall Hobbit 

Pirates 
of the 
Caribbe
an The others 

The 
bridges 
of 
Maddis
on 
country Out of Africa 

I
N
F
P  

Schindler's 
List Shining 

28 Days 
Later Se7en 

Reservoir 
Dogs 

The 
Virgin 
Suicides 

Trainsp
otting Sucker Punch 

Fight 
Club 

The Hunger 
Games 

I
N
F
P  

The 
Avengers: 
Earth's 
Mightiest 
Heroes 

Guardia
ns of 
the 
Galaxy 

Star 
Wars IV 

Star 
Wars 
V 

Star Wars 
VI 

Star 
Wars III 

Star 
Wars VII 

X-Men: 
Apocalypse 

Captain 
America
: Civil 
War 

Back to the 
Future 

I
N
F
P  The Purge  

The 
Notebo
ok  

About 
Time  

Shaws
hank 
Rede
mptio
n 

My Best 
Friend's 
Wedding 

The 
Runawa
y Bride  

Me 
Before 
You The Heat 

The 
Proposa
l Premonition 

I
N
F
P  Pay it off 

Casabla
nca 

Godfath
er Epic 

Life is 
beautiful 

It's a 
wonderf
ul life Troy One day 

Before 
series Dark Knight 

I
N
F
P  

Dead Poet 
Society 

Inside 
Out 

Megami
nd 

As 
good 
as it 
gets 

Pather 
panchali 

Forrest 
Gump 

Philadel
phia 

Magic in the 
Moonlight 

Fading 
Gigolo Trumbo 

I
N
F
P  

Pretty 
Woman 

Dirty 
Dancing 

Beauty 
and the 
Beast 

Lady 
and 
the 
Tramp Camelot 

Phanto
m of the 
Opera 

Sound 
of 
Music Rain Man 

One 
Flew 
Over 
the 
Cuckoo’
s Nest The Birdcage 

I
N love actually 

you've 
got mail 

a good 
year 

a 
beauti

crazy, 
stupid, 
love 

He's just 
NOT 

pride 
and 

letter to 
Juliette 

valentin
e's day 

legend of the 
fall 
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F
P  

ful 
mind 

That 
into you 

prejudic
e 

I
N
F
P  Amelie 

The 
Secret 
Life of 
Walter 
Mitty 

Inheren
t Vice 

The 
Reven
ant  

Mad 
Max: Fury 
Road 

The 
Harry 
Potter 
Series 

We Are 
Your 
Friends 

American 
Beauty 

The 
Thin 
Red 
Line 

A Scanner 
Darkly 

I
N
F
P  Forest Gump 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind 

The 
Danish 
Girl 

Our 
Idiot 
Brothe
r Cake 

The Age 
of 
Adaline 

About 
Time 

The Time 
traveler's 
Wife 

Me and 
Earl and 
The 
Dying 
Girl The Notebook 

I
N
F
P  

Everything is 
illuminated 

Silver 
linings 
playboo
k 

Pineapp
le 
Express  Avatar 

Talladega 
Nights: 
Ballad of 
Ricky 
Bobby 

Year 
One Stardust Warcraft 

Star 
Wars: 
The 
Force 
Awaken
s The Departed 

I
N
F
P  

Harry Potter 
and the 
philosopher 
stone 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
chambe
r of 
secret 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
prisone
r of 
Azkaba
n 

Harry 
Potter 
and 
the 
goblet 
of fire 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
half-
blood 
prince 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
deathly 
hollow 
part 1 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
deathly 
hollow 
part 2 Warm Bodies 

Diverge
nt 

The rise of 
guardian 

I
N
F
P  Interstellar  

The 
Mumm
y 

Ghost 
Busters 
(original
)  

Back 
to the 
future 

The Fifth 
Element Aladdin 

Hellboy 
2  The Fountain 

Pocaho
ntas Constantine 

I
N
F
P  Amelie 

Princess 
Monon
oke 

Spirited 
Away 

Allerle
irauh 

Nausicaä 
of the 
Valley of 
the Wind 

The 
Fellowsh
ip of the 
Ring 

The Two 
Towers 

The Return of 
the King Hamlet 

Howl's 
Moving Castle 

I
N
F
P  

Song of the 
Sea 

Le 
grand 
bleu 

I am 
Dina 

Everyt
hing Is 
Illumi
nated The Help 

Secret 
Life of 
Walter 
Mitty 

Lost in 
Translat
ion Whale Rider 

Inside 
Out 

Hector and 
the Search for 
Happiness 

I
N
F
P  Once 

A Room 
With A 
View Emma 

Groun
dhog 
Day 

Monty 
Python's 
Life of 
Brian 

Star Trek 
2009 

Love 
Actually 

The Best 
Exotic 
Marigold 
Hotel 

Mama 
Mia 

Pride And 
Prejudice 
2005 

I
N
F
P  Inside Out 

Jurassic 
Park 

That 
Thing 
You Do 

Big 
Hero 6 

Rememb
er Me 

Finding 
Nemo 

Monste
rs Inc.  

The Last Five 
Years 

Singin' 
in the 
Rain 

Into the 
Woods 

I
N
F
P  

The Hateful 
8 

Constan
tine 

Days of 
Thunde
r 

Happy 
Gilmor
e 

A 
beautiful 
mind  

Patch 
Adams 

Back to 
the 
future 

Good will 
hunting 

Doc 
Hollywo
od Dante's Peak 

I
N
F
P  

beautiful 
mind titanic 

the 
great 
Gatsby 

harry 
potter 
series 

the boy in 
striped 
pyjamas 

miracle 
in cell 
no. 7 

my 
sassy 
girl lovely bones 

Notting 
hill 

sherlock 
Holmes: 
game of the 
shadows 

I
N
F
P  

Captain 
America The 
Winter 
Soldier 

Captain 
America 
The 
First 
Avenge
r 

The 
Avenge
rs 
(Assem
ble) 

The 
Aveng
ers 
Age of 
Ultron 

Captain 
America 
Civil War 

Finding 
Nemo 

Toys 
story Maleficent 

G.I Joe 
Rise of 
Cobra Harry Potter  

I
N
F
P  Harry Potter 

Lord of 
the 
Rings 

Star 
Wars 

Mouli
n 
Rouge 

Hunger 
Games Looper 

The 
Butterfl
y Effect 

Project 
Almanac 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind DejaVu 

I
N
F
P  

beautiful 
mind 

shutter 
island exam 

Mr 
nobod
y solace 

don't 
say a 
word 

Jessabel
le black swan 

inside 
out 

the fault in 
our stars 
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I
N
F
P  

The 
Lakehouse 

The 
Great 
Gatsby 

A Walk 
In The 
Clouds Avatar 

How To 
Train 
Your 
Dragon 

A 
Knights 
Tale 

Two 
Week’s 
Notice Moulin Rouge 

Big 
Hero 6 The Holiday 

I
N
F
P  

Virgin 
Suicides  

The 
Godfath
er  

Kramer 
vs 
Kramer  

Larry 
Flynt 
VS the 
Peopl
e 

4 
Weddings 
and a 
Funeral  

Once 
Upon a 
Time in 
the 
West 

Black 
Swan  

Across the 
Universe 

Silence 
of the 
Lambs  

Lord of the 
Rings 

I
N
F
P  

Lord Of The 
Rings Amelie 

The 
Illusioni
st 

The 
Secret 
Life of 
Walter 
Mitty 

Wolf 
Children 

Departu
res 

Interstel
lar 

All Studio 
Ghibli movies 

Moonris
e 
Kingdo
m 

All Kusturica's 
movies 

I
N
F
P  8 Mile Borat 

The 
Wolf of 
Wall 
Street 

Pulp 
Fiction 

The Big 
Lebowski 

The 
Room Wall-e Bruno 

Ali G 
Indahou
se  The Dictator 

I
N
F
P  Hachiko 

Home 
alone Purge 2 

Purge 
3 

The 
Conjuring 

Malefice
nt Up Wall-E 

Ratatou
ille 

How to train 
your Dragon 

I
N
F
P  GATTACA 

The 
Labyrint
h 

Silver 
Linings 
Playboo
k 

The 
Moth
man 
Proph
ecies 

The 
Interpret
er 

Lord of 
the 
Rings 
trilogy 

Harry 
Potter 
series The Big Short 

The 
Hunger 
Games 
trilogy The Lion King 

I
N
F
P  

Lord of the 
Rings 

Bravehe
art Juno 

Into 
the 
Wild 

Requiem 
for a 
Dream 

Mement
o 

Napoleo
n 
Dynamit
e The Matrix 

Ella 
Enchant
ed 

The Princess 
Diaries 

I
N
F
P  

Forrest 
Gump 

Shawsh
ank 
redemp
tion 

Memen
to 

Presti
ge Inception 

Batman 
begins 

Batman 
dark 
knight 

Batman dark 
night rises 

The 
conjurin
g Cast away 

I
N
F
P  

The Color 
purple 

The ten 
comma
ndment
s Ben Hur Doubt Amistad 

Les 
miserabl
e 

The 
gladiato
r 

Road to 
perdition 

A 
Christm
as carol 

Pride and 
prejudice 

I
N
F
P  

What Ever 
Happened 
to Baby Jane 

Momm
y 
Dearest 

Night of 
the 
Iguana 

Forres
t 
Gump 

The Sixth 
Sense 

America
n History 
X 

Apocaly
pto 

Dead Man's 
Chest 

Empire 
Records 

March of the 
Penguins 

I
N
F
P  

Pride and 
prejudice 

Speed 
racer 

North 
and 
south 

12 
angry 
men Star wars 

Now you 
see me 

Inceptio
n 

The young 
Victoria 

Avenger
s 

Lord of the 
rings 

I
N
F
P  

Lord of the 
Rings trilogy 

The 
Hobbit 

Inside 
out 

Gods 
of 
Egypt 

The 
Matrix Aladdin 

The Age 
of 
Adeline 

The Dark 
Knight Rises 

Nova 
Zembla Spirited Away 

I
N
F
P  Blue Velvet 

Mulholl
and 
Drive 

2001: 
The 
Space 
Odysse
y 

Dead 
Man 

Pink 
Floyd: 
The Wall 

Donnie 
Darko 

The 
Fight 
Club 

Apocalypse 
Now 

Eraser 
head 

The Big 
Lebowski 

I
N
F
P  

The 
Adventures 
of Buckaroo 
Banzai 
Across the 
Eighth 
Dimension 

Fight 
Club 

Buffalo 
66 

Meme
nto Gattaca 

Raising 
Arizona 

Monty 
Python 
and the 
Holy 
Grail 

Being 
Malkovich 

Singing 
in the 
Rain 

Accidental 
Tourist 

I
N
F
P  

Gone with 
the wind Grease 

Grace 
of my 
heart 

Apocal
ypse 
now 

The 
sound of 
music 

Mary 
Poppins 

Star 
wars 

The lord of 
the rings 

Malefic
ent 

It's a 
wonderful life 

I
N Big 

Star 
Trek IV: 
The 

Zootopi
a 

Big 
Hero 6 

Despicabl
e Me Up 

Bridge 
Over 
the Ant-Man 

The 
Railrodd
er 

North of 
Superior 
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F
P  

Voyage 
Home 

River 
Kwai 

I
N
F
P  

Cry-baby 
(1995) 

moulin 
rouge  juno  

airpla
ne 

 house of 
1,000 
corpses 

harry 
potter 

the little 
mermai
d 
(Disney) 

a nightmare 
on elm street IT holes 

I
N
F
P  

The colour 
of 
pomegranat
es 

The 
Darjeeli
ng 
limited 

The 
Grand 
Budape
st hotel 

A 
short 
film 
about 
killing 

Only 
lovers left 
alive 

Flashbac
ks of a 
fool 

The 
double 
life of 
Veroniq
ue Vodka lemon 

Christia
ne F 

Wings of 
desire 

I
N
F
P  

Eternal 
Sunshine of 
the Spotless 
Mind Her 

America
n Movie 

Ancho
rman Drive Predator 

The Big 
Picture Vacation 

The 
Master 

There Will Be  
Blood 

I
N
F
P  The fall 

The 
Intouch
ables 

The 
lives of 
others 

Me 
before 
you 

Before 
sunrise 

Before 
sunset 

Before 
midnigh
t  

Cinema 
Paradiso 

The 
pianist 

Life is 
beautiful  

I
N
F
P  

Wings of 
Desire 

The 
Way 
We 
Were 

As 
Good 
As It 
Gets 

Cool 
Hand 
Luke 

When 
Harry 
Met Sally 

Sound of 
Music 

Gone 
With 
The 
Wind Magnolia 

Love 
Actually My Fair Lady 

I
N
F
P  Legend 

Indiana 
Jones 

Star 
Wars 

Atlas 
Rising 

Ghostbus
ters 

Last of 
the 
Mohican
s 

Dangero
us 
Liaisons 

Never ending 
Story 

Tombst
one Bridesmaids 

I
N
T
J  Dead pool 

Hunger 
games 
catchin
g fire 

Mockin
g jay 1 

Mocki
ng jay 
2 Antman Spectre 

Ride 
along 

Independence 
day 
resurgence 

Central 
intellige
nce Ride along 2 

I
N
T
J  Lost in space 

Predato
r 

The spy 
who 
loved 
me 

The 
Rock 

Die 
Another 
Day 

Lion 
King 

Home 
Alone Iron man 

Despica
ble me Minions 

I
N
T
J  

Hannibal 
Rising 

The 
pursuit 
of 
happyn
ess 

My 
name is 
Khan 

Table 
21 Saw Hatchiko Up Wall-E 

The 
hunger 
games Hide and seek 

I
N
T
J  

The 
Watchmen 

Mr 
Nobody 

Seven 
Pounds 

Pursui
t of 
Happy
ness 

The Dark 
Knight 

The 
Lobster 

Zombiel
and Interstellar 

Dallas 
Buyers 
Club 

Lord of The 
Rings Trilogy 

I
N
T
J  

Sherlock: 
The 
Abominable 
Bride 

Inside 
Out 

Gone 
with 
the 
wind 

Incept
ion 

Internal 
Affairs 

Spirited 
away 

Schindle
r's List Forest Gump 

Interstel
lar 
(Favouri
te) Wall E 

I
N
T
J  Prison Break 

Silence 
of the 
Lambs 

Orange 
is the 
new 
black Dexter 

Law 
Abiding 
Citizen Derailed 

Sideway
s  Saw Hostel The Guardian 

I
N
T
J  

The 
Departed 

Mystery 
Science 
Theatre 
3000 
The 
Movie 

O 
Brother 
Where 
Art 
Thou 

Sleepl
ess In 
Seattl
e 

Black 
Hawk 
Down 

Tears Of 
The Sun 

Saving 
Private 
Ryan Lorna Doone 

The 
Count 
Of 
Monte 
Cristo Tommy Boy 

I
N
T
J  Persona 

Manhat
tan 

The 
seventh 
seal 

Crime
s and 
misde
mean
ours 

2001 A 
space 
odyssey 

The 
white 
ribbon Ran Zelig 

Tokyo 
Monoga
tari 

The dark 
knight rises 

I
N
T
J  Clue 

Natural 
Born 
Killers 

Stand 
By Me 

The 
Prince
ss 
Bride The Cure 

Good 
Will 
Hunting Old Boy Martyrs 

Heather
s 

The Breakfast 
Club 

I
N Fight Club 

The 
Matrix 
Trilogy 

The 
Falling 

Ghost
buster
s 

Pulp 
Fiction 

V For 
Vendett
a 

Captain 
America Deadpool 

X-Men: 
Apocaly
pse 

The Butterfly 
Effect 
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T
J  

: Civil 
War 

I
N
T
J  

The Devil 
Wears Prada 

Now & 
Then 

The 
Birdcag
e 

Steel 
Magn
olias 

Fahrenhe
it 911 

Religulo
us 

The 
Broken 
Hearts 
Club 

The Family 
Stone 

Hocus 
Pocus Mean Girls 

I
N
T
J  Titanic 

Arsenic 
and Old 
Lace 

Mr. 
Blandin
g Builds 
a House 

The 
Hunge
r 
Game
s 

The 
Other 
Woman Jaws 

Mockin
gjay 

Kingsman: 
The Secret 
Service 

Jurassic 
World 

Renaissance 
Man 

I
N
T
J  Contact Alien Riddick 

The 
Bourn
e 
Identit
y 

Life of 
Brian 

Fiddler 
on the 
Roof 

Dr. 
Zhivago Gallipoli 

The 40 
Year 
Old 
Virgin Funny Girl 

I
N
T
J  

Forrest 
Gump 

Now 
you see 
me 

The 
Martian 

I am 
Sam 

One flew 
over 
cuckoo's 
nest 

Little 
Ashes 

The 
Shining 

The perks of 
being a 
wallflower I origins Spotlight 

I
N
T
J  

Green 
Lantern 

Deadpo
ol 

Fault in 
our 
Stars 

Nottin
g hill Lion King 

Pretty 
Woman 

Zootopi
a X-Men  

Star 
Wars IV, 
V, VI 
and The 
Force 
Awaken
s The Martian 

I
N
T
J  

Star Wars 
(all) 

Ghostb
usters 
(all) 

The Big 
Short 

Vacati
on Goonies 

Say 
Anything 

Ant-
Man 

Guardians of 
the Galaxy 

The 
Avenger
s Iron Man 

I
N
T
J  

Life is 
Beautiful 

Spirited 
Away 

The 
Woman 
in Black 

One 
Flew 
Over 
the 
Cucko
o's 
Nest 

Pulp 
Fiction 

Schindle
r's list 

The 
Silence 
of the 
Lambs Inception 

Forrest 
Gump Interstellar 

I
N
T
J  Evil Dead 

Seven 
Samurai 

Wolf of 
wall 
street 

Goodf
ellas 

The 
Shining 8mm 

The 
Departe
d Jaws 

The 
Lobster 

Beyond the 
valley of the 
dolls 

I
N
T
J  

The Lord of 
the Rings 
Trilogy 

Bravehe
art 

Dances 
With 
Wolves 

The 
Matrix 
Trilogy Grease 

Star 
Wars 

Star 
Trek Avatar 

Transfor
mers 
(all of 
them) 

Pirates of the 
Caribbean  
(all of them) 

I
N
T
J  

Hitchhiker's 
Guide to the 
Universe 

Shaun 
of the 
Dead 

Shawsh
ank 
Redem
ption  

Tomb 
Raider 

Star Trek 
Series 

Harry 
Potter 
Series 

What 
Dreams 
May 
Come A Knights Tale  

Evolutio
n Big Fish 

I
N
T
J  

Natural Born 
Killers 

True 
Romanc
e 

Lock, 
Stock & 
2 
Smokin
g 
Barrels Aliens 

Moulin 
Rouge 

Blazing 
Saddles 

Flash 
Gordon 

Stealing 
Home  

Wolf 
Creek 

The Usual 
Suspects 

I
N
T
J  Stand by me Alien 

27 
Dresses 

Fifty 
Shade
s I've  Chosen  Enough  Films Now Thanks  

I
N
T
J  

Pretty in 
Pink 

Christm
as Land 

Four 
Christm
ases 

Tangle
d 

Pride and 
Prejudice 
and 
Zombies 

Sleepy 
Hollow Saw 

Vampire 
Academy 

A Prince 
for 
Christm
as 

Me Before 
You 

I
N
T
J  

American 
Beauty 

Mr. 
Nobody Primer 

Pulp 
Fiction 

The 
Princess 
Bride 

Butch 
Cassidy 
and the 
Sundanc
e Kid 

The 
Truman 
Show 

Dr. 
Strangelove 
or: How I 
Learned to 
Stop 
Worrying and 

The 
Matrix 

There Will be 
Blood 
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Love the 
Bomb 

I
N
T
J  

The 
Godfather  

Fear 
and 
loathing 
in Las 
Vegas  

Inceptio
n  

Pulp 
Fiction  

The 
prestige  

Half 
Baked  

Don't 
legalize 
it  

Star wars 
empire strikes 
back  Blow  

Pineapple 
express  

I
N
T
J  

Star Wars IV 
The Empire 
Strikes Back 

Back to 
the 
Future 
II 

Inceptio
n 

Interst
ellar 

Man of 
Steel 

The Man 
From 
Earth 

The 
Dark 
Crystal Idiocracy 

A.I. 
Artificial 
Intellige
nce Her 

I
N
T
J  

Harold and 
Maude 

Welcom
e to the 
Dollhou
se 

Long 
Hot 
Summe
r 

Leaves 
of 
Grass 

Cool 
Hand 
Luke Zeitgeist  

Far and 
Away 

Back to the 
Future 

Chasing 
Amy Wargames 

I
N
T
J  Star Wars 

Star 
Trek  

Harry 
Potter 

The 
prince
ss 
bride  

Guardian
s of the 
Galaxy  

Iron 
man (1) 

The 
incredib
le 
spider 
man The labyrinth  

Love 
actually  

Erin 
Brockovich 

I
N
T
J  

Terminator 
series 

Rocky 
series 

Hallowe
en 
1,2,6,7 

The 
Fog 

Rear 
Window 

Shadow 
of a 
Doubt Psycho The Birds 

Shawsh
ank 
Redemp
tion Love Actually 

I
N
T
J  

Lonesome 
Dove Django 

True 
Grit Annie Chicago 

Meet 
the 
millers Tammy Identity thief 

Silence 
of the 
lambs 

The devils 
rejects 

I
N
T
J  

Jason 
Bourne Easy a  

Pitch 
perfect 

Dead 
pool  

Star Trek 
(recent 
ones) 

How to 
train 
your 
dragon 

Ever 
after Top gun 

Lord of 
the 
rings  

Count of 
Monte Carlo 

I
N
T
J  

Shawshank 
Redemption  

The 
Martian 

Interste
llar  

The 
Color 
Purple  

Captain 
America  

The 
Hunger 
Games  

The 
Book 
Thief  Avengers X-men The Mechanic 

I
N
T
J  

Lost 
Highway  

Sex, 
Lies, 
and 
Videota
pe 

The 
Ninth 
Gate 

Altere
d 
States 

Rosemary
's Baby 

The 
Omen 

The 
Dunwic
h 
Horror 
(1970) 

The Waking 
Life 

Dune 
(1984) 

The Royal 
Tenenbaums 

I
N
T
J  

Terminator 
2 

The 
Breakfa
st Club 

Ex 
Machin
a 

Goodf
ellas 

Step 
Brothers 

Feris 
Bueller's 
Day Off Her Crows Zero 

Silver 
Linings 
Playboo
k 

Coming to 
America 

I
N
T
J  Cake Boss 

48 
hours 
mystery 

Case 
files 

The 
first 
48 

Making of 
a 
murderer 

Death 
row 
stories 

Deep 
sea Planet earth 

HR 
griger 

The 
marvelous 
misadventure
s of flapjack 

I
N
T
J  

Star Wars: a 
new hope 

The 
crow 

Dead 
pool  

The 
Shaws
hank 
redem
ption 

Avengers 
assemble 

Pulp 
fiction 

The 
good, 
the bad 
and the 
ugly 

The Battle of 
Britain  

Excalibu
r 

Grand 
Budapest 
hotel 

I
N
T
J  

independen
ce day 

star 
wars 4 

star 
wars 5 

star 
wars 6 

war of 
the 
worlds 

star trek  
(all) virus 

Erin 
Brockovich taken 

planet of the 
apes 

I
N
T
J  

Lord of the 
rings 

How to 
train 
your 
Dragon 

Dead 
Poets' 
Society 

Oh 
brothe
r, 
where 
art 
thou? 

Harry 
Potter 
series 

Sherlock 
Holmes 

No 
addition
al titles 

No additional 
titles 

No 
addition
al titles  

No additional 
titles  

I
N
T
J  

Wuthering 
heights  

How to 
steal a 
million  

Gone 
with 
the 
wind 

The 
Englis
h 
patien
t 

Schindler'
s list 

Dirty 
dancing 

Gran 
Torino Persepolis 

Life is 
Beautifu
l 

Arsenic and 
old lace 
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I
N
T
J  

The God 
Father  

Bridge 
to 
Terabit
hia  

The 
imitatio
n game  

The 
theory 
of 
everyt
hing  

A Brilliant 
Young 
Mind 

Steve 
Jobs 

A 
beautifu
l mind 

Before 
sunrise 

Before 
midnigh
t  

Road to 
Eldorado  

I
N
T
J  

Transformer
s  Matrix The fall 

What 
lies 
benea
th 

The 
others 

The 
forgotte
n 

Lord of 
the 
rings Harry potter 

The fifth 
element Priest  

I
N
T
J  Juno 

Eternal 
Sunshin
e of the 
Spotless 
Mind 

Kill Bill 
1/2 

Fight 
Club 

The 
Curious 
Case of 
Benjamin 
Button 

The 
Bone 
Collector 

The 
Silence 
of the 
Lambs 

The 
Intouchables 

Forrest 
Gump Black Swan 

I
N
T
J  

original Lord 
of the Rings 
trilogy (not 
The Hobbit) 

Star 
Wars 
(most) 

Ip Man 
(preque
l, 1 and 
2) 

Incept
ion 

Bravehea
rt 

The 
Shawsha
nk 
Redemp
tion 

The 
Illusioni
st Ender's Game 

The 
Sting 

the Bourne 
trilogy 

I
N
T
P  

Shawshank 
Redemption 

Spider
man 

Green 
Mile 

Aveng
ers 

Ride 
Along 1 

Bad 
Boys 1 

Bad 
Boys 2 

The Passion 
Of the Christ Shrek Hook 

I
N
T
P  Deathgasm 

You 
don't 
know 
jack 

Wild at 
the 
heart 

Lord 
of war 

The 
serpent 
and the 
rainbow 

Straight 
outta 
Compto
n 

Deadpo
ol  Desperado Chained 

The butterfly 
effect 

I
N
T
P  

PRIDE AND 
PREJUDICE MASH 

LOVE 
ACTUAL
LY 

WHAT 
ABOU
T 
BOB? 

GOOD 
WILL 
HUNTING 

HARRY 
POTTER 
AND THE 
DEATHL
Y 
HALLOW
S 

STAR 
WARS A 
NEW 
HOPE 

STAR WARS 
THE FORCE 
AWAKENS 

NETWO
RK 

THE BOURNE 
IDENTITY 

I
N
T
P  

the english 
patient 

batman 
begins 

weddin
g 
crasher
s 

the 
saint 

the 
notebook 

point of 
no 
return matrix 

pride & 
prejudice 

the 
passion 
of the 
Christ 

two moon 
junction 

I
N
T
P  

Blade 
Runner 

The 
Killing 
Fields 

Monty 
Python 
and the 
Holy 
Grail 

Sereni
ty 

Lord of 
the Rings 

The 
Matrix 

Blue 
Brother
s 

Rocky Horror 
Picture Show 

Deadpo
ol 

Singing in the 
Rain 

I
N
T
P  Legend 

The 
Dark 
Crystal 

The 
Fifth 
Elemen
t 

Sereni
ty  

The 
Avengers Clerks Hackers Labyrinth  Clueless 

Independenc
e Day 

I
N
T
P  

Neverending 
Story 

Same 
Time 
Next 
Year 

Fierce 
Creatur
es AVP Dogma 

Boondoc
k Saints 

Blazing 
Saddles 

To Have and 
Have Not 

The 
Cheap 
Detectiv
e Piranha DD 

I
N
T
P  Fargo Holiday 

Usual 
Suspect
s 

There'
s 
somet
hing 
about 
Mary 

Raise the 
Red 
Lantern 

Chunkin
g 
Express 

Vicky 
Christin
a 
Barcelo
na Spirited Away Shining Amelie 

I
N
T
P  

The 
Notebook Tangled 

Inside 
Out 

Diverg
ent 

Coyote 
Ugly 

Diary of 
a Mad 
Black 
Woman 

Shark 
Tale 

The Truman 
Show Matilda Barbershop 

I
N
T
P  

V for 
Vendetta 

Black 
Swan 

Fault In 
Our 
Stars 

My 
Sister'
s 
Keepe
r Gone Girl 

Gone 
with the 
Wind 

Spotligh
t 

Angels and 
Demons 

Monty 
Python 
and the 
Holy 
Grail Amadeus 

I
N
T
P  Avatar ice age 

lord of 
the 
rings  

brave 
heart 

the three 
idiots 

the 
Antman 

Harry 
Potter 

catch me if u 
can  

the A 
team Italian job 
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I
S
F
J  

Donnie 
Darko 

Frozen 
(2010) 

Silence 
of the 
Lambs 

In the 
Mood 
for 
Love The Piano 

The 
Godfath
er  

America
n 
Beauty 

Possession 
(1981) 

Blue 
Velvet  

Gloomy 
Sunday  

I
S
F
J  

Wedding 
crashers 

Identity 
theft 

The 
little 
mermai
d 

Findin
g 
Nemo 

Bridesmai
ds 

Monster
s Inc. Scream 

Beauty and 
the beast 

The 
mask Big daddy 

I
S
F
J  Star Wars 

Lord of 
the 
Rings 

Pacific 
Rim 

The 
Road 
to El 
Dorad
o 

The 
Fugitive 

Prince of 
Egypt Tangled 

Beauty and 
the Beast 

Indiana 
Jones Jurassic Park 

I
S
F
J  

Silver linings 
playbook  Snatch 

Pride 
and 
prejudic
e  

The 
fifth 
eleme
nt Fight club 

Seven 
pounds True grit 

Arsenic and 
old lace 

Father 
goose 

Hunger 
games 

I
S
F
J  

The 
Shawshank 
Redemption 

Weddin
g 
Crasher
s Kill Bill 

Deadp
ool Swingers 

Transpor
ter 

Ghostbu
sters II 

The 
Replacements 

The 
Green 
Mile Bad Boys II 

I
S
F
J  

The 
Notebook 

Inside 
Out 

My 
Sassy 
Girl 
(Korean 
Movie) Titanic 

Despicabl
e Me 

Wedding 
Dress 
(Korean 
Movie) 

Azumi 
(Japane
se 
Movie) 

Fifty First 
Dates 

300 
Pounds 
Beauty 
(Korean 
Movie) 

High School 
Musical 

I
S
F
J  

Pride and 
Prejudice 

Sense 
and 
Sensibili
ty 

Anne of 
Green 
Gables 

So I 
Marrie
d an 
Axe 
Murde
rer Twilight 

Love 
Actually 

P.S. I 
Love 
You Finding Nemo 

An 
Affair to 
Remem
ber Titanic 

I
S
F
J  

Legends of 
the Fall 

A 
knight's 
Tale 

Ever 
After 

Land 
before 
time 

Sassy Girl 
(Korean 
Version) 

Les 
Misérabl
es Titanic The Hobbit 

Harry 
Potter 
and the 
Sorcere
r's 
Stone 

The Sound of 
Music 

I
S
F
J  Braveheart 

Shawsh
ank 
Redem
ption Twilight 

Steel 
Magn
olias Elizabeth 

The 
Hunger 
Games 

Spotligh
t Divergent 

The 
Fault In 
Our 
Stars 

Shakespeare 
In Love 

I
S
F
J  Star Wars 

Lord of 
the 
Rings 

Beauty 
and the 
Beast Titanic 

The 
Principal 

The 
Holiday 

The 
Princess 
bride Jane Eyre 

Roman 
Holiday 

White 
Christmas 

I
S
F
J  

A Walk to 
Remember 

Cindere
lla 
(2015) 

The 
Bourne 
series 

Gladia
tor 

While 
You Were 
Sleeping 

It's A 
Wonderf
ul Life 

Hoodwi
nked 

Home Alone 
movies 

Jurassic 
Park August Rush 

I
S
F
J  

The usual 
suspects  

Gladiat
or  Matrix  

Rush 
hour  Kill Bill 

Sound of 
music Ben Hur  Goodfellas Scarface  Lion king 

I
S
F
P  

The Color 
Purple 

Finding 
Dory Wall-E 

Distric
t 9 

Spirited 
Away 

Pan's 
Labyrint
h 

Donnie 
Darko 

Brokeback 
Mountain 

Requie
m For a 
Dream Frances Ha 

I
S
F
P  

Jobs (with 
Ash Kutcher) 

Limitles
s 

Wanga
n 
Midnig
ht 

Straig
ht 
outta 
Compt
on 

Initial D 
3rd stage 

Most of 
anime - - - - 

I
S
F
P  

P.S I love 
you 

Diverge
nt 

Insurge
nt 

The 
hunge
r 
games 

The 
holiday 

Dirty 
dancing 
2 

Four 
Christm
ases 

Sweet home 
Alabama 

I'm just 
not that 
into you The proposal 

I
S Interstellar 

Blue is 
the 

Pulp 
fiction 

A 
clockw
ork 

Jesus is 
magic 

Black 
swan 

Pirates 
of the Into the wild 

Trainsp
otting 

Drugstore 
cowboy 
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F
P  

warmes
t colour 

orang
e 

Caribbe
an 

I
S
T
J  Iron Man 

Avenge
rs 

The 
Lion 
King 

Now 
you 
see 
me 

Captain 
America 

The Dark 
Knight Avatar Transformers 

The 
King's 
Speech Lincoln 

I
S
T
J  Megamind 

To Sir 
with 
Love 

The 
Lorax 

High 
Societ
y 

Calamity 
Jane 

Despica
ble Me Django Tangled 

Princess 
and the 
Frog 

Hotel 
Transylvania 

I
S
T
J  Titanic  

London 
has 
fallen Nemo Cars Avatar 

Dirty 
dancing 

Indepen
dence 
day 

Harry Potter- 
all movies 

The 
hunger 
games Sixth sense 

I
S
T
J  Taxi Driver 

The 
Godfath
er 

The 
Godfath
er 2 

Shaws
hank 
Rede
mptio
n 

The 
Italian 
Job 

Ace 
Ventura: 
When 
Nature 
Calls 

The 
Machini
st  Scarface  

500 
Days of 
Summer Shame 

I
S
T
J  you got mail 

pride 
and 
prejudic
e 

 while 
you 
were 
sleepin
g 

the 
heat 

Turner 
and 
hooch 

 bridges 
of 
Madison 
county 

parent 
trap Silverado 

 yours 
mine 
and 
ours mr Roberts 

I
S
T
J  

Shawshank 
redemption 

Monste
rs inc 

Beauty 
and the 
beast 

Jazz 
singer 

Sound of 
music 

America
n 
presiden
t Top Gun 

Marley and 
me 

Beethov
en Speed 

I
S
T
J  

Gone with 
the Wind 

Sound 
of 
Music 

Dead 
Poet 
Society Titanic 

Die Hard 
1 

Die Hard 
2 Ghost Fifth Element 

Air 
Force 
One 

X-Men 
movies 

I
S
T
J  Jaws 

Amade
us 

The 
War of 
the 
Worlds 
(remak
e) 

Planet 
of the 
Apes 
(origin
al) 

The Day 
After 
Tomorro
w 

Green 
card 

Jurassic 
Park 

The Woman 
in Black 

Logan's 
Run Only You 

I
S
T
P  Die Hard 

Bring 
Me The 
Head of 
Alfredo 
Garcia 

The 
Godfath
er 

The 
Seven 
Samur
ai 

The Third 
Man 

Wings of 
Desire 

Repo 
Man 

The 
Conversation 

John 
Wick HEAT 

I
S
T
P  Fight Club 

Pitch 
Black 

Chronicl
es of 
Riddick 

The 
Last 
Samur
ai 

The Lord 
of the 
Rings  

Point 
Break 

Kingsme
n 

Fast and 
Furious 

The 
Amazin
g 
Spiderm
an 

Guardians of 
the Galaxy 

I
S
T
P  

Save The 
Last Dance  

The 
Lion 
King  

The 
Princess 
Diaries  

Rush 
Hour 

Transfor
mers  

London 
Has 
Fallen  

Inceptio
n  Get Hard  

Ride 
Along  

Kingsman: 
The Secret 
Service 

I
S
T
P  Matrix Burnt 

Starter 
for 10 

Sherlo
ck 

Godfathe
r  

Inceptio
n Psycho The pianist Gummo Lion king 
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APPENDIX C – FULL LIST OF MOVIES USED IN INITIAL KEYWORD 

EXTRACTION PROCESS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE IN APPENDIX B 

IMDB_ID Movie Title Genres 

tt0021749  City Lights Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0027977  Modern Times Comedy Drama Family 

tt0031381  Gone with the Wind Drama History Romance 

tt0032138  The Wizard of Oz Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0033563  Dumbo Animation Drama Family 

tt0034583  Casablanca Drama Romance War 

tt0036342  Shadow of a Doubt Thriller 

tt0036613  Arsenic and Old Lace Comedy Crime Thriller 

tt0038650  It's a Wonderful Life Drama Family Fantasy 

tt0040613  Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House Comedy Romance 

tt0045152  Singin' in the Rain Comedy Musical Romance 

tt0046438  Tokyo Story Drama 

tt0047396  Rear Window Mystery Thriller 

tt0047437  Sabrina Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0047472  Seven Brides for Seven Brothers Comedy Drama Musical 

tt0047478  Seven Samurai Adventure Drama 

tt0047673  White Christmas Comedy Musical Romance 

tt0048280  Lady and the Tramp Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0048473  Pather Panchali Drama 

tt0049833  The Ten Commandments Adventure Drama 

tt0050083  12 Angry Men Drama 

tt0050212  The Bridge on the River Kwai Adventure Drama War 

tt0050798  Old Yeller Adventure Drama Family 

tt0051878  The Long  Hot Summer Drama 

tt0052618  Ben-Hur Adventure Drama History 

tt0054215  Psycho Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0055614  West Side Story Crime Drama Musical 

tt0056687  What Ever Happened to Baby Jane? Drama Horror Thriller 

tt0056869  The Birds Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0057012  Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb Comedy 

tt0058331  Mary Poppins Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt0058385  My Fair Lady Drama Family Musical 

tt0058404  The Night of the Iguana Drama 

tt0059113  Doctor Zhivago Drama Romance War 

tt0059742  The Sound of Music Biography Drama Family 

tt0060196  The Good  the Bad and the Ugly Western 

tt0060315  Django Action Western 

tt0060522  How to Steal a Million Comedy Crime Romance 

tt0060827  Persona Drama Thriller 

tt0060955  Seconds Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0061439  Camelot Adventure Fantasy Musical 
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tt0061512  Cool Hand Luke Crime Drama 

tt0062622  2001: A Space Odyssey Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0063522  Rosemary's Baby Drama Horror 

tt0063555  The Color of Pomegranates Biography Drama History 

tt0064072  Battle of Britain Action Drama History 

tt0064115  Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid Biography Crime Drama 

tt0064116  Once Upon a Time in the West Western 

tt0065466  Beyond the Valley of the Dolls Comedy Drama Music 

tt0065669  The Dunwich Horror Horror 

tt0067093  Fiddler on the Roof Drama Family Musical 

tt0067185  Harold and Maude Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0067992  Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory Family Fantasy Musical 

tt0068646  The Godfather Crime Drama 

tt0069281  Sleuth Mystery Thriller 

tt0070735  The Sting Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0070903  The Way We Were Drama Romance 

tt0071230  Blazing Saddles Comedy Western 

tt0071853  Monty Python and the Holy Grail Adventure Comedy Fantasy 

tt0073195  Jaws Adventure Drama Thriller 

tt0073486  One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Drama 

tt0074486  Eraserhead Horror 

tt0074937  Murder by Death Comedy Crime Mystery 

tt0075005  The Omen Horror 

tt0075148  Rocky Drama Sport 

tt0075860  Close Encounters of the Third Kind Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0076752  The Spy Who Loved Me Action Adventure Thriller 

tt0076843  The Turning Point Drama Romance 

tt0077631  Grease Musical Romance 

tt0077651  Halloween Horror Thriller 

tt0078346  Superman Action Adventure Drama 

tt0078748  Alien Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0078788  Apocalypse Now Drama War 

tt0079417  Kramer vs. Kramer Drama 

tt0079470  Monty Python's Life of Brian Comedy 

tt0079522  Manhattan Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0080339  Airplane! Comedy 

tt0080745  Flash Gordon Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0080749  The Fog Horror Thriller 

tt0081505  The Shining Drama Horror 

tt0082176  Christiane F. Biography Drama 

tt0082348  Excalibur Adventure Drama Fantasy 

tt0082432  Gallipoli Adventure Drama History 

tt0082517  History of the World: Part I Comedy History 

tt0082766  Mommie Dearest Biography Drama 
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tt0083564  Annie Comedy Drama Family 

tt0083791  The Dark Crystal Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0083866  E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial Family Sci-Fi 

tt0083907  The Evil Dead Horror 

tt0084503  Pink Floyd: The Wall Animation Drama Fantasy 

tt0084516  Poltergeist Horror Thriller 

tt0085244  The Big Chill Comedy Drama 

tt0085334  A Christmas Story Comedy Family 

tt0086567  WarGames Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0086637  Zelig Comedy 

tt0086856  The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the 8th Dimension Adventure Comedy Romance 

tt0087182  Dune Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0087277  Footloose Drama Music Romance 

tt0087332  Ghostbusters Action Comedy Fantasy 

tt0087363  Gremlins Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt0087469  Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom Action Adventure 

tt0087544  NausicaÃ¤ of the Valley of the Wind Adventure Animation Fantasy 

tt0087553  The Killing Fields Biography Drama History 

tt0087800  A Nightmare on Elm Street Horror 

tt0088323  The NeverEnding Story Adventure Drama Family 

tt0088847  The Breakfast Club Comedy Drama 

tt0088885  The Care Bears Movie Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0088930  Clue Comedy Crime Mystery 

tt0088939  The Color Purple Drama 

tt0089218  The Goonies Adventure Comedy Family 

tt0089755  Out of Africa Biography Drama Romance 

tt0089881  Ran Action Drama 

tt0090605  Aliens Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0090756  Blue Velvet Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0091042  Ferris Bueller's Day Off Comedy 

tt0091790  Pretty in Pink Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0091867  A Room with a View Drama Romance 

tt0092005  Stand by Me Adventure Drama 

tt0092007  Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home Adventure Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0092099  Top Gun Action Drama 

tt0092513  Adventures in Babysitting Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt0092605  Baby Boom Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0092890  Dirty Dancing Drama Music Romance 

tt0093132  Hachi-ko Drama Family 

tt0093191  Wings of Desire Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0093342  Where Is the Friend's House? Drama Family 

tt0093773  Predator Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0093779  The Princess Bride Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0093822  Raising Arizona Comedy Crime 
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tt0094012  Spaceballs Adventure Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0094606  The Accidental Tourist Drama Romance 

tt0094737  Big Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0094898  Coming to America Comedy Romance 

tt0094947  Dangerous Liaisons Drama Romance 

tt0095250  The Big Blue Adventure Drama Sport 

tt0095327  Grave of the Fireflies Animation Drama War 

tt0095468  A Short Film About Killing Crime Drama 

tt0095765  Cinema Paradiso Drama 

tt0095953  Rain Man Drama 

tt0096487  Young Guns Action Western 

tt0096921  Beyond the Stars Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0096926  The Big Picture Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0097165  Dead Poets Society Comedy Drama 

tt0097351  Field of Dreams Drama Family Fantasy 

tt0097493  Heathers Comedy Crime 

tt0097757  The Little Mermaid Animation Family Fantasy 

tt0098090  The Phantom of the Opera Drama Horror Music 

tt0098258  Say Anything... Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0098384  Steel Magnolias Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0098635  When Harry Met Sally... Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0098724  Sex  Lies  and Videotape Drama 

tt0099329  Cry-Baby Comedy Musical 

tt0099348  Dances with Wolves Adventure Drama Western 

tt0099371  Days of Thunder Action Drama Sport 

tt0099487  Edward Scissorhands Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0099653  Ghost Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0099685  Goodfellas Biography Crime Drama 

tt0099785  Home Alone Comedy Family 

tt0099850  Internal Affairs Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0100405  Pretty Woman Comedy Romance 

tt0100758  Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0101393  Backdraft Action Crime Drama 

tt0101414  Beauty and the Beast Animation Family Fantasy 

tt0101745  Doc Hollywood Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0101761  The Doors Biography Drama Music 

tt0101765  The Double Life of VÃ©ronique Drama Fantasy Music 

tt0101921  Fried Green Tomatoes Drama 

tt0102492  My Girl Comedy Drama Family 

tt0102603  Oscar Comedy Crime 

tt0102926  The Silence of the Lambs Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0103639  Aladdin Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0103874  Bram Stoker's Dracula Horror 

tt0104040  The Cutting Edge Comedy Drama Romance 
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tt0104231  Far and Away Adventure Drama Romance 

tt0104454  Howards End Drama Romance 

tt0104691  The Last of the Mohicans Action Adventure Drama 

tt0104940  The Muppet Christmas Carol Comedy Drama Family 

tt0105236  Reservoir Dogs Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0106307  Arizona Dream Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0106387  Benny & Joon Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0106677  Dazed and Confused Comedy 

tt0107048  Groundhog Day Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0107120  Hocus Pocus Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt0107290  Jurassic Park Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0107614  Mrs. Doubtfire Comedy Drama Family 

tt0107818  Philadelphia Drama 

tt0108002  Rudy Biography Drama Sport 

tt0108037  The Sandlot Comedy Drama Family 

tt0108052  Schindler's List Biography Drama History 

tt0108160  Sleepless in Seattle Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0108162  Sliver Drama Thriller 

tt0108358  Tombstone Action Biography Drama 

tt0108399  True Romance Crime Drama Romance 

tt0108442  Undercover Blues Comedy Crime 

tt0108550  What's Eating Gilbert Grape Drama 

tt0109484  Corrina  Corrina Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0109506  The Crow Action Drama Fantasy 

tt0109830  Forrest Gump Drama Romance 

tt0109831  Four Weddings and a Funeral Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0110116  Immortal Beloved Biography Drama Music 

tt0110322  Legends of the Fall Drama Romance War 

tt0110357  The Lion King Adventure Animation Drama 

tt0110413  LÃ©on: The Professional Action Crime Drama 

tt0110632  Natural Born Killers Crime Drama 

tt0110912  Pulp Fiction Crime Drama 

tt0111161  The Shawshank Redemption Drama 

tt0112384  Apollo 13 Adventure Drama History 

tt0112431  Babe Comedy Drama Family 

tt0112471  Before Sunrise Drama Romance 

tt0112573  Braveheart Biography Drama History 

tt0112579  The Bridges of Madison County Drama Romance 

tt0112697  Clueless Comedy Romance 

tt0112757  The Cure Drama 

tt0112817  Dead Man Drama Fantasy Western 

tt0112950  Empire Records Comedy Drama Music 

tt0113117  French Kiss Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0113118  Friday Comedy Drama 
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tt0114148  Pocahontas Adventure Animation Drama 

tt0114369  Se7en Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0114388  Sense and Sensibility Drama Romance 

tt0114694  Tommy Boy Adventure Comedy 

tt0114709  Toy Story Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0114814  The Usual Suspects Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt0114887  A Walk in the Clouds Drama Romance 

tt0114906  Welcome to the Dollhouse Comedy Drama 

tt0114924  While You Were Sleeping Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0115640  Beautiful Thing Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0115685  The Birdcage Comedy 

tt0116191  Emma Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0116209  The English Patient Drama Romance War 

tt0116225  Escape from L.A. Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0116313  The First Wives Club Comedy 

tt0116442  Grace of My Heart Comedy Drama Music 

tt0116477  Hamlet Drama 

tt0116483  Happy Gilmore Comedy Sport 

tt0116629  Independence Day Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0116695  Jerry Maguire Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0116922  Lost Highway Mystery Thriller 

tt0117008  Matilda Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt0117128  Mystery Science Theater 3000: The Movie Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0117318  The People vs. Larry Flynt Biography Drama 

tt0117500  The Rock Action Adventure Thriller 

tt0117571  Scream Horror Mystery 

tt0117887  That Thing You Do! Comedy Drama Music 

tt0117951  Trainspotting Drama 

tt0117998  Twister Action Adventure Thriller 

tt0118607  Amistad Drama History 

tt0118715  The Big Lebowski Comedy Crime 

tt0118789  Buffalo '66 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0118799  Life Is Beautiful Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0118826  The Castle Comedy Drama 

tt0118842  Chasing Amy Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0118884  Contact Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0118928  Dante's Peak Action Adventure Thriller 

tt0119116  The Fifth Element Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0119177  Gattaca Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0119217  Good Will Hunting Drama Romance 

tt0119488  L.A. Confidential Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0119670  The Mighty Comedy Drama 

tt0119738  My Best Friend's Wedding Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0119822  As Good as It Gets Comedy Drama Romance 
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tt0120032  Romy and Michele's High School Reunion Comedy 

tt0120169  Soul Food Comedy Drama 

tt0120265  Taste of Cherry Drama 

tt0120338  Titanic Drama Romance 

tt0120363  Toy Story 2 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0120382  The Truman Show Comedy Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0120586  American History X Drama 

tt0120601  Being John Malkovich Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0120631  Ever After: A Cinderella Story Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0120655  Dogma Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0120689  The Green Mile Crime Drama Fantasy 

tt0120693  Half Baked Comedy Crime 

tt0120735  Lock  Stock and Two Smoking Barrels Comedy Crime 

tt0120737  The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Adventure Drama Fantasy 

tt0120762  Mulan Adventure Animation Family 

tt0120815  Saving Private Ryan Drama War 

tt0120863  The Thin Red Line Drama War 

tt0120889  What Dreams May Come Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0120891  Wild Wild West Action Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0121164  Corpse Bride Animation Drama Family 

tt0125439  Notting Hill Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0126029  Shrek Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0128332  Innocence Drama 

tt0128445  Rushmore Comedy Drama 

tt0128853  You've Got Mail Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0129167  The Iron Giant Action Adventure Animation 

tt0129290  Patch Adams Biography Comedy Drama 

tt0133152  Planet of the Apes Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0134273  8MM Mystery Thriller 

tt0137523  Fight Club Drama 

tt0138704  Pi Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0138749  The Road to El Dorado Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0142688  The Ninth Gate Mystery Thriller 

tt0145681  The Bone Collector Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0146316  Lara Croft: Tomb Raider Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0147800  10 Things I Hate About You Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0159097  The Virgin Suicides Drama Romance 

tt0159365  Cold Mountain Adventure Drama History 

tt0161081  What Lies Beneath Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt0162222  Cast Away Adventure Drama Romance 

tt0162661  Sleepy Hollow Fantasy Horror Mystery 

tt0163187  Runaway Bride Comedy Romance 

tt0163651  American Pie Comedy 

tt0166924  Mulholland Dr. Drama Mystery Thriller 
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tt0167404  The Sixth Sense Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0169547  American Beauty Drama 

tt0172156  Bad Boys II Action Comedy Crime 

tt0172495  Gladiator Action Adventure Drama 

tt0175880  Magnolia Drama 

tt0177789  Galaxy Quest Adventure Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0178737  Mansfield Park Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0180093  Requiem for a Dream Drama 

tt0181288  American Movie Comedy Documentary 

tt0183790  A Knight's Tale Action Adventure Romance 

tt0190590  O Brother  Where Art Thou? Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt0191043  The Color of Paradise Drama Family 

tt0191754  28 Days Comedy Drama 

tt0195685  Erin Brockovich Biography Drama 

tt0198021  Where the Heart Is Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0198781  Monsters  Inc. Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0203009  Moulin Rouge! Drama Musical Romance 

tt0203230  You Can Count on Me Drama 

tt0206420  Woman on Top Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0209144  Memento Mystery Thriller 

tt0210065  Gangster No. 1 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0211915  AmÃ©lie Comedy Romance 

tt0212720  A.I. Artificial Intelligence Adventure Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0217869  Unbreakable Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0221027  Blow Biography Crime Drama 

tt0222850  The Broken Hearts Club: A Romantic Comedy Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0230600  The Others Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0232500  The Fast and the Furious Action Crime Thriller 

tt0239102  Wild Flowers Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt0241025  Vanity Fair Drama 

tt0241527  Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0245429  Spirited Away Adventure Animation Family 

tt0245844  The Count of Monte Cristo Action Adventure Drama 

tt0246460  Die Another Day Action Adventure Thriller 

tt0246578  Donnie Darko Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0247638  The Princess Diaries Comedy Family Romance 

tt0250494  Legally Blonde Comedy Romance 

tt0251075  Evolution Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0251736  House of 1000 Corpses Horror 

tt0253474  The Pianist Biography Drama Music 

tt0257044  Road to Perdition Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0258463  The Bourne Identity Action Mystery Thriller 

tt0259711  Vanilla Sky Fantasy Mystery Romance 

tt0259974  Digimon: The Movie Action Adventure Animation 
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tt0260866  Don't Say a Word Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0265086  Black Hawk Down Drama History War 

tt0265349  The Mothman Prophecies Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0265666  The Royal Tenenbaums Comedy Drama 

tt0266543  Finding Nemo Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0266697  Kill Bill: Vol. 1 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0268978  A Beautiful Mind Biography Drama 

tt0272338  Punch-Drunk Love Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0277027  I Am Sam Drama 

tt0280590  Mr. Deeds Comedy Romance 

tt0281358  A Walk to Remember Drama Romance 

tt0281924  I Am Dina Drama 

tt0283530  The Emperor's Club Drama 

tt0284837  Ali G Indahouse Comedy 

tt0289043  28 Days Later... Drama Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0289879  The Butterfly Effect Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0293508  The Phantom of the Opera Drama Musical Romance 

tt0298130  The Ring Horror Mystery 

tt0298203  8 Mile Drama Music 

tt0298228  Whale Rider Drama Family 

tt0299977  Hero Action Adventure History 

tt0311289  Holes Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0313737  Two Weeks Notice Comedy Romance 

tt0314331  Love Actually Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0314353  Tears of the Sun Action Drama Thriller 

tt0317219  Cars Animation Family Sport 

tt0319061  Big Fish Adventure Drama Fantasy 

tt0325710  The Last Samurai Action Drama War 

tt0325980  Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0327679  Ella Enchanted Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt0328107  Man on Fire Action Crime Drama 

tt0332280  The Notebook Drama Romance 

tt0332379  School of Rock Comedy Music 

tt0332452  Troy Drama History 

tt0335266  Lost in Translation Drama 

tt0335345  The Passion of the Christ Drama 

tt0337563  13 Going on 30 Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0337741  Something's Gotta Give Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0338013  Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind Drama Romance Sci-Fi 

tt0338751  The Aviator Biography Drama 

tt0340377  The Station Agent Comedy Drama 

tt0349205  Cheaper by the Dozen Comedy Family 

tt0349710  Ladder 49 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0354899  The Science of Sleep Comedy Drama Fantasy 
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tt0356618  The Forgotten Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0356680  The Family Stone Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0357413  Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy Comedy 

tt0359950  The Secret Life of Walter Mitty Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0360486  Constantine Action Fantasy Horror 

tt0360717  King Kong Action Adventure Drama 

tt0361596  Fahrenheit 9/11 Documentary Drama War 

tt0361748  Inglourious Basterds Adventure Drama War 

tt0362004  Palindromes Comedy Drama 

tt0363226  The Blind Swordsman: Zatoichi Action Comedy Crime 

tt0364569  Oldboy Action Drama Mystery 

tt0364725  Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story Comedy Sport 

tt0365748  Shaun of the Dead Comedy Horror 

tt0366548  Happy Feet Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0367959  Hannibal Rising Adventure Crime Drama 

tt0368226  The Room Drama 

tt0368891  National Treasure Action Adventure Mystery 

tt0369436  Four Christmases Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0369610  Jurassic World Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0371724  The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Adventure Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0371746  Iron Man Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0373074  Kung Fu Hustle Action Comedy Fantasy 

tt0373926  The Interpreter Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt0374900  Napoleon Dynamite Comedy 

tt0375063  Sideways Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0375154  Tristan + Isolde Action Drama Romance 

tt0375210  White Noise Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0377092  Mean Girls Comedy 

tt0379577  Vodka Lemon Comedy Drama 

tt0380510  The Lovely Bones Drama Fantasy Thriller 

tt0381681  Before Sunset Drama Romance 

tt0382077  Hide and Seek Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0382932  Ratatouille Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0383574  Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0387131  The Constant Gardener Drama Mystery Romance 

tt0387564  Saw Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0387808  Idiocracy Adventure Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0388795  Brokeback Mountain Drama Romance 

tt0390384  Primer Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0395584  The Devil's Rejects Horror 

tt0396171  Perfume: The Story of a Murderer Crime Drama 

tt0397078  Just My Luck Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0398286  Tangled Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0398808  Bridge to Terabithia Adventure Drama Family 
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tt0401445  A Good Year Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0404030  Everything Is Illuminated Comedy Drama 

tt0404254  My Sassy Girl Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0405094  The Lives of Others Drama Thriller 

tt0405296  A Scanner Darkly Animation Crime Drama 

tt0405422  The 40-Year-Old Virgin Comedy Romance 

tt0406816  The Guardian Action Adventure Drama 

tt0407304  War of the Worlds Adventure Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0407887  The Departed Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0409459  Watchmen Action Drama Mystery 

tt0410097  Hustle & Flow Crime Drama Music 

tt0410297  The Lake House Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0411477  Hellboy II: The Golden Army Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0413879  Cake Comedy Romance 

tt0414387  Pride & Prejudice Drama Romance 

tt0414993  The Fountain Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0415306  Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby Comedy Sport 

tt0416315  Wolf Creek Horror Thriller 

tt0416508  Becoming Jane Biography Drama Romance 

tt0418279  Transformers Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0418773  Junebug Comedy Drama 

tt0421082  Control Biography Drama Music 

tt0421715  The Curious Case of Benjamin Button Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0422093  Diary of a Mad Black Woman Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0425061  Get Smart Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0427327  Hairspray Comedy Drama Musical 

tt0428803  March of the Penguins Documentary Family 

tt0431308  P.S. I Love You Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0434215  Flicka Adventure Drama Family 

tt0434409  V for Vendetta Action Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0435651  The Giver Drama Romance Sci-Fi 

tt0438315  Peaceful Warrior Drama Romance Sport 

tt0441773  Kung Fu Panda Action Adventure Animation 

tt0441909  Volver Comedy Drama 

tt0443543  The Illusionist Drama Mystery Romance 

tt0444653  Keeping Mum Comedy Crime 

tt0445922  Across the Universe Drama Fantasy History 

tt0450278  Hostel Horror 

tt0452694  The Time Traveler's Wife Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0453467  Deja Vu Action Crime Sci-Fi 

tt0454876  Life of Pi Adventure Drama Fantasy 

tt0454921  The Pursuit of Happyness Biography Drama 

tt0455824  Australia Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0455944  The Equalizer Action Crime Thriller 
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tt0457430  Pan's Labyrinth Drama Fantasy War 

tt0457939  The Holiday Comedy Romance 

tt0458352  The Devil Wears Prada Comedy Drama 

tt0460791  The Fall Adventure Drama Fantasy 

tt0467200  The Other Boleyn Girl Biography Drama History 

tt0467406  Juno Comedy Drama 

tt0469494  There Will Be Blood Drama 

tt0470752  Ex Machina Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0472043  Apocalypto Action Adventure Drama 

tt0472399  The Mechanic Action Thriller 

tt0477051  Norbit Comedy Romance 

tt0477071  Premonition Drama Fantasy Mystery 

tt0478970  Ant-Man Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0482571  The Prestige Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0485947  Mr. Nobody Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0486655  Stardust Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0499549  Avatar Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0756683  The Man from Earth Drama Fantasy Sci-Fi 

tt0758758  Into the Wild Adventure Biography Drama 

tt0758766  Music and Lyrics Comedy Music Romance 

tt0770828  Man of Steel Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0780504  Drive Crime Drama 

tt0783233  Atonement Drama Mystery Romance 

tt0790636  Dallas Buyers Club Biography Drama 

tt0795421  Mamma Mia! Comedy Musical Romance 

tt0800369  Thor Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0803096  Warcraft Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0805564  Lars and the Real Girl Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0808417  Persepolis Animation Biography Drama 

tt0808506  The Girl Who Leapt Through Time Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0810819  The Danish Girl Biography Drama Romance 

tt0811080  Speed Racer Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0814314  Seven Pounds Drama Romance 

tt0815241  Religulous Comedy Documentary War 

tt0816442  The Book Thief Drama War 

tt0816692  Interstellar Adventure Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0816711  World War Z Action Adventure Horror 

tt0817230  Valentine's Day Comedy Romance 

tt0822389  Kenny Comedy 

tt0822847  Priest Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0829482  Superbad Comedy 

tt0838221  The Darjeeling Limited Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0838283  Step Brothers Comedy 

tt0844471  Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs Adventure Animation Comedy 
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tt0848228  The Avengers Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0848537  Epic Adventure Animation Family 

tt0879870  Eat Pray Love Drama Romance 

tt0887912  The Hurt Locker Drama Thriller War 

tt0889583  BrÃ¼no Comedy 

tt0892318  Letters to Juliet Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0892769  How to Train Your Dragon Action Adventure Animation 

tt0892791  Shrek Forever After Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0903624  The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0906108  Why Did I Get Married? Comedy Drama 

tt0907657  Once Drama Music Romance 

tt0910936  Pineapple Express Action Comedy Crime 

tt0910970  WALLÂ·E Adventure Animation Family 

tt0914798  The Boy in the Striped Pajamas Drama War 

tt0918927  Doubt Drama Mystery 

tt0936501  Taken Action Thriller 

tt0947798  Black Swan Drama Thriller 

tt0948470  The Amazing Spider-Man Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0961097  A Monster in Paris Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0962736  The Young Victoria Biography Drama History 

tt0970179  Hugo Adventure Drama Family 

tt0978762  Mary and Max Animation Comedy Drama 

tt0978764  Sucker Punch Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt0988595  27 Dresses Comedy Romance 

tt0993846  The Wolf of Wall Street Biography Crime Drama 

tt1001508  He's Just Not That Into You Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1001526  Megamind Action Animation Comedy 

tt1014759  Alice in Wonderland Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt1016290  Crows Zero Action Thriller 

tt1022603  500 Days of Summer Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1023481  Step Up 2: The Streets Drama Music Romance 

tt1029234  Martyrs Horror 

tt1034032  Gamer Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt1037218  Flashbacks of a Fool Drama 

tt1037705  The Book of Eli Action Adventure Drama 

tt1041829  The Proposal Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1045658  Silver Linings Playbook Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1045778  Year One Adventure Comedy 

tt1046173  G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1049413  Up Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt1053810  The Big Year Comedy 

tt1067106  A Christmas Carol Animation Drama Family 

tt1069238  Departures Drama Music 

tt1074638  Skyfall Action Adventure Thriller 
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tt1104083  Little Ashes Biography Drama Romance 

tt1119646  The Hangover Comedy 

tt1120985  Blue Valentine Drama Romance 

tt1121096  Seventh Son Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt1130884  Shutter Island Mystery Thriller 

tt1133985  Green Lantern Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1136608  District 9 Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt1149362  The White Ribbon Drama History Mystery 

tt1155056  I Love You  Man Comedy Romance 

tt1156398  Zombieland Adventure Comedy Horror 

tt1178665  A Walk in the Woods Adventure Biography Comedy 

tt1181614  Wuthering Heights Drama Romance 

tt1188996  My Name Is Khan Drama 

tt1193138  Up in the Air Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1197624  Law Abiding Citizen Action Crime Drama 

tt1205489  Gran Torino Drama 

tt1216492  Leap Year Comedy Romance 

tt1217209  Brave Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt1229822  Jane Eyre Drama Romance 

tt1231277  S. Darko Mystery Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt1235124  Dorian Gray Drama Fantasy Thriller 

tt1258197  Exam Mystery Thriller 

tt1276104  Looper Action Crime Drama 

tt1282140  Easy A Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1291570  Solace Crime Drama Mystery 

tt1292566  How to Be Single Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1305583  Our Family Wedding Comedy Romance 

tt1323594  Despicable Me Animation Comedy Family 

tt1343092  The Great Gatsby Drama Romance 

tt1371111  Cloud Atlas Action Drama Mystery 

tt1374989  Pride and Prejudice and Zombies Action Comedy Fantasy 

tt1375666  Inception Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1392170  The Hunger Games Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1392190  Mad Max: Fury Road Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1396218  Mr. Popper's Penguins Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt1403865  True Grit Adventure Drama Western 

tt1403981  Remember Me Drama Romance 

tt1408101  Star Trek Into Darkness Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1411250  Riddick Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1411697  The Hangover Part II Comedy Mystery 

tt1412386  The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1431045  Deadpool Action Adventure Comedy 

tt1446192  Rise of the Guardians Action Adventure Animation 

tt1454029  The Help Drama 
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tt1454468  Gravity Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt1457767  The Conjuring Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt1478338  Bridesmaids Comedy Romance 

tt1481572  Happythankyoumoreplease Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1489889  Central Intelligence Action Comedy Crime 

tt1490017  The Lego Movie Action Adventure Animation 

tt1515091  Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows Action Adventure Crime 

tt1524930  Vacation Adventure Comedy 

tt1549572  Another Earth Drama Romance Sci-Fi 

tt1560747  The Master Drama 

tt1563738  One Day Drama Romance 

tt1570728  Crazy  Stupid  Love. Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1587310  Maleficent Action Adventure Family 

tt1588173  Warm Bodies Comedy Horror Romance 

tt1596363  The Big Short Biography Comedy Drama 

tt1596365  The Woman in Black Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt1605783  Midnight in Paris Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt1617661  Jupiter Ascending Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1621045  Think Like a Man Comedy Romance 

tt1626146  Hector and the Search for Happiness Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt1637706  Our Idiot Brother Comedy Drama 

tt1641638  The Legend Is Born: Ip Man Action Biography Drama 

tt1645170  The Dictator Comedy 

tt1655441  The Age of Adaline Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt1659337  The Perks of Being a Wallflower Drama 

tt1663202  The Revenant Action Adventure Biography 

tt1666801  The Duff Comedy Romance 

tt1670345  Now You See Me Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt1675434  The Intouchables Biography Comedy Drama 

tt1683526  Detachment Drama 

tt1706620  Snowpiercer Action Drama Sci-Fi 

tt1707386  Les MisÃ©rables Drama History Musical 

tt1714206  The Spectacular Now Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1714915  Only Lovers Left Alive Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt1723121  We're the Millers Comedy Crime 

tt1731141  Ender's Game Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt1748122  Moonrise Kingdom Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt1754656  The Little Prince Adventure Animation Drama 

tt1758692  Like Crazy Drama Romance 

tt1769363  The Giant Mechanical Man Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1791528  Inherent Vice Comedy Crime Drama 

tt1798709  Her Drama Romance Sci-Fi 

tt1840309  Divergent Action Adventure Mystery 

tt1850457  Sisters Comedy 
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tt1853728  Django Unchained Drama Western 

tt1865505  Song of the Sea Adventure Animation Drama 

tt1872818  Liberal Arts Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1877832  X-Men: Days of Future Past Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1895587  Spotlight Biography Crime Drama 

tt1911607  Nova Zembla Drama History 

tt1932767  What Maisie Knew Drama 

tt1935179  Mud Drama 

tt1981677  Pitch Perfect Comedy Music Romance 

tt2015381  Guardians of the Galaxy Action Adventure Comedy 

tt2024432  Identity Thief Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt2080374  Steve Jobs Biography Drama 

tt2084970  The Imitation Game Biography Drama Thriller 

tt2096673  Inside Out Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt2103254  Tammy Comedy Romance 

tt2180411  Into the Woods Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt2194499  About Time Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt2203939  The Other Woman Comedy Romance 

tt2209418  Before Midnight Drama Romance 

tt2229842  Table No. 21 Adventure Thriller 

tt2239832  Think Like a Man Too Comedy Romance 

tt2245084  Big Hero 6 Action Adventure Animation 

tt2258345  Fading Gigolo Comedy 

tt2278388  The Grand Budapest Hotel Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt2293640  Minions Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt2294629  Frozen Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt2300975  Jessabelle Horror Thriller 

tt2302755  Olympus Has Fallen Action Thriller 

tt2305051  Wild Adventure Biography Drama 

tt2326612  The Captive Crime Drama Mystery 

tt2345759  The Mummy Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt2361509  The Intern Comedy Drama 

tt2370248  Short Term 12 Drama 

tt2404233  Gods of Egypt Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt2404463  The Heat Action Comedy Crime 

tt2436386  Project Almanac Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt2452386  The Fundamentals of Caring Comedy Drama 

tt2474024  The Last Five Years Comedy Drama Musical 

tt2488496  Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt2555736  The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel Comedy Drama 

tt2582496  Me and Earl and the Dying Girl Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2582846  The Fault in Our Stars Drama Romance 

tt2591814  The Garden of Words Animation Drama Romance 

tt2659414  Miracle in Cell No. 7 Comedy Drama 
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tt2709768  The Secret Life of Pets Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt2802144  Kingsman: The Secret Service Action Adventure Comedy 

tt2869728  Ride Along 2 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2870756  Magic in the Moonlight Comedy Romance 

tt2884206  I Origins Drama Romance Sci-Fi 

tt2891174  99 Homes Drama 

tt2948356  Zootopia Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt2975578  The Purge: Anarchy Action Horror Sci-Fi 

tt2980516  The Theory of Everything Biography Drama Romance 

tt3029558  Rurouni Kenshin Part II: Kyoto Inferno Action Adventure Drama 

tt3203606  Trumbo Biography Drama 

tt3244992  Trailer Park Boys: Don't Legalize It Comedy Crime Drama 

tt3294200  The Falling Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt3385516  X-Men: Apocalypse Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt3460252  The Hateful Eight Crime Drama Mystery 

tt3464902  The Lobster Comedy Drama Romance 

tt3498820  Captain America: Civil War Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt3569230  Legend Biography Crime Drama 

tt3659388  The Martian Adventure Drama Sci-Fi 

tt3787590  We Are Your Friends Drama Music Romance 

tt3797868  The Choice Drama Romance 

tt3832914  War Room Drama 

tt4052882  The Shallows Drama Horror Thriller 

tt6105098  The Lion King Adventure Animation Drama 

tt6476140  Serenity Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 
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APPENDIX D – FULL LIST OF MOVIES USED TO IDENTIFY ASSOCIATED 

WORDS TO THE INITIAL KEYWORDS EXTRACTED USING THE MOVIES IN 

APPENDIX C 

IMDB ID Movie Title 

tt0183649 Phone Booth (2002)  

tt0075686 Annie Hall (1977)  

tt1213663 The World's End (2013)  

tt0118884 Contact (1997)  

tt2302755 Olympus Has Fallen (2013)  

tt0438097 Ice Age: The Meltdown (2006)  

tt0429493 The A-Team (2010)  

tt1340138 Terminator Genisys (2015)  

tt1401152 Unknown (2011)  

tt0181875 Almost Famous (2000)  

tt2024469 Non-Stop (2014)  

tt1343727 Dredd (2012)  

tt0452623 Gone Baby Gone (2007)  

tt0259711 Vanilla Sky (2001)  

tt2140479 The Accountant (2016)  

tt4633694 Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse (2018)  

tt0105323 Scent of a Woman (1992)  

tt4649466 Kingsman: The Golden Circle (2017)  

tt0094721 Beetlejuice (1988)  

tt2798920 Annihilation (2018)  

tt0120804 Resident Evil (2002)  

tt0289765 Red Dragon (2002)  

tt0322259 2 Fast 2 Furious (2003)  

tt0196229 Zoolander (2001)  

tt0414387 Pride & Prejudice (2005)  

tt1790809 Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales (2017)  

tt3778644 Solo: A Star Wars Story (2018)  

tt1077368 Dark Shadows (2012)  

tt4975722 Moonlight (2016)  

tt1302011 Kung Fu Panda 2 (2011)  

tt0338526 Van Helsing (2004)  

tt1959490 Noah (2014)  

tt1706593 Chronicle (2012)  
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tt0298203 8 Mile (2002)  

tt0443272 Lincoln (2012)  

tt0783233 Atonement (2007)  

tt1601913 The Grey (2011)  

tt2316204 Alien: Covenant (2017)  

tt1386703 Total Recall (2012)  

tt0257044 Road to Perdition (2002)  

tt0368447 The Village (2004)  

tt0497465 Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008)  

tt0151804 Office Space (1999)  

tt1817273 The Place Beyond the Pines (2012)  

tt0120611 Blade (1998)  

tt3521164 Moana (2016)  

tt2397535 Predestination (2014)  

tt0803096 Warcraft: The Beginning (2016)  

tt3076658 Creed (2015)  

tt0252866 American Pie 2 (2001)  

tt0215750 Enemy at the Gates (2001)  

tt1440129 Battleship (2012)  

tt2737304 Bird Box (2018)  

tt0120762 Mulan (1998)  

tt1028532 Hachi: A Dog's Tale (2009)  

tt0221027 Blow (2001)  

tt0121164 Corpse Bride (2005)  

tt1931533 Seven Psychopaths (2012)  

tt4881806 Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom (2018)  

tt1033575 The Descendants (2011)  

tt0113189 GoldenEye (1995)  

tt0824747 Changeling (2008)  

tt1386588 The Other Guys (2010)  

tt0053291 Some Like It Hot (1959)  

tt0479884 Crank (2006)  

tt6966692 Green Book (2018)  

tt0107614 Mrs. Doubtfire (1993)  

tt0070735 The Sting (1973)  

tt0099348 Dances with Wolves (1990)  

tt0120812 Rush Hour (1998)  

tt1092026 Paul (2011)  

tt0363547 Dawn of the Dead (2004)  

tt0457939 The Holiday (2006)  

tt0112462 Batman Forever (1995)  

tt0448134 Sunshine (2007)  

tt0463985 The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift (2006)  

tt0118749 Boogie Nights (1997)  

tt1032755 RocknRolla (2008)  
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tt0396171 Perfume: The Story of a Murderer (2006)  

tt0093409 Lethal Weapon (1987)  

tt0072890 Dog Day Afternoon (1975)  

tt0118688 Batman & Robin (1997)  

tt0089218 The Goonies (1985)  

tt0978764 Sucker Punch (2011)  

tt0432348 Saw II (2005)  

tt0976051 The Reader (2008)  

tt3110958 Now You See Me 2 (2016)  

tt1464540 I Am Number Four (2011)  

tt1655442 The Artist (2011)  

tt0144117 The Boondock Saints (1999)  

tt0185937 The Blair Witch Project (1999)  

tt1192628 Rango (2011)  

tt2229499 Don Jon (2013)  

tt0414993 The Fountain (2006)  

tt4034228 Manchester by the Sea (2016)  

tt1673434 The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2 (2012)  

tt2277860 Finding Dory (2016)  

tt0175142 Scary Movie (2000)  

tt0104257 A Few Good Men (1992)  

tt0093870 RoboCop (1987)  

tt0097757 The Little Mermaid (1989)  

tt0102057 Hook (1991)  

tt0765443 Eastern Promises (2007)  

tt0825232 The Bucket List (2007)  

tt0364725 Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story (2004)  

tt3079380 Spy (2015)  

tt1212450 Lawless (2012)  

tt0985699 Valkyrie (2008)  

tt0134847 Pitch Black (2000)  

tt1823672 Chappie (2015)  

tt0478087 21 (2008)  

tt0120660 Enemy of the State (1998)  

tt0315733 21 Grams (2003)  

tt1211956 Escape Plan (2013)  

tt1855199 End of Watch (2012)  

tt1731141 Ender's Game (2013)  

tt0195714 Final Destination (2000)  

tt1375670 Grown Ups (2010)  

tt0118583 Alien: Resurrection (1997)  

tt0077631 Grease (1978)  

tt0082096 Das Boot (1981)  

tt0430922 Role Models (2008)  

tt0399146 A History of Violence (2005)  
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tt2660888 Star Trek Beyond (2016)  

tt0183505 Me Myself & Irene (2000)  

tt0309698 Identity (2003)  

tt0259324 Ghost Rider (2007)  

tt0381681 Before Sunset (2004)  

tt3606756 Incredibles 2 (2018)  

tt1210819 The Lone Ranger (2013)  

tt0448011 Knowing (2009)  

tt0163978 The Beach (2000)  

tt1324999 The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1 (2011)  

tt1588173 Warm Bodies (2013)  

tt1001526 Megamind (2010)  

tt1179904 Paranormal Activity (2007)  

tt0898367 The Road (2009)  

tt0059578 For a Few Dollars More (1965)  

tt0083987 Gandhi (1982)  

tt0486822 Disturbia (2007)  

tt0112442 Bad Boys (1995)  

tt0245712 Amores Perros (2000)  

tt0243155 Bridget Jones's Diary (2001)  

tt1124035 The Ides of March (2011)  

tt1243957 The Tourist (2010)  

tt0107818 Philadelphia (1993)  

tt0420223 Stranger Than Fiction (2006)  

tt0172156 Bad Boys II (2003)  

tt4550098 Nocturnal Animals (2016)  

tt0077651 Halloween (1978)  

tt1234721 RoboCop (2014)  

tt0427944 Thank You for Smoking (2005)  

tt0057115 The Great Escape (1963)  

tt0465234 National Treasure: Book of Secrets (2007)  

tt0837562 Hotel Transylvania (2012)  

tt1080016 Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs (2009)  

tt3263904 Sully (2016)  

tt2209764 Transcendence (2014)  

tt0145660 Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me (1999)  

tt0296572 The Chronicles of Riddick (2004)  

tt0302886 Old School (2003)  

tt3450958 War for the Planet of the Apes (2017)  

tt0083944 First Blood (1982)  

tt0095765 Cinema Paradiso (1988)  

tt0384537 Silent Hill (2006)  

tt0983193 The Adventures of Tintin (2011)  

tt0373469 Kiss Kiss Bang Bang (2005)  

tt1564367 Just Go with It (2011)  
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tt0462499 Rambo (2008)  

tt4046784 Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials (2015)  

tt0052618 Ben-Hur (1959)  

tt1485796 The Greatest Showman (2017)  

tt1598778 Contagion (2011)  

tt0133152 Planet of the Apes (2001)  

tt0109445 Clerks (1994)  

tt0335345 The Passion of the Christ (2004)  

tt0138097 Shakespeare in Love (1998)  

tt0333766 Garden State (2004)  

tt0080678 The Elephant Man (1980)  

tt1798684 Southpaw (2015)  

tt0110632 Natural Born Killers (1994)  

tt2908446 Insurgent (2015)  

tt1424381 Predators (2010)  

tt0758774 Body of Lies (2008)  

tt1922777 Sinister (2012)  

tt0095327 Grave of the Fireflies (1988)  

tt0408306 Munich (2005)  

tt1832382 A Separation (2011)  

tt0120655 Dogma (1999)  

tt0045152 Singin' in the Rain (1952)  

tt1411238 No Strings Attached (2011)  

tt1132620 The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (2009)  

tt0485947 Mr. Nobody (2009)  

tt0108550 What's Eating Gilbert Grape (1993)  

tt0287978 Daredevil (2003)  

tt3065204 The Conjuring 2 (2016)  

tt0116996 Mars Attacks! (1996)  

tt1220719 Ip Man (2008)  

tt1189340 The Lincoln Lawyer (2011)  

tt0409847 Cowboys & Aliens (2011)  

tt0117509 Romeo + Juliet (1996)  

tt0119643 Meet Joe Black (1998)  

tt1321870 Gangster Squad (2013)  

tt1139797 Let the Right One In (2008)  

tt2293640 Minions (2015)  

tt0795421 Mamma Mia! (2008)  

tt2126355 San Andreas (2015)  

tt0123755 Cube (1997)  

tt1599348 Safe House (2012)  

tt2381941 Focus (2015)  

tt1605630 American Reunion (2012)  

tt2361509 The Intern (2015)  

tt1291150 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2014)  
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tt2334879 White House Down (2013)  

tt0246460 Die Another Day (2002)  

tt0305224 Anger Management (2003)  

tt1623205 Oz the Great and Powerful (2013)  

tt0319343 Elf (2003)  

tt0416320 Match Point (2005)  

tt0431308 P.S. I Love You (2007)  

tt4196776 Jason Bourne (2016)  

tt0080339 Airplane! (1980)  

tt0479143 Rocky Balboa (2006)  

tt1046173 G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra (2009)  

tt0376541 Closer (2004)  

tt0308644 Finding Neverland (2004)  

tt0265208 The Girl Next Door (2004)  

tt1142988 The Ugly Truth (2009)  

tt0425061 Get Smart (2008)  

tt0311113 Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World (2003)  

tt4160708 Don't Breathe (2016)  

tt1077258 Planet Terror (2007)  

tt0108399 True Romance (1993)  

tt1606378 A Good Day to Die Hard (2013)  

tt0281358 A Walk to Remember (2002)  

tt0112281 Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls (1995)  

tt1980209 Pain & Gain (2013)  

tt1289401 Ghostbusters (2016)  

tt0452608 Death Race (2008)  

tt0064115 Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969)  

tt0187738 Blade II (2002)  

tt0844471 Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs (2009)  

tt0050212 The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957)  

tt0949731 The Happening (2008)  

tt0181865 Traffic (2000)  

tt0146316 Lara Croft: Tomb Raider (2001)  

tt0106519 Carlito's Way (1993)  

tt0087800 A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)  

tt1155056 I Love You Man (2009)  

tt0435625 The Descent (2005)  

tt0479952 Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa (2008)  

tt0339291 Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events (2004)  

tt0374900 Napoleon Dynamite (2004)  

tt0295178 Austin Powers in Goldmember (2002)  

tt0210945 Remember the Titans (2000)  

tt2184339 The Purge (2013)  

tt0481369 The Number 23 (2007)  

tt3464902 The Lobster (2015)  
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tt3235888 It Follows (2014)  

tt0119282 Hercules (1997)  

tt1428538 Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters (2013)  

tt0170016 How the Grinch Stole Christmas (2000)  

tt0120855 Tarzan (1999)  

tt0059742 The Sound of Music (1965)  

tt3741834 Lion (2016)  

tt0328828 American Wedding (2003)  

tt0158983 South Park: Bigger Longer & Uncut (1999)  

tt0032553 The Great Dictator (1940)  

tt1272878 2 Guns (2013)  

tt1815862 After Earth (2013)  

tt2719848 Everest (2015)  

tt1284575 Bad Teacher (2011)  

tt0116483 Happy Gilmore (1996)  

tt0207201 What Women Want (2000)  

tt0043014 Sunset Blvd. (1950)  

tt4925292 Lady Bird (2017)  

tt0401855 Underworld: Evolution (2006)  

tt3402236 Murder on the Orient Express (2017)  

tt0388482 Transporter 2 (2005)  

tt0499448 The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian (2008)  

tt2234155 The Internship (2013)  

tt0099653 Ghost (1990)  

tt0094737 Big (1988)  

tt2334873 Blue Jasmine (2013)  

tt0993842 Hanna (2011)  

tt0130827 Run Lola Run (1998)  

tt0327597 Coraline (2009)  

tt0959337 Revolutionary Road (2008)  

tt1649419 The Impossible (2012)  

tt0058461 A Fistful of Dollars (1964)  

tt0087363 Gremlins (1984)  

tt1636826 Project X (2012)  

tt1219827 Ghost in the Shell (2017)  

tt0960144 You Don't Mess with the Zohan (2008)  

tt2582782 Hell or High Water (2016)  

tt0128853 You've Got Mail (1998)  

tt0098635 When Harry Met Sally... (1989)  

tt0371724 The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (2005)  

tt0432283 Fantastic Mr. Fox (2009)  

tt0118929 Dark City (1998)  

tt0079501 Mad Max (1979)  

tt0481499 The Croods (2013)  

tt1127180 Drag Me to Hell (2009)  
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tt1667889 Ice Age: Continental Drift (2012)  

tt0143145 The World Is Not Enough (1999)  

tt0092890 Dirty Dancing (1987)  

tt1148204 Orphan (2009)  

tt0088846 Brazil (1985)  

tt0318627 Resident Evil: Apocalypse (2004)  

tt0117665 Sleepers (1996)  

tt2883512 Chef (2014)  

tt0397892 Bolt (2008)  

tt1340800 Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy (2011)  

tt0103874 Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992)  

tt0079817 Rocky II (1979)  

tt1606389 The Vow (2012)  

tt0370263 Alien vs. Predator (2004)  

tt1111422 The Taking of Pelham 123 (2009)  

tt1305806 The Secret in Their Eyes (2009)  

tt0432021 Resident Evil: Extinction (2007)  

tt0477080 Unstoppable (2010)  

tt2321549 The Babadook (2014)  

tt4846340 Hidden Figures (2016)  

tt1646987 Wrath of the Titans (2012)  

tt0366551 Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle (2004)  

tt0120685 Godzilla (1998)  

tt1723811 Shame (2011)  

tt0914798 The Boy in the Striped Pajamas (2008)  

tt5362988 Wind River (2017)  

tt0063522 Rosemary's Baby (1968)  

tt0212346 Miss Congeniality (2000)  

tt1120985 Blue Valentine (2010)  

tt0083907 The Evil Dead (1981)  

tt0363988 Secret Window (2004)  

tt1972591 King Arthur: Legend of the Sword (2017)  

tt0089927 Rocky IV (1985)  

tt1013743 Knight and Day (2010)  

tt0375063 Sideways (2004)  

tt0488120 Fracture (2007)  

tt2404435 The Magnificent Seven (2016)  

tt0139134 Cruel Intentions (1999)  

tt4123430 Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald (2018)  

tt0096438 Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988)  

tt0244244 Swordfish (2001)  

tt0120347 Tomorrow Never Dies (1997)  

tt2053463 Side Effects (2013)  

tt1458175 The Next Three Days (2010)  

tt0241303 Chocolat (2000)  
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tt0892791 Shrek Forever After (2010)  

tt0097428 Ghostbusters II (1989)  

tt0080455 The Blues Brothers (1980)  

tt0758752 Love & Other Drugs (2010)  

tt0075860 Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977)  

tt2094766 Assassin's Creed (2016)  

tt0385752 The Golden Compass (2007)  

tt0974661 17 Again (2009)  

tt0118571 Air Force One (1997)  

tt1596350 This Means War (2012)  

tt0114898 Waterworld (1995)  

tt0881320 Sanctum (2011)  

tt0218839 Best in Show (2000)  

tt4680182 Colossal (2016)  

tt0119874 The Peacemaker (1997)  

tt0029947 Bringing Up Baby (1938)  

tt1226774 In the Loop (2009)  

tt0053221 Rio Bravo (1959)  

tt0403508 The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants (2005)  

tt1179891 My Bloody Valentine (2009)  

tt0114787 Underground (1995)  

tt1971325 Automata (2014)  

tt0060176 Blow-Up (1966)  

tt0365376 A Tale of Two Sisters (2003)  

tt0099329 Cry-Baby (1990)  

tt0787474 The Boxtrolls (2014)  

tt7401588 Instant Family (2018)  

tt1800302 Gold (2016)  

tt4624424 Storks (2016)  

tt0139414 Lake Placid (1999)  

tt0108002 Rudy (1993)  

tt0452598 Cheaper by the Dozen 2 (2005)  

tt0218922 Original Sin (2001)  

tt0185371 House on Haunted Hill (1999)  

tt0403358 Night Watch (2004)  

tt1389096 Stand Up Guys (2012)  

tt1185834 Star Wars: The Clone Wars (2008)  

tt1043726 The Legend of Hercules (2014)  
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tt1951261 The Hangover Part III (2013)  

tt1245526 RED (2010)  

tt0113497 Jumanji (1995)  

tt0472043 Apocalypto (2006)  

tt0147800 10 Things I Hate About You (1999)  

tt0379786 Serenity (2005)  

tt0381849 3:10 to Yuma (2007)  

tt0175880 Magnolia (1999)  

tt0293662 The Transporter (2002)  

tt1194173 The Bourne Legacy (2012)  

tt0107688 The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993)  

tt0814314 Seven Pounds (2008)  

tt0878804 The Blind Side (2009)  

tt0071315 Chinatown (1974)  

tt2004420 Neighbors (2014)  

tt2194499 About Time (2013)  

tt0190590 O Brother Where Art Thou? (2000)  

tt0031381 Gone with the Wind (1939)  

tt0104431 Home Alone 2: Lost in New York (1992)  

tt3682448 Bridge of Spies (2015)  

tt1253863 300: Rise of an Empire (2014)  

tt0092099 Top Gun (1986)  

tt1179933 10 Cloverfield Lane (2016)  

tt0116367 From Dusk Till Dawn (1996)  

tt1152836 Public Enemies (2009)  

tt0100405 Pretty Woman (1990)  

tt0117571 Scream (1996)  

tt1517451 A Star Is Born (2018)  

tt0119177 Gattaca (1997)  

tt0119528 Liar Liar (1997)  

tt0348150 Superman Returns (2006)  

tt1735898 Snow White and the Huntsman (2012)  

tt0118880 Con Air (1997)  

tt1981677 Pitch Perfect (2012)  

tt0413267 Shrek the Third (2007)  

tt0094226 The Untouchables (1987)  

tt0800320 Clash of the Titans (2010)  
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tt0103644 AlienÂ³ (1992)  

tt0109040 Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (1994)  

tt0473075 Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time (2010)  

tt1591095 Insidious (2010)  

tt0119822 As Good as It Gets (1997)  

tt1951266 The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2 (2015)  

tt0278504 Insomnia (2002)  

tt0103776 Batman Returns (1992)  

tt0808151 Angels & Demons (2009)  

tt1197624 Law Abiding Citizen (2009)  

tt1133985 Green Lantern (2011)  

tt0203009 Moulin Rouge! (2001)  

tt1790885 Zero Dark Thirty (2012)  

tt1645170 The Dictator (2012)  

tt5095030 Ant-Man and the Wasp (2018)  

tt0120201 Starship Troopers (1997)  

tt0320661 Kingdom of Heaven (2005)  

tt1478338 Bridesmaids (2011)  

tt1259571 The Twilight Saga: New Moon (2009)  

tt0120623 A Bug's Life (1998)  

tt0800039 Forgetting Sarah Marshall (2008)  

tt0838283 Step Brothers (2008)  

tt1091191 Lone Survivor (2013)  

tt2283362 Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle (2017)  

tt0112384 Apollo 13 (1995)  

tt0265666 The Royal Tenenbaums (2001)  

tt0187078 Gone in 60 Seconds (2000)  

tt0106977 The Fugitive (1993)  

tt0332379 School of Rock (2003)  

tt1028528 Death Proof (2007)  

tt2106476 The Hunt (2012)  

tt0056172 Lawrence of Arabia (1962)  

tt1013752 Fast & Furious (2009)  

tt0411477 Hellboy II: The Golden Army (2008)  

tt0401729 John Carter (2012)  

tt0463854 28 Weeks Later (2007)  

tt3799694 The Nice Guys (2016)  

tt3040964 The Jungle Book (2016)  

tt1706620 Snowpiercer (2013)  

tt1638355 The Man from U.N.C.L.E. (2015)  

tt3731562 Kong: Skull Island (2017)  

tt2771200 Beauty and the Beast (2017)  

tt0096283 My Neighbor Totoro (1988)  

tt0190332 Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (2000)  

tt0286716 Hulk (2003)  
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tt0320691 Underworld (2003)  

tt0955308 Robin Hood (2010)  

tt0112471 Before Sunrise (1995)  

tt1650554 Kick-Ass 2 (2013)  

tt0486576 Fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver Surfer (2007)  

tt0486655 Stardust (2007)  

tt4912910 Mission: Impossible - Fallout (2018)  

tt0290002 Meet the Fockers (2004)  

tt0061722 The Graduate (1967)  

tt0187393 The Patriot (2000)  

tt0258000 Panic Room (2002)  

tt0212985 Hannibal (2001)  
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APPENDIX E – FULL LIST OF MOVIES PROVIDED TO TEST THE 

RECOMMENDATION MODEL 

IMDB ID Movie Title Year of Release Genres 

tt0406650  The Chumscrubber 2005 Comedy Drama 

tt6826438  Parmanu: The Story of Pokhran 2018 Action Drama History 

tt4537896  White Boy Rick 2018 Crime Drama 

tt0318034  Russian Ark 2002 Drama Fantasy History 

tt1277737  The Stoning of Soraya M. 2008 Drama 

tt1337057  Rampage 2009 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0095082  Eight Men Out 1988 Drama History Sport 

tt0488414  Omkara 2006 Action Crime Drama 

tt0437800  Akeelah and the Bee 2006 Drama Family 

tt0045897  I Confess 1953 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0038733  A Matter of Life and Death 1946 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt2725962  What We Did on Our Holiday 2014 Comedy Drama 

tt0393735  The Shaggy Dog 2006 Comedy Family Fantasy 

tt1753496  Resident Evil: Damnation 2012 Action Animation Horror 

tt0102005  Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man 1991 Action Crime Drama 

tt4913966  The Curse of La Llorona 2019 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt1229827  Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert Experience 2009 Documentary Music 

tt1046997  Miracle at St. Anna 2008 Action Drama War 

tt0078087  Piranha 1978 Comedy Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0117128  Mystery Science Theater 3000: The Movie 1996 Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0325537  Head of State 2003 Comedy 

tt5886440  Marrowbone 2017 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt1440732  Bel Ami 2012 Drama History Romance 

tt0089606  My Life as a Dog 1985 Comedy Drama 

tt0401233  Appleseed 2004 Action Animation Drama 

tt0081070  The Long Good Friday 1980 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0960890  Zombie Strippers! 2008 Comedy Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0077663  Heaven Can Wait 1978 Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0088206  Supergirl 1984 Action Adventure Fantasy 

tt4799066  Midnight Sun 2018 Drama Romance 

tt1656192  Special Forces 2011 Action Drama War 

tt6108090  Secret Superstar 2017 Drama Music 

tt0082377  The Final Conflict 1981 Horror 

tt0113305  Higher Learning 1995 Crime Drama Romance 

tt1781069  Zeitgeist: Moving Forward 2011 Documentary 

tt0402057  Beowulf & Grendel 2005 Action Adventure Drama 

tt0167427  Superstar 1999 Comedy Romance 

tt0102782  Return to the Blue Lagoon 1991 Adventure Drama Romance 

tt1027862  Swing Vote 2008 Comedy Drama 

tt4181052  Special Correspondents 2016 Comedy 

tt0396184  With Blood on My Hands: Pusher II 2004 Action Crime Drama 

tt0195234  Saving Grace 2000 Comedy Crime 

tt0048261  Kiss Me Deadly 1955 Crime Film-Noir Mystery 

tt0302674  Gerry 2002 Adventure Drama Mystery 

tt0050086  3:10 to Yuma 1957 Drama Thriller Western 

tt5670152  Traffik 2018 Action Crime Drama 
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tt0086312  Silkwood 1983 Biography Drama History 

tt0062138  Point Blank 1967 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt1654523  Night Train to Lisbon 2013 Mystery Romance Thriller 

tt1498569  Restless 2011 Drama Romance 

tt0097722  Lean on Me 1989 Drama 

tt0095519  License to Drive 1988 Comedy 

tt0109759  Exotica 1994 Drama 

tt2620590  Leatherface 2017 Crime Horror Thriller 

tt0087365  Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan  Lord of the Apes 1984 Adventure Drama 

tt7581902  Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety 2018 Comedy Romance 

tt0361841  Little Black Book 2004 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0071141  Ali: Fear Eats the Soul 1974 Drama Romance 

tt0032484  Foreign Correspondent 1940 Action Romance Thriller 

tt1131724  NULL 2017 Thriller 

tt0071249  Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia 1974 Action Crime Drama 

tt0087799  Night of the Comet 1984 Comedy Horror Sci-Fi 

tt1434447  Rocket Singh: Salesman of the Year 2009 Comedy Drama 

tt0155711  Flawless 1999 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0080569  Cruising 1980 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0075223  Silver Streak 1976 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0014429  Safety Last! 1923 Action Comedy Thriller 

tt0250081  Storytelling 2001 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0417056  Pledge This! 2006 Comedy 

tt0422091  Dhoom 2004 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0097737  Leviathan 1989 Adventure Horror Mystery 

tt0299117  Roger Dodger 2002 Comedy Drama 

tt0400234  Black Friday 2004 Action Crime Drama 

tt1230385  The Yellow Sea 2010 Action Drama Thriller 

tt1798243  Rudderless 2014 Comedy Drama Music 

tt0080923  Inferno 1980 Horror 

tt0100318  Pacific Heights 1990 Thriller 

tt1555064  Country Strong 2010 Drama Music 

tt0304711  The Order 2003 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0373450  Where the Truth Lies 2005 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt1839654  The Magic of Belle Isle 2012 Comedy Drama 

tt5462326  Mom and Dad 2017 Comedy Horror Thriller 

tt0458364  The Ex 2006 Comedy Romance 

tt0042804  The Young and the Damned 1950 Crime Drama 

tt0893402  Franklyn 2008 Drama Fantasy Sci-Fi 

tt1172571  The Children 2008 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0250468  Killing Me Softly 2002 Drama Mystery Romance 

tt4701724  Early Man 2018 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0345551  Latter Days 2003 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0055471  Splendor in the Grass 1961 Drama Romance 

tt7218518  Padman 2018 Comedy Drama 

tt0432637  Krrish 2006 Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt0088194  Streets of Fire 1984 Action Crime Drama 

tt0409345  Surveillance 2008 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0110222  Kabhi Haan Kabhi Naa 1994 Comedy Drama Music 

tt1104733  Hamlet 2 2008 Comedy Music 

tt2011159  No Good Deed 2014 Action Crime Drama 

tt0346094  Distant 2002 Drama 

tt0089118  F/X 1986 Action Thriller 

tt0105156  Poison Ivy 1992 Drama Thriller 

tt0808276  Cold Prey 2006 Horror Thriller 

tt0249380  Rape Me 2000 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0108188  Sonatine 1993 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0065377  Airport 1970 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0104438  Honeymoon in Vegas 1992 Comedy Romance Thriller 
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tt0074899  Midway 1976 Action Drama History 

tt3137630  David Brent: Life on the Road 2016 Comedy Music 

tt0059260  Help! 1965 Adventure Comedy Musical 

tt1945084  Everly 2014 Action Thriller 

tt0076257  The Kentucky Fried Movie 1977 Comedy 

tt0770772  I Think I Love My Wife 2007 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt3702652  The Other Side of the Door 2016 Horror 

tt0295289  A Guy Thing 2003 Comedy Romance 

tt0116731  The Juror 1996 Drama Thriller 

tt7137380  Destroyer 2018 Action Crime Drama 

tt0057611  The Silence 1963 Drama 

tt0366292  One Missed Call 2003 Horror Mystery 

tt0060397  Fantastic Voyage 1966 Adventure Family Sci-Fi 

tt0455323  Being Flynn 2012 Drama 

tt5360952  The Hurricane Heist 2018 Action Adventure Crime 

tt0479751  Sivaji 2007 Action Drama Thriller 

tt5316540  Close 2019 Action Thriller 

tt0348121  Steamboy 2004 Action Adventure Animation 

tt0103994  Like Water for Chocolate 1992 Drama Romance 

tt2366608  Lost River 2014 Drama Fantasy Mystery 

tt1053859  The Grudge 3 2009 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0027125  Top Hat 1935 Comedy Musical Romance 

tt0055184  The Misfits 1961 Drama Romance Western 

tt0065143  The Bird with the Crystal Plumage 1970 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0099850  Internal Affairs 1990 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0079221  Gol Maal 1979 Comedy Romance 

tt5666304  The Little Hours 2017 Comedy Romance 

tt0108101  Shadowlands 1993 Biography Drama Romance 

tt0094072  Summer School 1987 Comedy Romance 

tt0087892  A Passage to India 1984 Adventure Drama History 

tt0049513  Moby Dick 1956 Adventure Drama 

tt0058700  The Last Man on Earth 1964 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt2172935  Metallica Through the Never 2013 Music 

tt0073705  Shivers 1975 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0420609  Infamous 2006 Biography Crime Drama 

tt0082783  My Dinner with Andre 1981 Biography Comedy Drama 

tt0102175  Jungle Fever 1991 Drama Romance 

tt0369060  Infernal Affairs II 2003 Action Crime Drama 

tt1610996  Absentia 2011 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0079766  Quadrophenia 1979 Drama Music 

tt0082782  My Bloody Valentine 1981 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0462338  The Hoax 2006 Comedy Drama 

tt2212008  The Bag Man 2014 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt2383068  The Sacrament 2013 Horror Thriller 

tt0488798  Welcome 2007 Comedy Romance 

tt0093185  The Hidden 1987 Action Crime Horror 

tt0083169  Taps 1981 Drama 

tt0780608  Smiley Face 2007 Comedy 

tt0077572  Force 10 from Navarone 1978 Action Drama War 

tt4291600  Lady Macbeth 2016 Drama Romance 

tt1391034  And Soon the Darkness 2010 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt1274295  Kaminey 2009 Action Crime Drama 

tt0106452  Body Snatchers 1993 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0819714  The Edge of Love 2008 Biography Drama Romance 

tt2094064  Much Ado About Nothing 2012 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0211934  Baadshah 1999 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0800027  Feast of Love 2007 Drama Romance 

tt1016075  Fame 2009 Comedy Drama Musical 

tt1016268  Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room 2005 Documentary 
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tt0808185  The Bothersome Man 2006 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0492486  Shrooms 2007 Comedy Horror Mystery 

tt0264761  Kissing Jessica Stein 2001 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2980706  Planes: Fire & Rescue 2014 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0410730  Taxidermia 2006 Comedy Drama Horror 

tt0910905  In the Electric Mist 2009 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0072730  A Boy and His Dog 1975 Comedy Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0082817  Nighthawks 1981 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0073018  French Connection II 1975 Action Crime Drama 

tt1291465  Raajneeti 2010 Crime Drama 

tt0085255  Blue Thunder 1983 Action Crime Drama 

tt3835080  NULL 2016 Horror Thriller 

tt0065112  Topaz 1969 Drama Thriller 

tt5785170  Toilet - Ek Prem Katha 2017 Comedy Drama 

tt0204175  Boys and Girls 2000 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt5322012  Wish Upon 2017 Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt1103982  The Girlfriend Experience 2009 Drama 

tt2034139  The Last Exorcism Part II 2013 Horror Thriller 

tt0109370  Canadian Bacon 1995 Comedy 

tt2386404  He Never Died 2015 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0102915  Showdown in Little Tokyo 1991 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0105378  Shadows and Fog 1991 Comedy 

tt0095897  The Presidio 1988 Action Crime Mystery 

tt1018818  Assassination of a High School President 2008 Comedy Crime Mystery 

tt6116856  The Night Comes for Us 2018 Action Thriller 

tt0076740  Sorcerer 1977 Adventure Drama Thriller 

tt1996264  For a Good Time  Call... 2012 Comedy 

tt0192731  Urban Legends: Final Cut 2000 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt1294213  Solitary Man 2009 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0374271  In Your Name 2003 Action Drama Romance 

tt5859238  Lucky 2017 Comedy Drama 

tt0067741  Shaft 1971 Action Crime Thriller 

tt2784512  Zombeavers 2014 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0075222  Silent Movie 1976 Comedy 

tt0104237  Damage 1992 Drama Romance 

tt1524575  The Vatican Tapes 2015 Horror Thriller 

tt0098309  She-Devil 1989 Comedy 

tt0056262  The Music Man 1962 Comedy Musical Romance 

tt0095655  Moonwalker 1988 Action Crime Fantasy 

tt0117107  Mulholland Falls 1996 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0422272  Fragile 2005 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0059243  The Great Race 1965 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt1395054  Once Upon a Time in Mumbai 2010 Action Crime Drama 

tt0376105  Racing Stripes 2005 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt2216240  A Hijacking 2012 Drama Thriller 

tt0095593  Married to the Mob 1988 Comedy Crime Romance 

tt1139592  Jeepers Creepers III 2017 Action Horror Mystery 

tt1438173  Bait 2012 Action Adventure Drama 

tt0492389  Furry Vengeance 2010 Comedy Family 

tt0073747  The Stepford Wives 1975 Horror Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0360556  Fahrenheit 451 2018 Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0094027  Stand and Deliver 1988 Biography Drama 

tt0086373  Strange Brew 1983 Comedy Crime Sci-Fi 

tt0095468  A Short Film About Killing 1988 Crime Drama 

tt2621000  Jolly LLB 2013 Comedy Drama 

tt0054033  The Little Shop of Horrors 1960 Comedy Horror 

tt3175038  Ek Villain 2014 Action Crime Drama 

tt0332658  Intermission 2003 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0106627  The Crush 1993 Drama Thriller 
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tt0997047  College Road Trip 2008 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0056241  The Miracle Worker 1962 Biography Drama 

tt0413015  Mrs Henderson Presents 2005 Comedy Drama Music 

tt0144814  The Rage: Carrie 2 1999 Horror Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0055798  Birdman of Alcatraz 1962 Biography Crime Drama 

tt1554091  A Better Life 2011 Drama Romance 

tt1966359  Father Figures 2017 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0071994  Phantom of the Paradise 1974 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0453729  Iqbal 2005 Drama Sport 

tt0805526  Facing the Giants 2006 Drama Sport 

tt0279111  Gods and Generals 2003 Biography Drama History 

tt0083624  Basket Case 1982 Comedy Horror 

tt0080474  Brubaker 1980 Crime Drama 

tt0085154  All the Right Moves 1983 Drama Romance Sport 

tt2247476  When the Game Stands Tall 2014 Drama Sport 

tt0106664  The Dark Half 1993 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0067549  The Panic in Needle Park 1971 Drama 

tt0050539  The Incredible Shrinking Man 1957 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0879843  Katyn 2007 Drama History War 

tt1499666  Castaway on the Moon 2009 Drama Romance 

tt0058888  Red Beard 1965 Drama 

tt2126357  Second Act 2018 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt3447364  Detective Byomkesh Bakshy! 2015 Action Mystery Thriller 

tt0118767  Brother 1997 Crime Drama Romance 

tt0035093  Mrs. Miniver 1942 Drama Romance War 

tt1316622  Wrecked 2010 Adventure Drama Mystery 

tt0110081  To Live 1994 Drama War 

tt1604171  Prom 2011 Comedy Drama Family 

tt0048380  Mister Roberts 1955 Comedy Drama War 

tt0072281  The Three Musketeers 1973 Action Adventure 

tt0062376  To Sir  with Love 1967 Drama 

tt0039420  The Ghost and Mrs. Muir 1947 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0057372  The Nutty Professor 1963 Comedy Romance Sci-Fi 

tt0102388  The Man in the Moon 1991 Drama Romance 

tt2309224  Big Bad Wolves 2013 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt4009460  Saving Christmas 2014 Comedy Family 

tt1701990  Detention 2011 Comedy Horror Mystery 

tt0060955  Seconds 1966 Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0484562  The Seeker: The Dark Is Rising 2007 Adventure Drama Family 

tt0107286  Judgment Night 1993 Action Crime Drama 

tt0089695  No Retreat  No Surrender 1986 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0088272  Tightrope 1984 Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt1743720  The Greatest Movie Ever Sold 2011 Comedy Documentary 

tt0191043  The Color of Paradise 1999 Drama Family 

tt3125324  Beyond the Lights 2014 Drama Music Romance 

tt3508840  The Assassin 2015 Action Drama History 

tt0338325  Paparazzi 2004 Action Crime Drama 

tt0080025  Time After Time 1979 Adventure Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0448075  The Night Listener 2006 Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt0081318  City of the Living Dead 1980 Horror 

tt0110631  Nightwatch 1994 Thriller 

tt1791614  Struck by Lightning 2012 Comedy Drama 

tt2262315  The Good Neighbor 2016 Crime Drama Horror 

tt1183374  Pet 2016 Horror Thriller 

tt0052948  Journey to the Center of the Earth 1959 Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0806027  Blood: The Last Vampire 2009 Action Horror Thriller 

tt0347332  Khakee 2004 Action Crime Drama 

tt0094824  Caddyshack II 1988 Comedy Sport 

tt7026672  Every Day 2018 Drama Fantasy Romance 
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tt5814592  The Party 2017 Comedy Drama 

tt0040416  Hamlet 1948 Drama 

tt2474976  The Hallow 2015 Horror 

tt0338097  Head in the Clouds 2004 Drama Romance War 

tt0290329  Visitor Q 2001 Comedy Drama Horror 

tt0023649  Vampyr 1932 Fantasy Horror 

tt0337578  Baghban 2003 Drama Romance 

tt0111419  Thumbelina 1994 Animation Family Fantasy 

tt1610452  Band Baaja Baaraat 2010 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0118564  Affliction 1997 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0072226  The Sugarland Express 1974 Crime Drama 

tt0783238  The Dead Girl 2006 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0367631  D.E.B.S. 2004 Action Comedy Romance 

tt0101787  Dying Young 1991 Drama Romance 

tt3704538  V/H/S Viral 2014 Horror Thriller 

tt1319718  Little Big Soldier 2010 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0025913  Triumph of the Will 1935 Documentary History War 

tt3748440  Blue Mountain State: The Rise of Thadland 2016 Comedy Sport 

tt4382552  Hot Girls Wanted 2015 Documentary 

tt1700844  The Deep Blue Sea 2011 Drama Romance 

tt1954701  A Coffee in Berlin 2012 Comedy Drama 

tt0850253  Battle in Seattle 2007 Action Drama 

tt0292542  Son of the Bride 2001 Comedy Drama 

tt0059037  The Cincinnati Kid 1965 Drama 

tt4126476  After 2019 Drama Romance 

tt0297162  Half Past Dead 2002 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0077369  Convoy 1978 Action Drama 

tt6257174  The Miseducation of Cameron Post 2018 Drama 

tt0110907  Ready to Wear 1994 Comedy Drama 

tt6967980  Bareilly Ki Barfi 2017 Comedy Romance 

tt0082118  The Burning 1981 Horror 

tt0421051  Daniel the Wizard 2004 Comedy Crime Fantasy 

tt0076590  Rabid 1977 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0099776  Europa Europa 1990 Drama History War 

tt0087075  The Company of Wolves 1984 Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt0033717  High Sierra 1941 Action Adventure Crime 

tt3095734  Monster Trucks 2016 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0240200  Water 2005 Drama Romance 

tt0081529  Smokey and the Bandit II 1980 Action Comedy 

tt0056264  Mutiny on the Bounty 1962 Adventure Drama History 

tt4504044  The Prodigy 2019 Horror Thriller 

tt2224317  Lootera 2013 Drama Romance 

tt0070698  Sisters 1972 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0100740  Tales from the Darkside: The Movie 1990 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt0113613  The Last Supper 1995 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt2679552  I.T. 2016 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0473188  Bobby Z 2007 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0119718  Mr. Magoo 1997 Adventure Comedy Family 

tt0346723  Chalte Chalte 2003 Drama Romance 

tt0337579  Barbershop 2: Back in Business 2004 Comedy Drama 

tt2281159  Contracted 2013 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt4669788  On the Basis of Sex 2018 Biography Drama 

tt2338454  Unicorn Store 2017 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0047834  Animal Farm 1954 Animation Drama 

tt0094746  Biloxi Blues 1988 Comedy Drama 

tt0263975  The Girl with the Red Scarf 1977 Drama Romance 

tt0081383  Prom Night 1980 Horror Thriller 

tt1275863  Love Aaj Kal 2009 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0409011  Lovewrecked 2005 Adventure Comedy Romance 
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tt0072901  The Twelve Tasks of Asterix 1976 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0365847  The Myth 2005 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0071970  The Parallax View 1974 Drama Thriller 

tt0046126  Niagara 1953 Film-Noir Thriller 

tt2126235  Collide 2016 Action Crime Thriller 

tt3628584  Barbershop: The Next Cut 2016 Comedy Drama 

tt0082334  The Entity 1982 Drama Horror 

tt1392197  Marmaduke 2010 Comedy Family 

tt0100530  The Russia House 1990 Drama Romance Thriller 

tt3707104  Mine 2016 Drama Fantasy Thriller 

tt2331047  Rememory 2017 Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0072962  F for Fake 1973 Documentary 

tt0086361  Staying Alive 1983 Drama Music Romance 

tt0857376  Gabriel 2007 Action Fantasy Horror 

tt0192111  Head Over Heels 2001 Comedy Mystery Romance 

tt1121794  Sword of the Stranger 2007 Action Adventure Animation 

tt0094631  Alien Nation 1988 Action Sci-Fi 

tt2639336  Greta 2018 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0053580  The Alamo 1960 Adventure Drama History 

tt0040068  Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein 1948 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt0488478  NULL 2007 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0419058  Phir Hera Pheri 2006 Comedy Crime 

tt1142433  Post Grad 2009 Comedy Romance 

tt0082250  Death Wish II 1982 Action Crime Drama 

tt0976222  Bandslam 2009 Comedy Drama Family 

tt0495034  Golmaal: Fun Unlimited 2006 Action Comedy Drama 

tt0071746  Lenny 1974 Biography Drama 

tt2181831  Shahid 2012 Biography Crime Drama 

tt0367495  Anbe Sivam 2003 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt1371155  Made in Dagenham 2010 Biography Comedy Drama 

tt0059749  The Spy Who Came In from the Cold 1965 Drama Thriller 

tt0096945  Blind Fury 1989 Action Comedy Crime 

tt8169446  Wine Country 2019 Comedy 

tt1486193  5 Days of War 2011 Action Drama War 

tt0084302  The Marathon Family 1982 Comedy Drama 

tt0358349  Agent Cody Banks 2: Destination London 2004 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0093075  The Gate 1987 Fantasy Horror 

tt0376479  American Pastoral 2016 Crime Drama 

tt0082766  Mommie Dearest 1981 Biography Drama 

tt0087910  The Philadelphia Experiment 1984 Adventure Drama Romance 

tt0106453  Body of Evidence 1992 Drama Thriller 

tt0046521  I Vitelloni 1953 Comedy Drama 

tt0089424  Kiss of the Spider Woman 1985 Drama 

tt1212974  Bitch Slap 2009 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2215719  Katy Perry: Part of Me 2012 Documentary Music 

tt1836944  The Baytown Outlaws 2012 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2172071  Student of the Year 2012 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1833844  Berberian Sound Studio 2012 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt6484982  Newton 2017 Drama 

tt0452643  Love and Other Disasters 2006 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2608732  TPB AFK: The Pirate Bay Away from Keyboard 2013 Documentary 

tt2802136  Home Sweet Hell 2015 Comedy Crime Thriller 

tt1119191  The Killing Room 2009 Mystery Thriller 

tt0325258  Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star 2003 Comedy 

tt0330099  The Brown Bunny 2003 Drama 

tt0091578  My Beautiful Laundrette 1985 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0217756  Ready to Rumble 2000 Comedy Sport 

tt0054407  Le Trou 1960 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt1718199  Dragon 2011 Action Crime Drama 
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tt0422093  Diary of a Mad Black Woman 2005 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0480269  Interview 2007 Drama 

tt2414766  Frequencies 2013 Mystery Romance Sci-Fi 

tt0084412  Night Shift 1982 Comedy 

tt0110882  Before the Rain 1994 Drama War 

tt0981072  The Lucky Ones 2008 Comedy Drama War 

tt4430136  Pyaar Ka Punchnama 2 2015 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0037638  Detour 1945 Crime Drama Film-Noir 

tt0093677  Opera 1987 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt2409818  Open Windows 2014 Crime Horror Thriller 

tt0399877  What the #$*! Do We (K)now!? 2004 Comedy Documentary Drama 

tt0089003  Death Wish 3 1985 Action Crime Drama 

tt0091680  One Crazy Summer 1986 Comedy Romance 

tt0331952  The Clearing 2004 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt1151309  Bigger Stronger Faster* 2008 Documentary Sport 

tt1185420  Dostana 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0071487  The Phantom of Liberty 1974 Comedy 

tt1883367  The Human Centipede III (Final Sequence) 2015 Comedy Horror 

tt0368667  Interstella 5555: The 5tory of the 5ecret 5tar 5ystem 2003 Action Adventure Animation 

tt0059170  Faster  Pussycat! Kill! Kill! 1965 Action Comedy 

tt0157472  Clockstoppers 2002 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0078504  The Wiz 1978 Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt1287468  Cats & Dogs: The Revenge of Kitty Galore 2010 Action Comedy Family 

tt0119861  Pardes 1997 Drama Musical Romance 

tt0016847  Faust 1926 Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt0059825  The Train 1964 Thriller War 

tt3181776  Momentum 2015 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0289635  Young Adam 2003 Crime Drama 

tt0109035  Above the Rim 1994 Crime Drama Sport 

tt0145893  Simply Irresistible 1999 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0098663  The Wizard 1989 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0400426  Far Cry 2008 Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt5882970  Tubelight 2017 Drama War 

tt0117603  Set It Off 1996 Action Crime Drama 

tt0053318  Suddenly  Last Summer 1959 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0118632  The Apostle 1997 Drama 

tt0102426  Mediterraneo 1991 Comedy Drama War 

tt2561546  The Town That Dreaded Sundown 2014 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0099994  Leatherface: Texas Chainsaw Massacre III 1990 Horror Thriller 

tt0274117  Read My Lips 2001 Crime Drama Romance 

tt1341710  The Shrine 2010 Horror 

tt0765447  Evening 2007 Drama Romance 

tt0477078  Rocket Science 2007 Comedy Drama 

tt0071455  Earthquake 1974 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0081114  Maniac 1980 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt0119361  In the Company of Men 1997 Comedy Drama 

tt0420509  The Aura 2005 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt1407061  Just Wright 2010 Comedy Romance Sport 

tt1183919  Marley 2012 Biography Documentary Music 

tt0099819  I Love You to Death 1990 Comedy Crime 

tt1878841  The Darkness 2016 Horror Thriller 

tt0780567  Imagine That 2009 Comedy Drama Family 

tt1213012  Alpha and Omega 2010 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0105217  Raising Cain 1992 Crime Drama Horror 

tt0087507  Johnny Dangerously 1984 Comedy Crime 

tt0249371  Ashoka the Great 2001 Action Biography Drama 

tt0081698  Used Cars 1980 Comedy 

tt0077578  Foul Play 1978 Comedy Mystery Thriller 

tt0099204  Cadillac Man 1990 Comedy Crime 
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tt0020697  The Blue Angel 1930 Drama Music 

tt0091278  Iron Eagle 1986 Action Thriller War 

tt0099012  Alice 1990 Comedy Romance 

tt2103264  Emperor 2012 Drama History War 

tt0095583  Maniac Cop 1988 Action Crime Horror 

tt7363076  Raid 2018 Action Crime Drama 

tt0424908  Copying Beethoven 2006 Biography Drama Music 

tt0063032  The Great Silence 1968 Western 

tt2404738  Witching and Bitching 2013 Action Comedy Fantasy 

tt1134629  The Private Lives of Pippa Lee 2009 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0107983  Romeo Is Bleeding 1993 Crime Drama Romance 

tt0117826  Bordello of Blood 1996 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt0093578  Mr. India 1987 Action Comedy Drama 

tt2168910  Cocktail 2012 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0234000  Kaho Naa... Pyaar Hai 2000 Action Romance 

tt1854236  Love Is All You Need 2012 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0134154  Ride with the Devil 1999 Drama Romance War 

tt0772193  Primeval 2007 Action Adventure Crime 

tt5664636  Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween 2018 Adventure Comedy Family 

tt0060934  The Sand Pebbles 1966 Adventure Drama Romance 

tt0077588  The Fury 1978 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0496436  White Noise 2: The Light 2007 Drama Fantasy Horror 

tt0091993  SpaceCamp 1986 Adventure Family Sci-Fi 

tt0810823  The Deaths of Ian Stone 2007 Horror Thriller 

tt0458367  Right at Your Door 2006 Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0118751  Border 1997 Action Drama History 

tt0418362  Mujhse Shaadi Karogi 2004 Comedy Drama Musical 

tt0050371  A Face in the Crowd 1957 Drama Music 

tt0028772  A Day at the Races 1937 Comedy Musical Sport 

tt1841642  Demonic 2015 Horror Thriller 

tt4348012  Mayhem 2017 Action Comedy Horror 

tt1311060  A.C.O.D. 2013 Comedy 

tt0089730  Once Bitten 1985 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt0097289  Erik the Viking 1989 Adventure Comedy Fantasy 

tt0453671  Garam Masala 2005 Comedy Romance 

tt0376127  Anniyan 2005 Action Drama Thriller 

tt2852406  Omar 2013 Crime Drama Romance 

tt0326769  Biker Boyz 2003 Action Drama 

tt0088117  Silent Night  Deadly Night 1984 Horror Thriller 

tt0116260  Eye for an Eye 1996 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt1640711  A Few Best Men 2011 Comedy Romance 

tt0095863  Phantasm II 1988 Action Fantasy Horror 

tt0054067  Black Sunday 1960 Horror 

tt0961722  Cabin Fever 2: Spring Fever 2009 Horror 

tt0111418  Threesome 1994 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0475937  The Abandoned 2006 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0265808  Stealing Harvard 2002 Comedy Crime 

tt4503598  Emelie 2015 Horror Thriller 

tt0054189  Purple Noon 1960 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0489327  Venus 2006 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0081696  Urban Cowboy 1980 Drama Romance Western 

tt0379865  Leatherheads 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0068833  The Last House on the Left 1972 Horror Thriller 

tt0046534  The War of the Worlds 1953 Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt2103267  Adore 2013 Drama Romance 

tt0097240  Drugstore Cowboy 1989 Crime Drama 

tt0097388  Friday the 13th Part VIII: Jason Takes Manhattan 1989 Adventure Horror Thriller 

tt0248845  Hedwig and the Angry Inch 2001 Comedy Drama Music 

tt0115571  The Arrival 1996 Sci-Fi Thriller 
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tt1381404  The Company You Keep 2012 Drama Thriller 

tt1372686  Coriolanus 2011 Drama Thriller War 

tt0089173  Friday the 13th: A New Beginning 1985 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt1171701  The Breath 2009 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0804516  P2 2007 Crime Horror Thriller 

tt0479968  One Missed Call 2008 Horror Mystery 

tt1127715  Sin Nombre 2009 Adventure Crime Drama 

tt0192614  The Skulls 2000 Action Crime Drama 

tt0964539  Pathology 2008 Crime Horror Thriller 

tt0364343  The Final Cut 2004 Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0408777  The Edukators 2004 Drama Romance 

tt1620933  Paan Singh Tomar 2012 Action Biography Crime 

tt0067065  Escape from the Planet of the Apes 1971 Action Sci-Fi 

tt0490076  All the Boys Love Mandy Lane 2006 Horror 

tt2294677  In a World... 2013 Comedy 

tt0110729  Once Were Warriors 1994 Crime Drama 

tt7431594  Race 3 2018 Action Thriller 

tt0062711  Barbarella 1968 Adventure Comedy Fantasy 

tt0066473  Tora! Tora! Tora! 1970 Action Drama History 

tt2576852  The Tale of The Princess Kaguya 2013 Adventure Animation Drama 

tt1174730  City Island 2009 Comedy Drama 

tt0377091  Mean Creek 2004 Crime Drama 

tt7374948  Always Be My Maybe 2019 Comedy Romance 

tt0039689  Out of the Past 1947 Crime Drama Film-Noir 

tt1456941  Tomorrow  When the War Began 2010 Action Adventure Drama 

tt2358925  Unfinished Business 2015 Comedy Drama 

tt0105629  Toys 1992 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0482088  Priceless 2006 Comedy Romance 

tt0380599  Oliver Twist 2005 Crime Drama 

tt2752200  Young & Beautiful 2013 Drama Romance 

tt1082886  The Wackness 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0095444  Killer Klowns from Outer Space 1988 Comedy Horror Sci-Fi 

tt2555736  The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel 2015 Comedy Drama 

tt0034248  Suspicion 1941 Mystery Thriller 

tt1435513  Hysteria 2011 Comedy Romance 

tt0094608  The Accused 1988 Crime Drama 

tt0079641  Nosferatu the Vampyre 1979 Horror 

tt0105643  Troll 2 1990 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt1821700  Waar 2013 Action Crime Drama 

tt0899106  Love Happens 2009 Drama Romance 

tt0257516  Cursed 2005 Comedy Horror 

tt0169858  Neon Genesis Evangelion: The End of Evangelion 1997 Action Animation Drama 

tt0102526  New Jack City 1991 Action Crime Drama 

tt2317225  The Machine 2013 Action Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0270846  Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2 2004 Comedy Family Sci-Fi 

tt0800325  The Dirt 2019 Biography Comedy Drama 

tt2088003  Big Game 2014 Action Adventure Crime 

tt0282209  Darkness Falls 2003 Fantasy Horror Mystery 

tt1971352  Compliance 2012 Biography Crime Drama 

tt3247714  Survivor 2015 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0079714  Phantasm 1979 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0026778  A Night at the Opera 1935 Comedy Music Musical 

tt0913354  Armored 2009 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0383010  The Three Stooges 2012 Comedy Family 

tt0357507  Boogeyman 2005 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0235737  The Salton Sea 2002 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0258470  Bubble Boy 2001 Adventure Comedy Romance 

tt3616916  The Wave 2015 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0095179  Friday the 13th Part VII: The New Blood 1988 Horror Thriller 
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tt0110527  Miracle on 34th Street 1994 Family Fantasy 

tt0099763  Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer 1986 Biography Crime Drama 

tt1987680  The Upside 2017 Comedy Drama 

tt0082509  Heavy Metal 1981 Adventure Animation Fantasy 

tt0047673  White Christmas 1954 Comedy Musical Romance 

tt1489887  Booksmart 2019 Comedy 

tt5117670  Peter Rabbit 2018 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0094761  The Blob 1988 Horror Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0060665  A Man for All Seasons 1966 Biography Drama History 

tt0268397  Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius 2001 Action Adventure Animation 

tt1481572  Happythankyoumoreplease 2010 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0360009  Spartan 2004 Action Crime Drama 

tt0108211  Stalingrad 1993 Drama War 

tt4669986  Loving 2016 Biography Drama Romance 

tt0114614  Tank Girl 1995 Action Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0037382  To Have and Have Not 1944 Adventure Comedy Romance 

tt0082533  The Howling 1981 Horror 

tt0056443  Sanjuro 1962 Action Crime Drama 

tt0068408  Conquest of the Planet of the Apes 1972 Action Sci-Fi 

tt0082089  Body Heat 1981 Crime Drama Romance 

tt0308383  The Human Stain 2003 Drama Romance Thriller 

tt3860916  Cargo 2017 Drama Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0085811  Krull 1983 Action Adventure Sci-Fi 

tt1441912  The Way 2010 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0113253  Halloween 6: The Curse of Michael Myers 1995 Horror Thriller 

tt0102250  L.A. Story 1991 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0785035  Ong Bak 2 2008 Action 

tt0099939  King of New York 1990 Crime Thriller 

tt0479537  Seraphim Falls 2006 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0091499  Maximum Overdrive 1986 Action Comedy Horror 

tt0073582  Deep Red 1975 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0842929  Paranoid Park 2007 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt0083946  Fitzcarraldo 1982 Adventure Drama 

tt0165832  Interstate 60: Episodes of the Road 2002 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt0060153  Batman: The Movie 1966 Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt6738136  Revenge 2017 Action Horror Thriller 

tt0421994  Imagine Me & You 2005 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0209077  Ken Park 2002 Drama 

tt0165854  The Limey 1999 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt5962210  Ingrid Goes West 2017 Comedy Drama 

tt0088814  The Black Cauldron 1985 Action Adventure Animation 

tt0074751  King Kong 1976 Adventure Horror 

tt0120684  Gods and Monsters 1998 Biography Drama 

tt0091954  Sid and Nancy 1986 Biography Drama Music 

tt0043278  An American in Paris 1951 Drama Musical Romance 

tt0424774  The Adventures of Sharkboy and Lavagirl 3-D 2005 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0160009  The Art of War 2000 Action Adventure Crime 

tt7125860  If Beale Street Could Talk 2018 Drama Romance 

tt5001718  Everything  Everything 2017 Drama Romance 

tt0218817  Antitrust 2001 Action Crime Drama 

tt5057140  Hold the Dark 2018 Adventure Drama Horror 

tt0114194  The Prophecy 1995 Action Crime Drama 

tt6742252  The Guilty 2018 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0108065  Searching for Bobby Fischer 1993 Biography Drama 

tt0066011  Love Story 1970 Drama Romance 

tt1127896  Taking Woodstock 2009 Biography Comedy Drama 

tt2326612  The Captive 2014 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt1198138  Obsessed 2009 Drama Thriller 

tt0054167  Peeping Tom 1960 Drama Horror Thriller 
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tt3172532  The Diary of a Teenage Girl 2015 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0097138  Cyborg 1989 Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0457572  Fido 2006 Comedy Drama Horror 

tt1232783  Sorority Row 2009 Horror Mystery 

tt0114168  Powder 1995 Drama Fantasy Mystery 

tt0454919  Pulse 2006 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0081353  Popeye 1980 Adventure Comedy Family 

tt0069768  Battle for the Planet of the Apes 1973 Action Sci-Fi 

tt0449994  Jodhaa Akbar 2008 Action Drama History 

tt2378281  Instructions Not Included 2013 Comedy Drama 

tt0077681  The Hills Have Eyes 1977 Horror Thriller 

tt0061655  The Fearless Vampire Killers 1967 Comedy Horror 

tt0120797  Pushing Tin 1999 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2359810  Raanjhanaa 2013 Drama Romance 

tt0385705  The Football Factory 2004 Crime Drama Sport 

tt0093936  The Secret of My Success 1987 Comedy Romance 

tt1226681  Pontypool 2008 Fantasy Horror Thriller 

tt0216651  Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust 2000 Action Animation Fantasy 

tt0331953  Club Dread 2004 Comedy Horror Mystery 

tt0077394  Damien: Omen II 1978 Horror 

tt0422401  Hatchet 2006 Comedy Horror Thriller 

tt0067525  The Omega Man 1971 Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0468565  Tsotsi 2005 Crime Drama 

tt0093493  Mannequin 1987 Comedy Fantasy Romance 

tt0080516  The Changeling 1980 Horror 

tt0482546  Miss Potter 2006 Biography Drama 

tt0469623  Things We Lost in the Fire 2007 Drama 

tt0056937  Cleopatra 1963 Biography Drama History 

tt1563742  Overboard 2018 Comedy Romance 

tt0176269  Universal Soldier: The Return 1999 Action Sci-Fi 

tt0097499  Henry V 1989 Action Biography Drama 

tt0067140  Duck  You Sucker 1971 Drama War Western 

tt5619332  Life of the Party 2018 Comedy 

tt0114852  Village of the Damned 1995 Horror Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0827503  The Magician 2006 Comedy Drama 

tt1440161  A Little Bit of Heaven 2011 Comedy Drama Fantasy 

tt0381966  Creep 2004 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0101640  Raise the Red Lantern 1991 Drama History Romance 

tt3750872  The Wife 2017 Drama 

tt0180734  Hardball 2001 Drama Sport 

tt0067128  Get Carter 1971 Crime Thriller 

tt2872518  The Shack 2017 Drama Fantasy 

tt1431181  Another Year 2010 Comedy Drama 

tt0024184  The Invisible Man 1933 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0100419  Problem Child 1990 Comedy Family 

tt0046672  20 000 Leagues Under the Sea 1954 Adventure Drama Family 

tt0258068  The Quiet American 2002 Drama Mystery Romance 

tt3416744  The End of the Tour 2015 Biography Drama 

tt0098105  Police Academy 6: City Under Siege 1989 Comedy Crime 

tt0119942  Primary Colors 1998 Comedy Drama 

tt0119695  Money Talks 1997 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2072233  Sleepless 2017 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0096794  Always 1989 Fantasy Romance 

tt3760922  My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2 2016 Comedy Romance 

tt0252444  Rabbit-Proof Fence 2002 Adventure Biography Drama 

tt0120751  Mighty Joe Young 1998 Action Adventure Family 

tt0068762  Jeremiah Johnson 1972 Adventure Drama Western 

tt0106950  Fortress 1992 Action Crime Sci-Fi 

tt3792960  The Brand New Testament 2015 Comedy Fantasy 
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tt0388980  The Greatest Game Ever Played 2005 Biography Drama History 

tt1160368  12 Rounds 2009 Action Crime Thriller 

tt1592281  Take This Waltz 2011 Comedy Drama 

tt2404181  Belle 2013 Biography Drama Romance 

tt0120633  A Civil Action 1998 Drama 

tt5649108  Thoroughbreds 2017 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0105415  Singles 1992 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt4934950  Talvar 2015 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt5816682  Victoria & Abdul 2017 Biography Drama History 

tt0075066  The Pink Panther Strikes Again 1976 Comedy Crime 

tt0040724  Red River 1948 Action Adventure Romance 

tt7608028  The Open House 2018 Horror Thriller 

tt0479528  Rogue 2007 Action Adventure Drama 

tt1018785  The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt1598642  Z for Zachariah 2015 Drama Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0499554  Reno 911!: Miami 2007 Comedy Crime 

tt0086984  Body Double 1984 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt4255304  The Void 2016 Horror Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0486674  What Just Happened 2008 Comedy Drama 

tt0099739  Hard to Kill 1990 Action Crime Drama 

tt0082846  On Golden Pond 1981 Drama 

tt2238050  White Bird in a Blizzard 2014 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt2167266  Tracks 2013 Adventure Biography Drama 

tt1196948  Charlie Countryman 2013 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2328900  Mary Queen of Scots 2018 Biography Drama History 

tt0068638  The Getaway 1972 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0093378  La Bamba 1987 Biography Drama Music 

tt0335559  Win a Date with Tad Hamilton! 2004 Comedy Romance 

tt0099005  Air America 1990 Action Comedy 

tt0100133  Memphis Belle 1990 Action Drama War 

tt0486358  Jesus Camp 2006 Documentary 

tt0117894  Thinner 1996 Fantasy Horror 

tt0107254  Jason Goes to Hell: The Final Friday 1993 Fantasy Horror Thriller 

tt0430634  Stick It 2006 Comedy Drama Sport 

tt0083284  Victory 1981 Drama Sport War 

tt1731697  The Lords of Salem 2012 Horror Thriller 

tt6781982  Night School 2018 Comedy 

tt0062467  Wait Until Dark 1967 Horror Thriller 

tt0294357  Beyond Borders 2003 Adventure Drama Romance 

tt0365957  You Got Served 2004 Drama Music 

tt7282468  Burning 2018 Drama Mystery 

tt0038559  Gilda 1946 Drama Film-Noir Romance 

tt0082869  Outland 1981 Action Crime Sci-Fi 

tt0970468  Miss Pettigrew Lives for a Day 2008 Comedy Romance 

tt0426578  Sophie Scholl: The Final Days 2005 Biography Crime Drama 

tt0897361  I Know Who Killed Me 2007 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt1334102  The Resident 2011 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0104409  Hellraiser III: Hell on Earth 1992 Horror 

tt2023690  Sightseers 2012 Adventure Comedy Crime 

tt1029235  Max Manus: Man of War 2008 Action Biography Drama 

tt0213890  Mohabbatein 2000 Drama Musical Romance 

tt0080319  9 to 5 1980 Comedy 

tt0913968  The Warlords 2007 Action Drama History 

tt3276924  Heist 2015 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0067927  Vanishing Point 1971 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0092699  Broadcast News 1987 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0804540  Taxi 4 2007 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2452254  Clouds of Sils Maria 2014 Drama 

tt0098213  Roger & Me 1989 Documentary 
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tt1934231  Delhi Belly 2011 Action Comedy Crime 

tt2784678  Top Five 2014 Comedy Romance 

tt0116361  Freeway 1996 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt2339741  The Woman in Black 2: Angel of Death 2014 Drama Horror Thriller 

tt0091557  The Mosquito Coast 1986 Adventure Drama Thriller 

tt0093560  The Monster Squad 1987 Action Comedy Fantasy 

tt0053946  Inherit the Wind 1960 Biography Drama History 

tt0318411  The Magdalene Sisters 2002 Drama 

tt0866437  The Jane Austen Book Club 2007 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0067756  Silent Running 1972 Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0040725  The Red Shoes 1948 Drama Music Romance 

tt0056058  Harakiri 1962 Action Drama History 

tt1821658  The Nut Job 2014 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0042041  White Heat 1949 Action Crime Drama 

tt0043338  Ace in the Hole 1951 Drama Film-Noir 

tt0081534  Somewhere in Time 1980 Drama Fantasy Romance 

tt0078966  The China Syndrome 1979 Drama Thriller 

tt2203308  Aashiqui 2 2013 Drama Music Musical 

tt2402105  Dom Hemingway 2013 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt0100436  Pump Up the Volume 1990 Comedy Drama Music 

tt6182908  Smallfoot 2018 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0078754  All That Jazz 1979 Drama Music Musical 

tt0101669  Dead Again 1991 Drama Mystery Romance 

tt0204626  The Watcher 2000 Crime Drama Mystery 

tt1929263  Heaven Is for Real 2014 Biography Drama Family 

tt2452200  Son of a Gun 2014 Action Crime Drama 

tt2263944  Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Gods 2013 Action Adventure Animation 

tt2537176  I Spit on Your Grave 2 2013 Horror Thriller 

tt0112760  Cutthroat Island 1995 Action Adventure Comedy 

tt0025878  The Thin Man 1934 Comedy Crime Mystery 

tt0098546  UHF 1989 Comedy Drama 

tt5516328  Ghost Stories 2017 Drama Horror 

tt0113419  The Indian in the Cupboard 1995 Drama Family Fantasy 

tt0091877  Ruthless People 1986 Comedy Crime 

tt0082031  Arthur 1981 Comedy Romance 

tt3369806  Max 2015 Adventure Drama Family 

tt0089560  Mask 1985 Biography Drama 

tt0117979  The Truth About Cats & Dogs 1996 Comedy Romance 

tt0264150  View from the Top 2003 Comedy Romance 

tt0119664  Metro 1997 Action Comedy Crime 

tt6000478  Roman J. Israel  Esq. 2017 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0963743  Angus  Thongs and Perfect Snogging 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0117737  Stealing Beauty 1996 Drama Mystery Romance 

tt0077713  I Spit on Your Grave 1978 Horror Thriller 

tt1401143  Rare Exports: A Christmas Tale 2010 Adventure Fantasy Horror 

tt0055824  Cape Fear 1962 Drama Thriller 

tt7752126  Brightburn 2019 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0072251  The Taking of Pelham One Two Three 1974 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0101516  Bugsy 1991 Biography Crime Drama 

tt0399327  The Man 2005 Action Comedy Crime 

tt6304162  Loveless 2017 Drama 

tt1441953  Testament of Youth 2014 Biography Drama History 

tt0053976  The Virgin Spring 1960 Drama 

tt0455782  The Hunting Party 2007 Adventure Comedy Drama 

tt2139881  Long Shot 2019 Comedy Romance 

tt0446046  Take the Lead 2006 Drama Music 

tt0166396  Waking Ned Devine 1998 Comedy 

tt1288403  Universal Soldier: Regeneration 2009 Action Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt5935704  Padmaavat 2018 Drama History Romance 
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tt0118798  Bulworth 1998 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0055018  The Innocents 1961 Horror 

tt1047540  Parental Guidance 2012 Comedy Family 

tt0308152  Dead End 2003 Adventure Horror Mystery 

tt0118665  Baby Geniuses 1999 Comedy Crime Family 

tt0465142  American Dreamz 2006 Comedy Music 

tt0099703  The Grifters 1990 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0366777  Millions 2004 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt1379177  The Disappearance of Alice Creed 2009 Crime Thriller 

tt0077269  The Boys from Brazil 1978 Drama Thriller 

tt5461944  Hotel Mumbai 2018 Drama History Thriller 

tt0106333  Baazigar 1993 Crime Drama Musical 

tt0978759  Frozen River 2008 Crime Drama 

tt2980794  Highway 2014 Crime Drama Romance 

tt0260991  Joint Security Area 2000 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0814685  Frontier(s) 2007 Horror 

tt0058586  A Shot in the Dark 1964 Comedy Mystery 

tt1334553  The Perfect Host 2010 Comedy Crime Thriller 

tt0035446  To Be or Not to Be 1942 Comedy War 

tt0083943  Firefox 1982 Action Adventure Thriller 

tt5774450  Summer of 84 2018 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt0114367  Screamers 1995 Horror Sci-Fi Thriller 

tt0378793  Speak 2004 Drama 

tt0099472  DuckTales the Movie: Treasure of the Lost Lamp 1990 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0765446  Escape from Planet Earth 2013 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt4434004  Udta Punjab 2016 Action Crime Drama 

tt0105488  Strictly Ballroom 1992 Comedy Drama Music 

tt0080057  Zombie 1979 Horror 

tt0249478  Domestic Disturbance 2001 Crime Mystery Thriller 

tt2556308  Holiday 2014 Action Thriller 

tt0473367  Jaane Tu... Ya Jaane Na 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0070239  Jesus Christ Superstar 1973 Drama History Musical 

tt0107843  Point of No Return 1993 Action Crime Drama 

tt1633356  Shark Night 3D 2011 Horror Thriller 

tt0066763  Anand 1971 Drama 

tt0067588  Play Misty for Me 1971 Thriller 

tt5719700  Home Again 2017 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0452624  The Good German 2006 Drama Mystery Thriller 

tt0044121  The Thing from Another World 1951 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt1474276  Summer Wars 2009 Action Animation Comedy 

tt0051207  The Wrong Man 1956 Drama Film-Noir 

tt0396652  Ice Princess 2005 Comedy Drama Family 

tt0454082  Black Christmas 2006 Horror 

tt0180052  The Adventures of Pluto Nash 2002 Action Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0069097  Play It Again  Sam 1972 Comedy Romance 

tt0791304  Georgia Rule 2007 Comedy Drama 

tt0023427  Scarface 1932 Action Crime Drama 

tt0067866  El Topo 1970 Drama Western 

tt0373981  Kontroll 2003 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt3177316  Honeymoon 2014 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt0454776  Amazing Grace 2006 Biography Drama History 

tt0489235  My Name Is Bruce 2007 Comedy Fantasy Horror 

tt3231054  Risen 2016 Action Adventure Drama 

tt0072081  The Return of the Pink Panther 1975 Comedy Crime Mystery 

tt0053459  Eyes Without a Face 1960 Drama Horror 

tt0081562  Stir Crazy 1980 Comedy Crime 

tt0063823  Yellow Submarine 1968 Adventure Animation Comedy 

tt0046816  The Caine Mutiny 1954 Drama War 

tt4443658  Better Watch Out 2016 Comedy Crime Horror 
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tt0078908  The Brood 1979 Horror Sci-Fi 

tt0072856  Death Race 2000 1975 Action Comedy Sci-Fi 

tt0416212  The Secret Life of Bees 2008 Drama 

tt0116000  D3: The Mighty Ducks 1996 Action Comedy Drama 

tt0120004  The Relic 1997 Horror Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt0042593  In a Lonely Place 1950 Drama Film-Noir Mystery 

tt6802308  The 15:17 to Paris 2018 Biography Drama Thriller 

tt0460792  Fast Food Nation 2006 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0086320  Sleepaway Camp 1983 Horror 

tt0089908  Return to Oz 1985 Adventure Family Fantasy 

tt0117420  The Quest 1996 Action Adventure Drama 

tt0383694  Vera Drake 2004 Crime Drama 

tt0084237  The Last Unicorn 1982 Adventure Animation Drama 

tt1487118  Chalet Girl 2011 Comedy Romance Sport 

tt0061107  Torn Curtain 1966 Thriller 

tt0091288  Jean de Florette 1986 Drama 

tt0314498  The Perfect Score 2004 Comedy Crime 

tt0120654  Dirty Work 1998 Comedy 

tt0200087  Sarfarosh 1999 Action Adventure Drama 

tt2101383  Knight of Cups 2015 Drama Romance 

tt0400525  The Ice Harvest 2005 Comedy Crime Drama 

tt5460276  Kaabil 2017 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0060522  How to Steal a Million 1966 Comedy Crime Romance 

tt0110099  I.Q. 1994 Comedy Romance 

tt0246677  Heaven 2002 Crime Drama Romance 

tt8079248  Yesterday 2019 Comedy Fantasy Music 

tt1183923  Welcome to the Rileys 2010 Drama 

tt0155776  Jawbreaker 1999 Comedy Crime Thriller 

tt0060315  Django 1966 Action Western 

tt1602098  Albert Nobbs 2011 Drama Romance 

tt0095243  Gorillas in the Mist 1988 Biography Drama 

tt2091256  Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie 2017 Action Animation Comedy 

tt2167202  Getaway 2013 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0100240  The NeverEnding Story II: The Next Chapter 1990 Adventure Drama Family 

tt0061809  In Cold Blood 1967 Biography Crime Drama 

tt3387648  The Taking of Deborah Logan 2014 Horror Mystery Thriller 

tt1178665  A Walk in the Woods 2015 Adventure Biography Comedy 

tt1640548  Rampart 2011 Crime Drama 

tt0116329  Fly Away Home 1996 Adventure Drama Family 

tt1285009  The Strangers: Prey at Night 2018 Horror 

tt0099528  The Exorcist III 1990 Drama Horror Mystery 

tt6485666  Mersal 2017 Action Thriller 

tt0071577  The Great Gatsby 1974 Drama Romance 

tt0809504  The Accidental Husband 2008 Comedy Romance 

tt1193516  Recep Ivedik 2008 Comedy 

tt0096101  Short Circuit 2 1988 Comedy Drama Family 

tt0087003  Broadway Danny Rose 1984 Comedy 

tt0086993  The Bounty 1984 Action Adventure Drama 

tt0374563  Captivity 2007 Crime Drama Horror 

tt0891592  Street Fighter: The Legend of Chun-Li 2009 Action Crime Thriller 

tt0337909  Calendar Girls 2003 Comedy Drama 

tt3352390  Friend Request 2016 Horror Thriller 

tt0924129  Crossing Over 2009 Crime Drama 

tt0780516  Flawless 2007 Crime Drama Thriller 

tt0301976  The United States of Leland 2003 Drama 

tt0042208  The Asphalt Jungle 1950 Crime Drama Film-Noir 

tt0858479  Smart People 2008 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt2372678  2 States 2014 Comedy Drama Romance 

tt0061619  El Dorado 1967 Drama Romance Western 
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tt3721964  Gringo 2018 Action Comedy Crime 

tt0083190  Thief 1981 Action Crime Drama 

tt0074851  The Man Who Fell to Earth 1976 Drama Sci-Fi 

tt0160399  Impostor 2001 Drama Mystery Sci-Fi 

tt1603257  ATM 2012 Horror Thriller 

tt4897822  Where to Invade Next 2015 Comedy Documentary 

tt0093137  Hamburger Hill 1987 Action Drama Thriller 

tt0486640  Postal 2007 Action Comedy Crime 
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